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CHAPTER I

THE PURPOSE OF THE WORK; A DEFINITION OF

TERMS; THE METHOD OF COUNTING

A whetston is no kerving instrument,

And yet it maketh sharpe kerving-tolis.

—Chaucer

The valuable results which have been obtained by the so-called

"feminine-ending" test since Mr. Fleay in 18741 first definitely pro

posed it as a means of determining authorship, have long since es

tablished it as a useful aid to research in the drama of Elizabeth's

reign. Despite the mechanical nature of the test, it is, therefore, hardly

necessary to defend it from the old charge of being merely a "finger-

counting" substitute for true poetic appreciation. The astronomer who

pores with painstaking care over the lines of a spectrum may yet

be able to gauge the magnitude of the stars : the better, no doubt, for

having first analyzed their light.

This celestial figure has a further analogy in the dramatic field.

The spectrum of its chief luminary, Shakespeare, has long been

known ; but of the lesser lights that move about him, only fragmen

tary and to some extent conflicting information has been gleaned.

That is to say, the percentage of feminine endings in Shakespeare's

works has been given fully, both by Fleay2 and by Koenig.8 Of the

other Elizabethan dramatists a partial count has been made at various

times by various scholars while engaged in their particular problems ;

but a complete survey of the development of the feminine ending and

the extent to which the several dramatists used it has not yet ap

peared.

For several reasons a full study of the question is desirable. In

the first place, it is not safe to count a few hundred lines by a play

wright and then generalize as to his whole practice ; indeed, as will

appear later, this method has led to a number of conflicting state

ments and therefore to incorrect conclusions.

Again, there has been no general agreement as to what consti-

1 On Metrical Tests as Applied to Dramatic Poetry. (New Sh. Soc. Trans

actions, Series i-n, 1874.)

*The latest in Ingleby's Shakespeare, the Man and the Book, Part n, pp.

99-141. London, 1881.

* Der Vers in Shakespeare's Dramen. Von Goswin Koenig.
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tutes a feminine ending; and as one investigator has thus counted

words in one author which another rules out in his author, the re

sulting figures, however accurately done, have had only doubtful

comparative value. For example, to take two strikingly different

systems, Mr. J. M. Robertson says: "On the whole it is better to

reckon all possible double endings, and to count most three-syllable

endings as doubles."4 But Prof. H. D. Gray, on the other hand, says :

"I have not counted the lines ending with such words as Heaven,

power, and the like, where the natural scansion of the line does not

seem to call for a separately sounded unstressed syllable at the end.

I have also set aside the word Spirit, because so often a monosyllable.

Compare the following speech from Peek's David and Bethsabe with

the opening lines of Hamlet's soliloquy :

Bright Bethsabe shall wash in David's bower

In water mixed with purest almond-flower,

And bathe her beauty in the milk of kids ;

Bright Bethsabe gives earth to my desires,

Verdure to earth, and to that verdure flowers,

To flowers sweet odours, and to odours wings

To carry pleasure to the hearts of kings.

To be or not to be, that is the question.

Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer

The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune,

Or to take arms against a sea of troubles,

And by opposing end them.

"A free indulgence in such 'double endings' as we find in the

passage from Peele is no indication that the author will use such

endings as we find in the passage from Shakespeare. This difference

in the method of counting makes my percentages differ from those

of Mr. Robertson."5

Whichever of these systems of counting may be better, it is cer

tain that for purposes of comparison some one system must be em

ployed.

Furthermore, there has been no definite study of the origin of the

feminine ending in English blank verse ; of the time when it became

commonly used and why ; and of its employment by the dramatists

who held the boards in Shakespeare's earlier years of composition.

4 The Shakespeare Canon, p. 7.

5 The Authorship of Titus Andronicus. (Flugel Memorial Volume, p. 118,

note 11.)
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It is therefore the purpose of this study to make as comprehen

sive a count as possible of the feminine endings in English blank

verse from Surrey to about 1595. The latter date is chosen for several

reasons. By that time the feminine ending seems to have come into

common use by most dramatists, and the period of its first develop

ment was therefore over ; the earlier group of dramatists, Kyd, Mar

lowe, and the rest, had nearly all vanished from the stage; Shake

speare was fully established ; and the newer group that replaced the

University Wits found blank verse already permanently accepted

as the proper vehicle of dramatic speech. The feminine ending, it is

true, continued to develop, until in the school of Fletcher it became

less a relief from monotony than a monotony in itself; but that de

velopment is beyond the scope of the present work.

My purpose, then, is to discover the extent to which the feminine

ending was used in the earliest English blank verse ; to make a com

plete count of the device in the works of each dramatist up to 1595;

to discover thereby when and by whom the feminine ending was

developed from a fairly rare phenomenon to an accepted and de

liberate adornment of the measure ; and, finally, to apply the results

obtained to certain anonymous or disputed plays of the period.

Definition of Terms

The feminine or double ending is an eleventh unaccented syllable

at the end of the line, as in

To be or not to be, that is the question,

which may be contrasted with the ordinary ten-syllable line :

Now is the winter of our discontent.

It should apparently be easy to make a count of such endings;

but it is not so simple when one comes upon cases of slurring within

the line, the admission of a possible alexandrine, a well precedented

shift in the accent of a word, or the presence at the end of the line

of a word which may be either disyllabic or monosyllabic. Any one

of these things may make it possible to read the line, with equal justi

fication, as either masculine or feminine.

The first two of these difficulties are of rather slight importance,

and rarely leave doubt as to whether a line is masculine or feminine :

a possible alexandrine, for instance, must have either a masculine

ending or a double feminine ending, a thing which is almost never
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found in the period up to 1595. The possible shifting of word-accent

to make a line come out with a masculine ending occurs only in early

and primitive blank verse in which regularity is carefully sought.

Thus, when we see that Surrey in one place has written :

Come hither, this altar shall save us all, (n, 677)

can we be sure that immediately before he did not mean us to read

the seemingly feminine line:

Of her sons' wives and Priam at the altar (n, 646)

as masculine:

Of her sons' wives and Priam at th'altar?

Gascoigne has such a line in Jocasta :

My fathers pallace, the holie aultars. (n, 1, 110)

Surrey's line is either a very definite feminine ending—the only sure

one in all Aeneid ii—or it is not a feminine ending at all. The latter

seems more probable, but one can not be sure. Such cases, for

tunately, become practically non-existent in the more fluent blank

verse of the later writers with whom I am chiefly concerned.

The most serious problem arises with the many lines ending with

such words as heaven, even, hour, bower, flower, tower, power, friar,

and similar words. In mid-line they are used indifferently as of one

or two syllables, according to the demands of the meter, and no clue

is furnished as to their treatment at the end of the line. Previous

investigators have sometimes counted all such words, sometimes part

of them, and sometimes none, so that the question has become one

purely of personal judgment and the whole comparative value of the

tables obtained is endangered.

The poet George Gascoigne throws some light on the question in

his Certayne Notes of Instruction. "This poeticall licence is a shrewde

fellow, and covereth many faults in a verse, it maketh words longer,

shorter, of mo sillables, of fewer, newer, older, truer, falser, and to

conclude it turkeneth all things at pleasure, for example, ydone for

done, adowne for downe, orecome for overcome, tane for taken,

power for powre, heaven for heavn."6

It is apparent from this quotation, not only that such words as

power, heaven, and taken could be either of one or two syllables as

6 Cunliffe's Gascoigne, I, 470.
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meter might require, but also that in Gascoigne's opinion the mono

syllabic pronunciation of such words as heaven, power was normal

and the other a poetic license.

I am convinced that writers notably chary in the use of feminine

endings regarded such words at the end of the line as monosyllabic ;

and yet, since they can be disyllabic, and those like heaven are natur

ally so, by phonetic law, unless the spirant is elided as in e'en, o'er,

we cannot ignore them utterly. I have therefore counted them as di

syllabic in one table, and have also given a stricter count from which

they are excluded.

A similar problem arises when the line ends with a proper name.

The necessary repetition of a name in a single scene may raise the

percentage of feminine endings to a quite uncharacteristic proportion.

See, for example, Peek's Battle of Alcazar, v, 1, where five of the

feminine endings are proper names, and the other two are of the am

biguous sort discussed above. I have therefore counted proper names

in the same table with the doubtful words, and also in a separate

column, but have omitted them from the strict count, which includes

only feminine endings about which there can be no doubt.

That this strict count is the significant one is shown by a con

sideration of Gorboduc. Of nineteen feminine endings in the play,

only two, weapon and perish, are unquestionable, the others being

heaven, power, etc.

In the tables which follow, then, are listed in parallel columns,

(1) act and scene, (2) the number of full lines of blank verse, (3)

the loose count of feminine endings, (4) the number of proper names

constituting feminine endings, also included in the preceding column,

(5) the number of certain feminine endings, (6) the whole percent

age of feminine endings, (7) the percentage of sure feminine end

ings. This last is the basis of my conclusions; though the looser

count would yield approximately the same comparative results be

tween two different works.

Since earlier studies of the same works which I have counted

regularly give percentages lower than my loose count and higher than

my strict count, whereas Professor Gray's figures in the work cited

above are almost identical with mine, being done on essentially the

same plan, it is evident that previous investigators have counted

some of the doubtful words and omitted others : a procedure which

involves too large a personal equation to be entirely sound.



CHAPTER II

EARLY BLANK VERSE

Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey1

The modern reader who takes up Surrey's translation of the Aeneid,

Books ii and iv, the first specimen of English blank verse,2 is likely

to feel that it is the production of a gifted and versatile poet, strug

gling with only partial success to master a strange medium of ex

pression. We need only recall Surrey's exquisite lyrics, such as Wind

sor Memories and the several meditations written in the Tower, to

realize that the translation of Vergil was undertaken by a writer of

some genius and a versifier of no mean ability. And in his Aeneid

the poet occasionally breaks through the toils of the verse, in a line

of rhythmic beauty, as when he shows us the Greek fleet stealing

upon Troy

By friendly silence of the quiet moone. (n, 324)

But such lines appear only too rarely, and more frequently we find

rough-hewn verses like the following :

By the divine science of Minerva. (n, 22)

We went and gave many onsets that night. (n, S07)

The frayd mothers, wandring through the wide house. (n, 630)

Professor Padelford, Surrey's latest editor, says of the general

metrical characteristics of the translation: "Approximately one-

fourth of the lines are run-overs, in which respect Surrey's work

compares creditably with the earlier blank verse of the Elizabethans,

and while the caesura occurs after the second foot in fifty per cent

of the lines, and after the fourth foot in thirty, it is nevertheless

shifted with some degree of freedom."3 It is to be noted further

that trochees and anapests, while infrequent, are not rare, and that

a few alexandrines are to be found in Book iv.

Since the poem bears these marks of metrical maturity, it is

interesting to examine it for feminine endings. In the whole of Book

ii (1,065 lines) there are only two, exclusive of power, heaven, and

such words, five in all. Of these two, one is the proper name Thoas,

the other the word altar, line 646, where perhaps we should read:

1 Edition : The Poems of Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey. F. M. Padelford,

editor. Seattle, 1920.

a For the date see Padelford, p. 200, who believes it not earlier than 1539.

• Padelford, p. 40.
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Of her sons wives and Priam at th' altar.

Such a wrenching of accent is not at all unlikely, particularly in a

close translation, as we may see by comparing another early example,

SURREY'S AENEID, BOOKS II, IV

Full All fern. Proper Fern. end., Total Strict
Book Lines Endings Names Strict Ct. per cent per cent

II 1,065 7 i 1 0.6 0.09

IV 931 18 i 9 1.9 0.9

Total 1,996 25 2 10 1.2 0.5

NICHOLAS GRIMALD

Full All fern. Proper Fern. end.t Total Strict
Poem Lines Endings Names Strict Ct. per cent per cent

Death of Zoroas 116 1 0 0 0.8 0.0

Marcus T. Ciceroes Death 88 3 0 1 3.4 1.1

a line from Gascoigne's translated play, Jocasta. The Italian reads :

I paterni palazzi, e i santi altari,

which Gascoigne renders:

My fathers pallace, the holie aultars. (n, 1, 110)

Here the accent on the ultima is unmistakeable.4

Even more striking proof that the feminine ending was not con

sidered a proper adornment of blank verse can be found in the several

verses where Surrey, translating the Latin with his characteristic

deliberate closeness and conciseness, closes the line with a word

properly feminine which he truncates so that it will end with a stress.

Thus :

Behight by vow unto the chaste Minerve. (n, 43)

Nobled by fame of the sage Palamede. (n, 102)

But sith the time the wicked Diomede. (n, 203)

Whom neither Diomede nor great Achille. (n, 250)

Machaon first, then king Menolae.5 (n, 334)

A similar shortening elsewhere in the line occurs at ii, 714 :

Neoptolem is swarved out of kinde.

* Gascoigne, of course, may have written and after the word pallace, since

the conjunction is used in the Italian.

'Query: Insert and after first? This is done by previous editors.
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When we compare the normal appearance of the eleventh syllable in

Italian blank verse, the interesting question arises whether that meas

ure was entirely the model for the English unrimed line.

As Padelford points out, though there is some doubt as to which

book of the Aeneid Surrey translated first, the less archaic language

of Book iv and its greater use of anapests and amphibrachs make it

likely that this was the later work. In confirmation of this, Padelford

notes several instances where phrases that in Book 11 give a close

translation of the Latin, appear also in Book iv, and that in Book

iv they are a very free rendering of the original. For example:6

Vergil, ii, 98-99,

spargere voces in vulgum ambiguas,

Surrey, n, 122,

In common eares false rumors gan he sowe.

Vergil, iv, 189,

Haec turn multiplici populos sermone replebat,

Surrey, iv, 244-245, " ,

This monster blith with manie a tale gan sowe

This rumour then into the common eares.

The inference to be drawn from this is that Surrey, having coined

a phrase that suited him, was content to repeat it ; and it is natural

to suppose that the phrase was first used in the verse which is closer

to the Latin, namely in Book n. This evidence of priority is quite

borne out by the fewer feminine endings in Book n.

The basis of my count of Book iv is the text of MS. Hargrave

205, which Padelford shows rather conclusively to be nearer to Sur

rey's original than either Tottel's version of 1557 or Day's version,

probably of 1554.7 In 931 lines there are altogether 18 feminine end

ings by loose count, of which nine are undoubted, so that whereas

the strict count of Book n gives 0.09 per cent, Book iv has 0.9 per

cent. Of these nine lines, six are revised in Tottel's version in such a

way that the feminine ending is removed. Owen Day's text agrees

with the MS. twice, and twice revises, once removing the feminine

ending at the cost of changing the sense by reading redout for re-

dowble, line 441.

Now, as Padelford shows, Surrey may have made some of these

revisions, for the MS. not only has a few untranslated Latin lines

* Padelford, p. 200.

' Padelford, p. 200.
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but is also manifestly faulty in meter at various lines, so that it is

apparently not the author's final version ; but on the other hand, some

of the changes are quite contrary to Surrey's practice elsewhere, and

seem to have been made by some other person or persons in the

interest of smoothness and regularity.8 If this proves anything, it

is that Surrey was more willing than his early editors to accept varia

tions from the metrical norm ; which is, after all, in keeping with his

greater ability as a poet.

Be that as it may, it is evident that to Surrey the feminine ending

was not an adornment adding to the beauty of his verse, but rather

a poetic license to be admitted charily only when the exigencies of

translation required : while Book iv has more feminine endings than

Book ii, it is equally true that in it Surrey has also gained enough

command of his meter to avoid feminine endings without truncating

words as he does in the earlier book. Of the feminine ending as a

conscious literary device we are safe in saying that there is not a

trace.

Nicholas Grimald9

If This is the case with the most gifted of the earlier writers of

blank verse, it is at least equally so with the others. Thus, in Nicholas

Grimald's Death of Zoroas, 1557, 116 lines of blank verse give only

the doubtful feminine ending heaven, and this in verse which, if

monotonous, nevertheless has smoothness and a fair proportion of

run-on lines. Grimald's Marcus Tullius Ciceroes Death, also in Tot

ters collection, has three possible feminine endings in 88 lines; but

of these, two are heaven and yron; and the third, espyeth, was more

likely than not used as a disyllabic It is quite safe to say that Grimald

had no conception of the feminine ending as a deliberate ornament.

Sackville and Norton10

The Writers of Gorboduc (acted 1561), who were the first to em

ploy blank verse on the English stage, make no advance in the use

of feminine endings. Of the possible feminine endings in the play,

only two, weapon, iv, 2, 1294, and perish, v, 2, 1728. are beyond ques

tion in the 1695 unrimed lines, an average of 0.1 per cent, or much

'Ibid., p. 204 ff.

* In Tottel's Songs and Sonsnettes, 1557. (Arber Reprints.)

" Edition : J. M. Manly, Specimens.
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lower than Surrey's general practice. And this is by writers who had

so polished their measure as to win praise from Pope11 for metrical

smoothness. The conclusion must be that the idea of varying the

line-ending to avoid monotony had not occurred to them.

SACKVILLE & NORTON

Gorboduc

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I, 1 69 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

1,2 368 2 0 0 0.5 0.0

ii,1 213 2 0 0 0.9 0.0

n,2 82 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 1 167 1 0 0 0.6 0.0

IV, 1 81 1 0 0 1.2 0.0

iv, 2 266 4 0 1 1.5 0.3

v, 1 170 4 0 0 2.3 0.0

v,2 279 5 0 1 1.8 0.3

Total 1,695 19 0 2 1.1 0.1

George Gascoigne12

The Practice of the versatile George Gascoigne is not so easily

determined. In 1566 he, with Francis Kinwelmershe, translated into

blank verse Dolce's Giocasta, itself an Italian rendering of a

Latin version of Euripides' Phoenissae.™ Kinwelmershe did Acts

i and iv, Gascoigne the rest. The number of feminine endings

used by each writer is considerably greater than that of any of the

other men so far considered. The whole play has 36 feminine end

ings in 2391 complete lines of blank verse, or 1.5 per cent, greater

than Friar Bacon (0.8 per cent), Orlando Furioso (0.7 per cent),

The Massacre at Paris (1.4 per cent), Dido (0.4 per cent), and

Tamburlaine i (1.3 per cent) and ii (1.2 per cent), and equal to The

Battle of Alcazar (1.5 per cent), to mention no more. That is to say,

these two poets in 1566 made use of a higher proportion of feminine

u Spence, Anecdotes, p. 21 (1820).

a The Complete Works of George Gascoigne. (Cambridge English Classics)

In Two Volumes. . . . John W. Cunliffe, editor.

M Gascoigne's Supposes, and Jocasta. (Belles Lettres Series) J. W. Cun

liffe, editor.
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endings than many of the dramatists of the eighties and nineties, in

cluding Marlowe in his earlier plays. Moreover, Kinwelmershe's

average is higher than Gascoigne's. In Act i, 451 lines, he reaches

3.1 per cent, in Act iv, 324 lines, 1.5 per cent, or, for the 775 lines

which he wrote in all, 2.4 per cent. This leaves Gascoigne with an

GEORGE GASCOIGNE

Jocasta

(with Francis Kinwelmershe)

Act.
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper
Names

Fern. end.,
Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I, 1 451 22 i 14 4.8 3.1

II, 1 582 16 0 4 2.7 0.6

ii, 2 131 4 0 2 3.0 1.5

in, 1 220 2 0 1 0.9 0.5

ni, 2 118 10 0 1 0.8 0.8

IV, 1 324 7 0 5. 2.1 1.5

v, 1 33 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

v, 2 202 7 0 5 3.4 2.4

v, 3 57 1 0 0 1.7 0.0

v, 4 36 1 0 1 2.7 2.7

v, 5 237 5 0 3 2.1 1.2

Total 2,391 66 1 36 2.7 1.5

Summary

Scenes of 100 or more lines vary:

(a) Total i.e., 0.8-4.8 per cent.

(b) Strict i.e., 0.5-3.1 per cent.

One scene between 50-100 lines has:

(a) Total I.e., 1.7 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0 per cent.

All scenes vary :

(a) Total f.e., 0.0-4.8 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-3.1 per cent.

average of 1.+ per cent in all, though in v, 2, he reaches 2.4 per cent

in 202 lines.

Such an increase over the use of previous poets is somewhat

surprising, but its significance is lessened by the fact that Jocasta is in

the main a very close translation of the Italian, so that the original

often dictated the word that must be used, and seems to have forced

the translators to admit feminine endings as a necessary metrical
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license, just as Surrey seems to have done. The following examples

will illustrate this point.14

Adjudge their father to perpetual prison. (l, 1, 147)

A perpetua prigion dannaro il padre.

Though comfortless, yet .as a pitifull mother. (i, 1, 190)

Come pietosa e sconsolata mad re.

That, out of hand, according to his promise. (i, 1, 211)

Ch'ora, per attenermi alia promessa.

But with the sight of my beloved brother. (i, 3, 39)

Delia vista del caro mio fratello.

He gave me charge most heartily to commend him. (i, 3, 169)

Recassi a nome suo pace e salute.

But as a stranger nowe, I thank my brother. (u, 1, 46)

A peregrin, merce di suo fratello.

Doth bear freshe braunches one above another. (n, 1, 115)

Novi rampolli, un sopra l'altro nasce.

The persistent way in which the last word of the Italian line is echoed

by the last word of the English is significant, as is the practically line

line for line method of translation. Again, in iv, 1, 30-31,

And for the rest I trust that [mightie] Jove

Will yield us aid.

Forse del reste allegrerammi Giove,

Cunliffe has bracketed mightie, and it is possible an insertion ; the rest

of the line, and the half-line following are probably an alexandrine

to which the translator was driven by inability to compress the Italian

line into one English pentameter. On the whole, the examples given

make fairly clear that the feminine endings are an enforced license

rather than an intentional variation of the meter. As we shall see,

Marlowe, in his line for line version of Lucan, was also driven to

an uncharacteristically high percentage of feminine endings.

The Steele Glas (1576)

Gascoigne, however, seems to have progressed in his use of the

device. In The Steele Glas, written ten years later, we find nine fem-

"The Italian is from Cunliffe's Belles Lettres edition of Jocasta, cited

above.
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inine endings in the body of the poem, most of them occurring in the

latter half. The average for 1,098 lines is 0.8 per cent; but the Epi-

logus has three in 47 lines, 6.3 per cent, and the entire work (1145

lines) yields 1.+ per cent, the same as his part of Jocasta. There is

little evidence to go on, but the increasing frequency of feminine

endings as the poem progresses at least suggests that practice in blank

verse made the poet more indulgent of the extra syllable.

It is not necessary, however, to insist on the point ; for the chief

conclusion that may be drawn from Gascoigne's blank verse is that by

1576 the feminine ending, if not yet deliberately sought as a welcome

variation of the ten-syllable line, was at least no longer a thing to be

particularly avoided. To this degree of recognition it had arrived

GEORGE GASCOIGNE

The Steele Glas

Section Full All fern. Proper Fern. end., Total Strict
of poem Lines Endings Names Strict Ct. per cent per cent

Poem proper 1,098 16 0 9 1.4 0.8

Epilogus 47 3 0 3 6.3 6.3

Total 1,145 19 0 12 1.6 1.0

Note : In the count of full lines a few verses perhaps accidentally rimed are

omitted.

when the public dramatists began turning to blank verse as their

vehicle of dramatic expression.

Turberville's Heroycall Epistles (1567) and Munday's

The Mirrour of Mutabilitie (1579)

Two other works of this period show the same infrequency in

the use of feminine endings. Turberville's translation of Ovid's

Heroides, of which the earliest extant edition is dated 1567, is partly

in blank verse. Of the unrimed epistles, that of "Canace to Ma-

chareus" contains no possible feminine endings. "Medea to Jason"

has the line

With him, you men of Thessale did sojourn,

in which Thessale is almost certainly dissyllabic and the line there

fore masculine : the same word is spelled differently a few lines later

where it must be trisyllabic:

She cravd my helpe for men of Thessalie.
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There are two other equally doubtful feminine endings in the epistle,

but not one that is certain or even probable. "Laodameia to Pro-

tesilaus" has none at all. "Hypermnestra to Lynceus" yields two of

the ambiguous sort in the lines

I did offence: but so I had done evil

and

Unto my blood it should an issue given.

In the remaining pieces of blank verse, "Acontius to Cydippe" and

"Cydippe to Acontius" all the lines are masculine. It is obvious that

the feminine ending was not one of the scanty adornments of Tur-

berville's verse.15

In Anthony Munday's Mirrour of Mutabilitie ( 1579), the "Com

plaint of Dives" is in ten unrimed stanzas of six lines each. The

complete absence of feminine endings is of interest when compared

with Munday's relatively frequent use of the device in his later

dramatic work.

18 My discussion is based on an examination by Mr. T. F. Rose of the

copy in the Harvard library.



CHAPTER III

THE UNIVERSITY WITS

The blank verse so far considered, whether dramatic or not, has

all been fairly remote from tne popular Elizabethan stage. The aristo

cratic authors of Gorboduc did not write for the plaudits of ground

lings, and Jocasta was played, not publicly, but by and for the stu

dents of Gray's Inn. And aside from Surrey's first essay in "strange

metre," and Gascoigne's Steele Glas, non-dramatic blank verse is

found, until 1580, almost wholly in short and apparently experimental

pieces. Meantime the public drama went its way in mingled doggerel

and ballad measure and prose, completely ignoring or ignorant of

the superb new instrument that lay ready to its hand.

It is of particular interest, then, to ask what influences brought

to the popular theater of 1580-1590 the half-score or over of blank

verse dramas which finally swept from the boards the "jigging veins

of riming mother wits."

Christopher Marlowe boldly claimed and with justice has largely

received the credit for this immense step. But if Marlowe's "mighty

line" dealt the death-blow to the older dramatic meters, that is

merely because Marlowe was the greatest poet of the decade. He was

neither the sole nor probably the first one to write blank verse for a

public audience. Peele almost certainly preceded him, very probably

Kyd also; and in any case these two and Greene and Lyly were a

part of the same movement which produced Tamburlaine.

Certainly the great question of the use of classic meters and of

rime which had been agitating the minds of English critics and poets

since the days of Thomas Watson, had something to do with the

revolution in dramatic meter. It will be recalled that Ascham,1 in

his Scholemaster, declared rime a device of the Huns and Goths;

and it is significant that, while deploring Surrey's failure to observe

true quantity, Ascham praises the rimelessness of his Aeneid. The

controversy that raged until the end of the century over the subject

of quantity and rime is too well known to need rehearsing ; but it is

to our purpose to observe that the discussion was given particular

impetus in the years immediately preceding the remolding of the

drama by Marlowe and his fellow University Wits.

The letters between Harvey and Spenser which were published

'Ascham, Scholemaster, Book n, p. 145. (Arber Reprints.)
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in 15802 show that an organized movement3 in favor of quantitative

verse and against rime was well under way, and had the support of

such scholars and courtiers as Sidney, Dyer, Greville, and Spenser

—the Areopagus. In 1582 Stanyhurst did part of the Aeneid in Eng

lish hexameters; in 1586 Webbe furthered the cause in his Discourse

of English Poetrie.

That the University Wits knew of this movement there is no

doubt. Peele, in the Old Wives Tale, parodies Stanyhurst and quotes

a hexameter of Harvey's ; and Nashe effectively pillories Harvey in

verses of his own pattern.4 When they turned to the drama, there

fore, and beheld the miserable hodge-podge of doggerel and prose

which encumbered the stage, it is small wonder that they sought

some better means of dramatic expression.

It is not likely, as their own ridicule of it shows, that the Uni

versity Wits would have been attracted by the jolting, Latinized

verse of the quantitative school; but in any case the necessity of

pleasing a public audience was enough to restrain them from the

absurdities of the Areopagites. At the same time, they could hardly

escape the influence of a movement which condemned rime as a

barbarous innovation and which numbered among its members many

of the leading scholars and poets of England. Blank verse, fortunately

enough, was at hand as a happy medium, acceptable for its rimeless-

ness to the classicist, and for its native rhythm to the groundling;

and from 1580 on we see rime slowly but steadily yielding its place

on the boards as the new meter proves its supreme fitness for the

drama. The process may be traced in the following plays.

The Rare Triumphs of Love and Fortune,

printed in 1589, and very probably acted before the Queen in the

winter of 1581-82,5 was performed by a company of public actors,

■ Three proper and wittie, familiar Letters and Two other very commend

able Letters.

* Spingarn, Literary Criticism in the Renaissance, Pp. 298 ff.

* In Strange News he inquires :

"But eh ! what news do you hear of that good Gabriel Huff-Snuffe,

Known to the world for a foole, and clapt in the Fleete for a Runner ?"

The Works of Thomas Nashe, edited by McKerrow. I, p. 297.

"Hazlitt's Dodsley, Vol. vi. Collier notes (p. 9) from the Accounts of

the office of the Revels of 1581-82: "A Historie of Love and Fortune, shewed

before her Maiestie at Wyndesor, on the sondaie at night next before new
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and had quite possibly been selected from plays publicly acted. At

any rate its metrical form throws an interesting light on the tenden

cies of the time. Beginning with rimed pentameter couplets, it drops

in the second speech into unrimed six-, seven-, and eight-foot iam

bics, with an occasional five-foot line. Thus :

O Jupiter, thou dreadful king of gods, and men the father high

To whose command the heavens, the earth, and lowest hell obey,

Tisiphone the daughter of eternal night. . . .

Her honour still entire she may maintain;

Else on thy daughter Venus, that lascivious dame,

Himself will wreak his high despite on her.

Jupiter's reply is in seven lines of pure blank verse :

Depart, foul fiend, unto thy loathsome cell,

Where thou lamenting makes continual moan!

Go tell my brother, were it not for him,

Thou shouldst have rued thy bold presumption.

Say thou thy message hath been largely heard,

And bid him send his daughter, Fortune, now,

Whilst we are here, the matter may have end.

Dispatch.

This bears some resemblance to the many seven-line rimed stanzas

which follow, some of them Chaucerian, others rimed irregularly or

in couplets ; nevertheless, it is blank verse, though the only example

in the play. In addition to the forms mentioned, we find speeches in

fourteeners and poulter's measure, alternately rimed pentameters,

pentameter couplets, and prose. It is surely not too much to say that

this variety of forms shows the drama at an experimental stage in

which various meters were being tried in the search for a satisfactory

medium of dramatic speech. Peele's Arraignment of Paris, printed

in 1584, has the same sort of medley, but rimed couplets are more

frequent and there is more blank verse. The new form was slowly

making its way ; and in the plays which follow we may return to the

question of the feminine ending.

In tracing the development of the feminine ending it would be

yeares daie. Enacted by the Earle of Derbies servauntes. For which newe

provision was made of one Citty and one Battlement of Canvas iij Ells of

sarcanet, a [bolt] of canvas, and viij paire of gloves, with sundry other furni

ture in this office." As the city and battlement are called for in the Rare

Triumphs, it is probably the same play.
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well if we could treat the plays of this decade in their order of com

position; but the question of dating them is too uncertain. I shall

therefore consider the works of each dramatist as a unit ; and since

Peele's Arraignment seems to have preceded the rest, shall begin

with him.

George Peele6

The Arraignment of Paris, probably the earliest written of Peele's

extant plays, was composed for presentation before the Queen and

not originally for public performance.7 For the most part it is in

rime; but there are 189 lines of blank verse, which Bullen with justice

calls the most musical that any English poet had yet written. There is

GEORGE PEELE

The Arraignment of Paris

Act,
Scent

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

Prologue 29 1 0 0 3.4 0.0

I, 1 Rime

L 2 Rime

n, 1 Rime

in, 1 Rime

in, 2 Rime

iv, 1 97 3 0 1 3.0 1.0

v, 1 63 1 0 0 1.6 0.0

Total 189 5 0 1 2.6 o.s

an ease, for example, in the oration of Paris before the gods (iv, 1),

and an ability to sustain a thought through several lines which can

not be found in any of the earlier works we have considered. Yet, of

the five possible feminine endings in the play, only one is beyond

doubt :

A mortal man amidst this heavenly presence, (iv, 1, 78)

and the percentage is only O.S per cent.

In the Lines Addressed to Thomas Watson, originally prefixed

to the latter's 'ExatoiJwaOsa, 1582, there are eleven lines of blank verse

with one feminine ending :

These lays of love, as mirth to melancholy.

" Editions used : The Works of George Peele. Edited by A. H. Bullen.

In two volumes. For all plays except David and Bethsabe, which was counted

originally from J. M. Manly's Specimens, recounted from Bullen.

' Probably first presented in 1S82, according to Chambers, m, p. 459.
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The 9.9 per cent is of course not to be taken seriously in so short a

piece. The Device of the Pageant borne before Woolstone Dixi, 1585,

has no feminine endings in 53 lines, except the doubtful power of

line 40.

Peele printed two other non-dramatic works about four years

later, the Farewell to Norris and Drake (1589), and Polyhymnia

(published 1590, but written for a pageant in November, 1589). The

GEORGE PEELE

Poems

Division

Full All fern. Proper Fern. end.,
Lines Endings Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

Lines Addressed to Thomas Watson (1582)

Complete 11 1 0 1 9.9 9.9

Pageant Before Wolstan Dixie (1585)

Complete 53 1 0 0 1.9 0.0

A Farewell to . . . Norris and . . . Drake (1589)

Complete 74 1 0 0 1.3 0.0

Polyhymnia (1590)

Complete 274 4 0 4 1.4 1.4

Descensus Astraeae (1591)

Complete 84 2 0 0 2.3 0.0

The Hermit's Speech (?) (1591 ?)*

Complete 106 6 0 6 5.6 5.6

The Honour of the Garter (1593)

Prologue 68 3 0 1 4.4 1.4

The Garter 421 5 3 1 1.1 0.2

Epilogue 13 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

Total

Complete

502 8 3 2 1.5

2.3

0.4

1.3

Anglorum Feriae (1595)

298 7 0 4

Possibly a Collier forgery.

74 lines of the Farewell are all masculine ; but Polyhymnia has four

certain feminine endings in 274 lines, or 1.4 per cent, a considerable

advance over anything Peele had previously done.

Aside from the words heaven, heavens, Descensus Astraeae yields

nothing in 84 lines ; but we are given a distinct surprise upon read

ing the Hermit's Speech among the (prose) Speeches to Queen Eliza

beth at Theobald's (1591). Of 106 unrimed lines, six are feminine,

giving an average of 5.6 per cent, which is higher than even Peele's

latest work, and is not approached by any but the Old Wives Tale.
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The poem, however, is possibly spurious. It was first printed by

J. P. Collier in his History of English Dramatic Poetry (1833), who

after describing the entertainment at Theobald's, remarks : "A MS.

Poem, in blank verse, has fallen into my hands, which serves to ex

plain the whole proceeding. ... It was written by a poet no less

distinguished than George Peele, who was employed by Lord Burgh-

ley's son to aid the scheme. . . . The whole piece is in the poet's hand

writing, and his initials, G.P., are subscribed at the end."8

Bullen adds : "The MS. of the second and third speeches came into

Collier's hands at a later date. Collier lent it to Dyce, who printed it

in his edition of Peele."

The authorship of the poem is manifestly open to grave doubts,

which are merely increased by the high percentage of feminine end

ings. For instance, the poems not yet considered, both of later date

than 1591, average respectively, The Honour of the Garter (1593),

0.4 per cent, Anglorum Feriae (1595), 1.3 per cent. It would hardly

be safe to draw any conclusions as to Peek's verse from the Hermit's

Speech.

To return to the more important question of Peele's dramas,

feminine endings are found in them as follows :

Variation in long scenes
Play Per cent (over 100 lines)

Arraignment of Paris 0.5 none

David & Bethsabe 0.8 0.0-27

Battle of Alcazar 1.5 1.5-2.4

Edward I 1.8 0.0-1.9

Old Wives Tale 5.4 none

The exact order in which these plays were composed is not cer

tain, but with some variation it seems to follow the order in which

they have just been given. The Arraignment, written before Peele

turned to the public stage, is certainly first. The Battle of Alcazar

and Edward I both belong about 1590, and it is hard to say which

is the earlier. The Battle was acted by 1592 if Henslowe's Muley

surnamed Abdelmelech of that year refers to it; and a definite al

lusion to the Armada dates the play after 1588. Moreover, it contains

lines almost identical with lines in the Farewell, published in 1589.

The poem in turn probably refers to the play as Tom Stukeley.9 In

•Vol. 1, pp. 283-84.

" See Cheffaud, George Peele, p. 62 ff. for full evidence favoring 1589.
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the same way, Edward I echoes Polyhymnia, published in 1590, and

is possibly a little later than The Battle, though the point cannot be

stressed.10 The Old Wives Tale is hard to date exactly. According

to Cheffaud, the reference at line 404 to a Spaniard as "a friar in-

GEORGE PEELE

David and Bethsabe

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper
Names

Fern, end.,
Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

Prologue 21 4 1 0 19.0 0.0

I, 1 110 12 2 3 10.9 2.7

i,2 88 8 4 1 9.0 1.1

1,3 284 19 8 5 6.6 1.7

Chorus 19 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

ii, 1 25 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

n, 2 118 1 0 0 0.8 0.0

ii, 3 39 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

n, 4 205 7 3 3 3.3 1.4

n, 5 128 5 0 1 3.9 0.7

ii, 6 163 4 0 0 2.4 0.0

ii,7 137 2 1 0 1.4 0.0

ii, 8 24 1 0 0 4.1 0.0

ii, 9 28 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

ii, 10 100 4 2 1 4.0 1.0

Chorus 12 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

(Frag.) 3 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 1 52 2 1 0 3.8 0.0

in, 2 268 11 3 1 4.2 0.7

Total 1,822 80 25 15 4.3 0.8

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.8-10.9 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-2.7 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 3.8-9.0 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-1.1 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e. 0.0-19.0 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-2.7 per cent.

definite and a knave infinite" may well point to the year 1591, when

a series of Papist plots called forth a royal proclamation "for remedy

of the treasons which under pretext of religion had been plotted by

"Ibid., pp. 85 ff.
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Seminaries and Jesuits, . . . sent secretly into the Kingdom."11 More

over, Cheffaud very impressively demonstrates that Huanebango,

with his ludicrous hexameters, bombastic airs, and pride, is probably

a caricature of Gabriel Harvey, called forth by the war of pamphlets

between him, Lyly, Nashe, and Greene ; "guerre qui n' eclata serieuse-

GEORGE PEELE

The Battle of Alcazar

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I, Pres. 51 2 1 1 3.9 1.9

1,1 135 5 3 2 3.7 1.5

1,2 82 3 2 1 3.6 12

n, Pres. 53 2 0 1 3.7 1.8

ii, 1 49 1 0 1 2.0 2.0

ii, 2 78 6 2 4 7.7 5.1

ii, 3 102 4 0 2 3.9 1.9

ii, 4 164 8 3 4 4.8 2.4

in, Pres. 22 1 0 0 4.5 0.0

in, 1 64 4 2 2 6.2 3.1

in, 2 30 1 0 1 3.3 3.3

hi, 3 46 1 0 1 2.1 2.1

in, 4 74 3 2 0 4.0 0.0

iv, Pres. 11 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

IV, 1 72 4 3 1 5.5 1.3

iv, 2 97 1 0 1 1.0 1.0

v, Pres. 33 2 0 0 6.0 0.0

v, 1 241 7 5 0 2.9 0.0

Total 1,404 55 23 22 3.9 1.5

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 2.9-4.8 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 1.5-2.4 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 1.0-7.7 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-5.1 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-7.7 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-5.1 per cent.

ment qu'a cette meme date," i.e., 1590.12 In addition, as the quarto

states that the play was given before the Queen ; as the theater of the

Queen's Men was closed by the Privy Council in June, 1592 ; and as

the play is not in their repertory when they reopen in 1594, the play

was almost certainly composed in 1591-92.

"Calendar of State Papers, Oct. 18, 1591 (Cheffaud, p. 108).

u Cheffaud, p. 121.
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GEORGE PEELE

Edward I

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

1 (267 1.) 227 5 1 3 2.2 1.3

2 (371 1.) 113 1 0 1 0.9 0.9

3 (137 1.) 119 1 0 1 0.8 0.8

4 (58 1.) 57 2 0 1 3.5 1.7

5 (190 1.) 165 1 0 0 0.6 0.0

6 (134 1.) 72 1 0 1 1.4 1.4

7 (99 1.) 35 1 0 1 2.8 2.8

8 (167 1.) Rime

9 (27 1.) 27 1 0 1 3.6 3.6

10 289 1.) 52 6 2 4 11.5 7.7

11 (8 lines) Prose

12 (228 1.) Prose

13 (102 1.) 53 4 2 2 7.5 3.7

14 (45 1.) 43 2 1 1 4.6 2.3

15 (3 lines) 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

16 (38 1.) 18 2 1 1 11.1 5.5

17 (27 1.) 21 2 0 0 9.5 0.0

18 (12 1.) Prose

19 (32 1.) Prose & rime

20 (33 1.) 28 3 1 2 10.7 7.1

21 (40 1.) 40 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

22 (62 1.) 7 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

23 (58 1.) 52 2 1 1 3.8 1.9

24 ( 37 1.) Prose & rime

25 (281 1.) 260 13 2 5 5.0 1.9

Total 1,390 47 11 25 3.3 1.8

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary : Total f.e., 0.6-5.0 per cent.

Strict f.e., 0.0-1.9 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: Total f.e., 1.4-11.5 per cent.

Strict f.e., 1.4-7.7 per cent.

All scenes vary: Total f.e., 0.0-11.5 per cent.

Strict f.e., 0.0-7.7 per cent.

The mixture of rime, prose, and blank verse, and the corruption of the

text make these figures of somewhat doubtful value.

David and Bethsabe was licensed in 1594; it contains several

passages based on the Second Week of Du Bartas, published in 1591,

and one evident borrowing from The Faery Queen.™ Since the

" Sc. 8, 59 ff. and Faery Queen, i, c. v, st. 2.
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theaters were closed 1592-94, the play was probably composed about

1591-92. It is an exception to Peele's other works in that all the

others show a slow but steady increase in feminine endings, while

David and Bethsabe is lower than all but the Arraignment. It is

quite possible that the manifestly corrupt state of the text may have

something to do with this, or the Scriptural subject may have led

Peele to strive for a severely simple manner, though of course such

hypotheses cannot be pressed.

One conclusion, however, can be safely drawn from this list of

dramas : it is that the plays which are certainly Peele's never attained

over 2.7 per cent of feminine endings in 100 consecutive lines, and

GEORGE PEELE

Old Wives Tale

Text
Lines

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

137-145 8 1 0 1 12.5 12.5

182-204 15 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

350-377 23 2 0 2 8.7 8.7

438-453 13 1 0 0 7.6 0.0

579-629 40 6 3 3 15.0 7.5

709-710 2 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

835-847 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

882-891 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

906-912 7 2 1 1 28.5 14.2

Total 128 12 4 7 9.3 5.4

There is no long connected passage of blank verse in the play.

only once, and that in 128 scattered lines, did he reach as high as

5 per cent. Noteworthy in Peele's practice as the 5.4 per cent of The

Old Wives Tale is, its significance is considerably lessened by the fact

that the blank verse occurs in short, scattered speeches and not in

long passages. Conceding this percentage, however, as possible to

Peele, we find that the non-dramatic poems bear out the same con

clusion. The poems of any length vary between 0.4 and 5.6 per

cent, to admit the dubious Hermit's Speech. It will be noted, more

over, that the works cited cover from 1582-1595, practically the

whole of Peele's career: the conclusion therefore is that Peele's

blank verse ranges between 0.0 and 5.4 per cent in all the work which

can be definitely assigned to him.
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Robert Greene"

The Plays certainly written by Greene show the following varia

tions in feminine endings :

Variation in long scenes
Play Per cent Per cent

Alphonsus of Arragon 0.1 0.0-0.9

Friar Bacon & Friar Bungay 0.7 0.0-1.7

Orlando Furioso 0.8 0.3-3.2

Looking Glass (with Lodge) 1.3 0.0-3.6

James IV 1.1 0.4-1.8

ROBERT GREENE

Alphonsus, King of Arragon

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

Prologue 104 1 0 0 0.9 0.0

i, 1 161 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

\ 2 81 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

n, Pro. 1S 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

ii, 1 208 2 0 0 0.9 0.0

n, 2 91 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

m, Pro. 16 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 1 96 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 2 219 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 3 123 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

rv, Pro. 23 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

IV, 1 95 2 0 0 2.1 0.0

iv, 2 79 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

rv, 3 164 1 0 0 0.6 0.0

v, Pro. 19 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

v, 1 42 1 0 1 2.4 2.4

v, 2 54 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

v, 3 281 2 0 0 0.7 0.0

Epilogue 25 2 0 1 8.0 4.0

Total 1,896 11 0 2 0.6 0.1

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-0.9 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-2.1 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-8.0 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-4.0 per cent.

" Editions used : The Mermaid Series, Thomas H. Dickinson, editor, for

Alphonsus King of Arragon, James IV, Looking-Glass . . . for England;

The Plays and Poems of Robert Greene, J. Churlton Collins, editor, for

Orlando Furioso, James IV, Friar Bacon, The Pinner of Wakefield.
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The several poems from the novels need not detain us ; in somewhat

over 100 lines of blank verse, two lines end with heaven and one with

flowre, aside from which there is no trace of a feminine ending.

Unlike Peele's plays, those of Greene were all written within a

few years, at the outside between 1587-1591. There is, accordingly,

ROBERT GREENE

Friar Bacon & Friar Bungay

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

i, i 105 3 0 0 2.8 0.0

i, 2 111 6 0 0 5.4 0.0

i, 3 71 1 0 0 1.4 0.0

n. 1 67 4 0 0 5.9 0.0

D, 2 46 3 0 0 6.5 0.0

ii, 3 169 9 0 3 5.3 1.7

h, 4 54 1 0 0 1.8 0.0

in, 1 161 4 0 0 2.4 0.0

in, 2 235 14 2 4 5.9 1.7

in, 3 149 5 1 1 3.3 0.6

rv, 1 67 5 0 2 7.4 3.0-

iv, 2 55 1 0 1 1.8 1.8

rv, 3 88 1 0 0 1.1 0.0

v, 1 92 2 0 0 2.1 0.0

v, 2 9 1 0 1 11.1 11.1

v, 3 71 3 0 0 4.2 0.0

Total 1,550 63 3 12 4.0 0.7

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 2.4-5.9 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-1.7 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary : (a) Total f.e., 1.1-7.4 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-3.0- per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 1.1-11.1 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-11.1 per cent.

little variation in his use of feminine endings. It is true that Al-

phonsus, very probable Greene's earliest drama, has the lowest num

ber, while his later plays show a slight increase ; but the variation is

trifling. The conclusion to be drawn from a count of the plays in the

Greene canon is that Greene in his undoubted works ranges between

0.1 and 1.3 per cent for a whole play, and in scenes of at least 100

lines never exceeds 3.6 per cent.
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ROBERT GREENE

Orlando Furioso

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I, 1 285 5 0 1 1.7 0.3

i. 2 57 2 0 0 3.5 0.0

i. 3 6 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

n. 1 285 9 1 1 3.1 0.3

in, 1 4 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 2 57 1 0 0 1.7 0.0

IV, 1 81 1 0 1 12 1.2

iv, 2 80 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

v, 1 66 1 0 1 1.5 1.5

v, 2 155 7 1 5 4.5 3.2

Total 1,076 26 2 9 2.4 0.8

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary : (a) Total i.e., 1.7-4.5 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.3-3.2 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 1.2-3.1 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-1.5 per cent.

All scenes vary : (a) Total f.e., 0.0-4.5 per cent.

ROBERT GREENE &

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-3.2 per cent.

THOMAS LODGE

A Looking-Glass for London and England

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I, 1 146 1 0 0 0.6 0.0

I, 2 30 2 0 2 6.7 6.7

i, 3 Prose & rime.

n, 1 142 4 0 2 2.8 1.4

ii, 2 Prose

ii, 3 88 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 1 103 3 1 0 2.9 0.0

in, 2 162 4 0 1 2.4 0.6

IV, 1 74 4 0 1 5.4 1.4

iv, 2 40 2 0 0 5.0 0.0

iv, 3 91 3 0 0 3.3 0.0

iv, 4 Prose

iv, 5 61 6 0 6 9.8 9.8

v, 1 109 5 0 4 4.5 3.6

v, 2 101 3 0 0 2.9 0.0

v, 3 83 4 0 2 4.7 2.4

v, 4 Prose

v, 5 95 1 0 0 1.0 0.0

Total 1,325 42 1 18 3.1 1.3
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Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total i.e., 2.4-6.8 per cent.

(b) Strict i.e., 0.0-3.6 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary : (a) Total f.e., 0.0-9.8 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-9.8 per cent.

All scenes included have the same variation as the preceding.

ROBERT GREENE

James IV

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I, 1 309 4 i 3 1.2 0.9

i, 2 4 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

i, 3 56 4 i 3 7.1 5.3

i, Chorus 13 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

Dumbshow 21 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

ii, 1 67 5 0 4 8.9 5.9

ii, 2 193 4 0 1 2.0 0.5

ii, Chorus 11 1 0 1 9.0 9.0

in, 1 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 2 36 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

HI, 3 85 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

hi, Chorus Rime

rv, 1 Rime

iv, 2 11 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

iv, 3 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

iv, 4 13 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

rv, 5 80 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

rv, Chorus 8 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

v, 1 Rime

v, 2 23 1 0 0 4.3 0.0

v, 3 45 1 0 0 2.2 0.0

v, 4 107 4 0 2 3.7 1.8

v, 5 47 2 0 1 4.2 2.1

v, 6 207 2 0 1 0.9 0.4

Total 1,346 28 2 16 2.0 1.1

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.9-3.7 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.4-1.8 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-8.9 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-5.9 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-9.0 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-5.9 per cent.
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This very moderate use of feminine endings is of especial interest

in view of the anonymous plays or parts of plays which have been

ascribed to Greene. These will be treated in their place, but it may

be noted that among them we find such frequencies of feminine end

ings as 8.5 per cent in George a Greene, 5.5 per cent in Edward III,

7.0 per cent in Titus Andronicus, and between 4 and 7 per cent in

the old Contention plays. The discrepancy between these works and

those known to be Greene's must be a strong argument against the

correctness of their ascription to him.

Thomas Lodge15

Only two plays survive which Lodge is certainly known to have

written, The Wounds of Civil War, and, with Greene, A Looking

Glass for London and England. Lodge was not primarily a drama

tist, and it is likely that his brief venture into this field lasted only

two or three years. Carl shows16 that the archaic meter of the

Wounds and the failure of Henslowe's Diary to record it, indicate

that it was probably an old play before Henslowe's entries began in

1591; and that Sulla's entrance (in, 1) in a chariot drawn by con

quered princes points further to a date shortly after the second part

of Tambulaine, that is about 1587-88. The Looking Glass, by general

consensus of all commentators but Collins, probably belongs between

1587-89. Moreover, it is at least highly possible that in the lines,

To write no more of that whence shame doth grow :

Or tie my pen to pennie-knaves delight,

in Glaucus and Silla (1589), Lodge is bidding scornful farewell to

the groundlings and resolving to write no more plays. Certainly it

cannot be established that he wrote any after that date.

The testimony, therefore, as to Lodge's blank verse is slight.

The Wounds has as a whole 1.0 per cent of feminine endings, with a

range in long scenes from 0 per cent to 1.3 per cent. His part in

the Looking Glass, according to Collins,17 can only be conjectured.

Act i, 3 is based on a passage from Lodge's Alarum for Usurers, as

are n, 3, and v, 2. Collins is also inclined, on stylistic grounds, to

M Editions : The Mermaid Series, cited above, for the Looking Glass; for

The Wounds of Civil War, the Malone Society Reprints, J. D. Wilson, editor.

" Vber Thomas Lodge's Leben und Werke . . . Richard Carl. Halle, 1887,

pp. 22 ff.

" Greene, i, 140 f .
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give Lodge the speeches of Oseas and Jonas, while the marine scenes,

hi, 2, iv, 1, are likely to be his. Accepting this tentative assignment,

the complete scenes ascribed to Lodge give 0.2 per cent of feminine

endings in 425 lines of blank verse. Such a figure cannot be taken

THOMAS LODGE

The Wounds of Civil War

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

i, i 298 5 2 2 1.6 0.6

i, 2 26 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

ii, 1 184 6 3 1 3.2 0.5

ii, 2 76 1 0 1 1.3 1.3

n, 3 77 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 1 84 1 0 0 1.1 0.0

in, 2 96 1 0 1 1.0 1.0

in, 3 80 4 1 2 5.0 2.5

in, 4 61 6 1 4 9.8- 6.5

IV, 1 330 5 1 1 1.5 0.3

iv, 2 106 3 0 0 2.7 0.0

v, 1 95 1 0 1 1.0 1.0

v, 2 32 2 0 0 6.2 0.0

v, 3 91 3 0 3 3.2 3.2

v, 4 8 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

v, 5 221 8 1 3 3.6 1.3

Total 1,865 46 9 19 2.4 1.0

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 1.5-3.6 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-1.3 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary : (a) Total f.e., 0.0-9.8 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-6.5 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-9.8 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-6.5 per cent.

too seriously, considering the hypothetical nature of the ascription ;

but whatever party of the play Lodge wrote, from it and The Wounds

we are safe in concluding that he made little use of feminine endings.

There is certainly no basis in his known works for ascribing to him

anonymous works averaging much over 1 per cent of feminine end

ings.



CHAPTER IV

SOME PLAYS OF THE OLDER SCHOOL

Hughes and Wilmot

Two blank verse plays published while Marlowe was producing his

revolutionary dramas are chiefly interesting as belonging in the aca

demic tradition. Neither was intended for the public stage, being

written and produced by the gentlemen of the Inns for the Queen.

Both are dyed deep in Senecan red ; and one of them, The Misfor

tunes of Arthur? is very similar to Gorboduc, not only in subject and

plot but in meter as well.

Like Gorboduc, The Misfortunes deals in Senecan manner with

an old British tale from Geoffrey of Monmouth; and the author's

handling is fully as lumbering and undramatic. The blank verse, al

though not lacking in run-on lines, is largely of the old school, stiff

and monotonous, and relieved for the modern reader only by such

moments of delightful bombast as the epic line,

And boysterous bangs with thumping thwacks fall thick. (iv, 2, 115)

There is not a real feminine ending in the whole play,2 which is

plainly a voice from the past, quite out of touch with the current

of English drama in 1587.

Tancred and Gismund,3 on the other hand, shows the influence of

the times. When first prepared by five gentlemen of the Inner Tem

ple, about 1567, it was composed in rime; but in 1591 one of these

gentlemen, Robert Wilmot, published it in revised form. He did not,

as is often stated, rewrite it entirely in blank verse—the revision has

five scenes entirely in rime—but in the reworking incorporated over

800 lines of blank verse in place of originally rimed lines. Webbe's

dedicatory preface to the printed version is illuminating :

This orphan of theirs (for he wandreth as it were fatherlesse) hath not

withstanding by the rare and bewtiful perfections appearing in him, hetherto

never wanted great favourers, and loving preferers. Among whom I cannot

sufficiently commend your more then charitable zeale . . . that have not only

rescued and defended him from the devouring iawes of oblivion, but vouch

safed also to apparrel him in a new sute at your own charges . . . perhaps

1 Edited by Harvey C. Grumbine, Berlin, 1900. The play was first pub

lished in 1587.

2 In 1345 unrimed lines, 24 end with such doubtful words as heaven,

power, etc.

* Malone Society Reprints.
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not in richer or more costly furniture then it went from them, but in hand-

somnes & fashion more answerable to these times, wherein fashions are so

often altered . . . disrobing him of his antike curiositie, and adorning him

with the approoved guise of our stateliest Englishe termes.

These words, echoed on the title-page ("Newly revived and pol

ished according to the decorum of these daies"), show clearly the

early triumph of blank verse after the appearance of Marlowe. Aside

from this, the play is of little interest for the present study. In 863

lines of blank verse there are only four certain feminine endings,

0.04 per cent.

ROBERT WILMOT

Tancred and Gismund

Act, Full All fern. Proper Fern, end., Total Strict
Scene Lines Endings Names Strict Ct. per cent per cent

Argumentum 14 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

I, 1 Rime

i, 2 Rime

i, 3 60 1 0 0 1.6 0.0

n, 1 77 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

n, 2 86 1 0 0 1.1 0.0

n, 3 37 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 1 Rime

in, 2 Rime

in, 3 12 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

IV, 1 Rime

iv, 2 150 3 0 2 2.0 1.3

rv, 3 83 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

iv, 4 81 1 0 0 1.2 0.0

v, 1 73 3 0 1 4.1 1.3

v, 2 94 3 0 0 3.1 0.0

v, 3 96 1 0 1 1.0 1.0

Total 863 13 0 4 1.5 0.04

No summary necessary.

Some Plays in the Old Native Tradition

As the Preceding plays are late representatives of the academic

tradition of the English drama, so there are several plays of the

eighties and early nineties which are descendants of the old native

moralities and folk drama. That they are in blank verse at all is their

chief present significance, since this fact so plainly shows the trend

of the stage.
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Robert Wilson

Thus, The Three Ladies of London* by Robert Wilson, first pub

lished in 1584, is in the old jigging measure; but about 1588 Wilson

wrote a companion piece, The Three Lords and Three Ladies of

London, which is very largely pentameter and contains 815 lines of

real blank verse. This blank verse is fairly respectable :

O Sorrow, when, when, Sorrow wilt thou cease

To blow the spark that burns my troubled soul,

To feed the worm that stings my fainting breast,

And sharp the steel that gores my bleeding heart?

The meter is easy, run-on lines are not infrequent, and there are

twelve feminine endings, 1.4 per cent. As the references to the Ar

mada show quite clearly that the play was written in 1588, it must

ROBERT WILSON

The Three Lords and Three Ladies of London

Page'

Full

Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

First 90 lines 75 2 0 0 2.7 0.0

405-409 68 2 0 1 2.9 1.4

414-421 35 2 1 1 5.7 2.8

425-436 134 4 0 4 2.9 2.9

440-451 157 2 1 1 1.2 0.6

458 17 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

460-478 302 6 0 5 1.9 1.6

489-490 27 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

Total 815 18 2 12 2.2 1.4

* Hazlitt's Dodsley (1874). The lines are unnumbered.

No summary is necessary.

have appeared not more than a year after Tamburlaine. The in

fluence of Marlowe can perhaps be traced in such lines as these :

You Spanish pheasants crow upon your perch :

But when we fire your coats about your ears,

And take your ships before your walled towns,

We make a dunghill of your rotten bones,

And cram our chickens with your grains of gold.

The Cobbler's Prophecy,5 published in 1594, shows still further

advance, attaining 7.4 per cent of feminine endings in 455 lines of

4 In Hazlitt's Dodsley, Vol. vr.

5 Malone Society Reprints.
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blank verse. This is the more notable because much of the play

is in the older jigging vein, and the archaic nature of the piece makes

it probable that it was written some years before. But, as Wilson's

practice in The Three Lords shows, it is improbable that at an earlier

date he could have written blank verse with such a high percentage

of feminine endings ; and while one can not speak with certainty, it is

ROBERT WILSON

The Cobbler's Prophecy

Lines*
Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

1-51 46 4 0 2 8.6 4.3

148-221 22 9 0 7 40.9 31.8

425-436 12 1 0 0 8.5 0.0

761-773 12 1 0 1 8.5 8.5

821-845 21 3 0 3 14.2 14.2

886-904 19 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

961-988 24 5 0 2 20.8 8.3

1015-1091 77 3 0 2 3.8 2.5

1128-1138 9 1 0 1 11.1 11.1

1146-1185 34 1 0 1 2.9 2.9

1272-1276 5 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

1338-1353 8 2 0 2 25.0 25.0

1366-1408 48 8 0 6 16.6 12.5

1470-1482 11 3 0 3 27.2 27.2

1488-1491 4 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

1501-1543 30 2 0 2 6.6 6.6

1567-1641 61 4 0 2 6.5 32

1665-1689 12 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

Total 455 47 0 34 10.3 7.4

* Malone Society Reprints.

more likely that the play was revised for publication. A number of

old plays were so printed in 1594,6 probably as a result of the reopen

ing of the theaters after the plague year, with the resultant shake-up

of the companies, when outworn plays might either be sold to the

printers or produced in revised form. From 1594 on, as we shall see

later, 7.4 per cent of feminine endings would be not at all unusual.

The same explanation is likely for A Merry Knack to Know a

Knave. The appearance of Honesty and the Devil among the actors

°Cf. The Wounds of Civil War, Selimus, Locrine (entered), The True

Tragedy of Richard III, The First Part of the Contention, A Knack to Know

a Knave, The Wars of Cyrus, Titus Andronicus, The Taming of a Shrew.
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sufficiently marks its archaic character. Many lines printed as verse

are either prose or mutilated and irregular verse, entirely unscan-

nable, while other parts are roughly pentameter and still others per

fectly regular blank verse. For 1054 lines the feminine endings aver-

ANONYMOUS

A Merry Knack to Know a Knave

Scene*

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

1 (Pp. 505-516) 177 1 0 1 0.5 0.5

2 (Pp. 516-520) 103 4 0 3 3.8 2.9

3 (Pp. 520-527) 169 5 3 2 2.9 1.1

4 (Pp. 527-535) Prose and rimed lines; all printed as verse.

5 (Pp. 535-536) 18 1 0 1 5.5 5.5

6 (Pp. 536-543) 108 9 1 7 8.3 6.4

7 (Pp. 543-544) 21 2 0 2 9.5 9.5

8 (Pp. 544-553) 40 2 0 2 5.0 5.0

9 (Pp. 554-557) 72 2 0 2 2.7 2.7

10 (Pp. 557-565) 100 2 0 2 2.0 2.0

11 (Pp. 565-568) Prose

12 (Pp. 569-577) 127 4 1 2 3.1 1.5

13 (Pp. 577-581) Prose

14 (Pp. 581-end) 119 4 0 4 3.3 3.3

Total 1,054 36 5 28 3.4 2.6

*Hazlitt's Dodsley, Vol. vi (1874).

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary : (a) Total f.e., 0.5-8.3 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.5-6.4 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., strict f.e., 2.7 per cent

All scenes vary: (a) Total & strict f.e., 0.5-9.5 per cent.

Much of the play is printed as verse which is either prose or mutilated

and very irregular verse, almost certainly not intended for pentameter. I have

omitted this. Of the rest, some is smooth blank verse, the rest very rugged.

The value of the figures is doubtful.

age 2.6 per cent, running as high as 6.4 per cent in the long sixth

scene.

Henslowe records the play as new in 1592; it is quite possible

that the entry represents the revision of a considerably older play

of the morality school, originally not in blank verse at all. The two

styles in the play can hardly be the work of one man at the same

date.



CHAPTER V

CHRISTOPHER MARLOWE1

The practice of Christopher Marlowe in regard to feminine end

ings must be of peculiar interest, for until the appearance of Shake

speare he was incomparably the greatest English dramatist, and it

was he who above all breathed the breath of life into blank verse and

established it as the undisputed medium of dramatic utterance.

The revolutionary changes of diction and of rhythm which he

made in the measure have been too often pointed out to need reciting

here; but we may note that in one respect at least he made little or

no advance. Marlowe's reforms were made within the line itself,

and the single line remained with him the unit of metrical expres

sion. Seldom does the thought, or, more significantly, the voice, flow

uninterrupted from verse to verse. Even in his most lyrical moments

he gives us, not the "linked sweetness long drawn out" of Shake

speare and Milton, but a string of radiant gems, glittering in individ

ual brilliancy :

O thou art fairer than the evening aire,

Clad in the beauty of a thousand starres,

Brighter art thou then flaming Iupiter,

When he appeared to haplesse Semele,

More lovely then the monarke of the skie

In wanton Arethusaes azured armes. (Faustus, 1341-1346)

Marlowe made some advance, it is true ; in Edward II we find such

passages as this :

O would I might, but heavens & earth conspire

To make me miserable : heere receive my crowne.

Receive it? no, these innocent hands of mine

Shall not be guiltie of so foule a crime,

He of you all that most desires my bloud,

And will be called the murtherer of a king,

Take it: what are you mooved, pitie you me?

(Lines 2082-2088)

But to the end Marlowe's verse was largely end-stopped.

I have so far dwelt upon this point because it is somewhat analo

gous to his use of feminine endings. Let us look at the summary of

his works :

'Edition: The Works of Christopher Marlowe, edited by C. F. Tucker

Brooke, Oxford, 1910.
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Per cent F.E. in long scenes

Work Per cent F.E. (over 100 lines)

Tamburlaine I 1.3 0.7-2.9

Tamburlaine II 12 0.0-2.7

Doctor Faustus 1.7 0.0-4.5

Jew of Malta 3.0 1.1-5.9

Edward II 37 0.5-8.0

Dido 0.4 0.0-1.1

Massacre at Paris 1.4 1.5 (only one)

First Book of Lucan 14.5

Leaving aside for a bit the Lucan, we see that Marlowe's highest

average for a complete work is 3.7 per cent; and for a single scene of

at least 100 lines, 8.0 per cent; higher, it is true, than the usual

CHRISTOPHER MARLOWE

Tamburlaine I

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

Prologue 7 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

I, 1 193 4 2 2 2.1 1.0

i, 2 254 12 4 3 4.7 1.2

II, 1 68 4 0 3 5.8 4.4

ii, 2 75 2 0 1 2.6 1.3

ii, 3 65 5 1 3 7.7 4.6

ii, 4 29 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

ii, 5 104 5 1 3 4.8 2.9-

ii, 6 106 3 0 1 2.8 0.9

in, 1 67 6 3 0 8.9 0.0

in, 2 113 3 0 2 2.6 1.7

in, 3 273 7 2 2 2.5 0.7

iv, 1 72 2 0 0 2.7 0.0

iv, 2 122 4 0 1 3.3 0.8

rv, 3 68 4 0 1 5.8 1.4

iv, 4 77 4 1 0 5.1 0.0

v, 1 64 4 0 0 6.2 0.0

v, 2 452 19 4 7 4.2 1.5

Total 2,209 88 18 29 3.9 1.3

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 2.1-4.8 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.7-2.9 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary : (a) Total f.e., 2.6-8.9 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-4.6 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-8.9 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-4.6 per cent.
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average of the men we have been considering, yet not tremendously

so. Feminine endings are still infrequent enough to seem unusual, and

there is little or nothing to indicate that they were deliberately em

ployed for the sake either of variety or of cadence.

CHRISTOPHER MARLOWE

Tamburlaine II

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper
Names

Fern. end.,
Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

Prologue 9 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

I. 1 77 2 0 1 2.6- 1.3-

I, 2 89 2 0 0 2.1 0.0

i, 3 69 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

i, 4 111 2 0 1 1.8 0.9

i, s 15 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

i, 6 98 2 0 0 2.0 0.0

ii, 1 63 10 6 1 15.8 1.6

n, 2 110 6 0 3 5.4 2.7

ii, 3 142 8 0 0 5.6 0.0

in, 1 71 5 3 1 7.0 1.4

in, 2 152 2 0 0 1.3 0.0

in, 3 59 1 0 0 1.7 0.0

in, 4 88 4 0 1 4.5 1.1

in, 5 142 4 2 1 2.8 0.7

IV, 1 187 9 0 5 4.8 2.6

iv, 2 94 4 0 2 4.2 2.1

iv, 3 131 7 1 2 5.3 1.5

v, 1 212 9 2 5 4.2 2.3

v, 2 59 1 0 0 1.7- 0.0

v, 3 254 14 0 5 5.5 1.9

Total 2,232 92 14 28 4.1 1.2

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 1.3-5.6 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-2.7 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-15.8 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-2.1 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-15.8 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-2.7 per cent.

Though the exact order of Marlowe's plays is not certain, it is

also fairly clear that his use of feminine endings increased with prac

tice : a phenomenon which has. characterized not only the work of

many individual writers whom we have treated, but has marked also

the slow development of English blank verse as a measure ; as if the

development of ease and freedom in handling the meter carried with
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CHRISTOPHER MARLOWE

Doctor Faustus

Full All fern. Proper Fern. end.. Total Strict
Scene Lines Endings Names Strict Ct. per cent per cent

Chorus (1-28) 28 1 0 1 3.5 3.5

1 (29-195) 155 3 0 0 1.9 0.0

2 (196-234) Prose

3 (235-350) 103 7 0 0 6.8- 0.0

4 (351-432) Prose

5 (433-611) 131 10 l 6 7.6 4.5

6 (612-802) 76 9 i 4 11.8 52

7 (803-921) 76 2 0 1 2.6 1.3

8 (922-957) Prose

9 (958-1006 5 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

10 (1007-1105) 31 1 0 1 3.2 32

11 (1106-1198) 11 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

12 (1199-1237) Prose

13 (1238-1245) 8 1 0 1 12.5 12.5

14 (1246-1347) 93 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

15 (1348-1356) 9 0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0

16 (1357-1485) 60 4 1 0 6.6 0.0

Total 786 38 3 14 4.8 1.7

The text is very corrupt.

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary : (a) Total f.e., 1.9-7.6 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-4.5 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary : (a) Total f. e., 0.0-11.8 per cent.

(b) Strict fe., 0.0-5.2 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-12.5 per cent.

CHRISTOPHER MARLOWE

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-12.5 per cent.

Jew of Malta

Act, Full All fern. Proper Fern. end., Total Strict
Scene Lines Endings Names Strict Ct. per cent per cent

Prologue 33 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

I, 1 (36-229) 181 2 0 2 1.1 1.1

I, 2 (230-639) 366 18 3 12 4.9 3.2

n, 1 (640-705) 61 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

n, 2 (706-761) 55 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

ii, 3 (762-1149) 332 13 1 10 3.9 3.0

in, 1 (1150-1181) 11 1 0 0 9.1 0.0

m, 2 (1182-1219) 31 2 0 1 6.4 3.2

in, 3 (1220-1302) 47 2 1 0 4.2 0.0

in, 4 (1303-1419) 88 3 0 3 3.4 3.4
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Jew of Malta (Continued)

Act,

Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

in, 5 (1420-1456) 34 2 0 1 5.9 2.9

m, 6 (1457-1508) 34 3 0 2 8.8 5.8

iv, 1 (1509-1637) 93 6 1 5 6.4 5.3

iv, 2 (1638-1668) 21 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

iv, 3 (1669-1715) 30 2 0 2 6.7 6.7

iv, 4 (1716-1852) 31 3 0 3 9.6 9.6

iv, 5 (1853-1920) 44 1 0 1 22 22

iv, 6 (1921-2001) 30 1 0 1 3.3 3.3

v, 1 (2002-2100) 74 3 0 3 4.0 4.0

v, 2 (2101-2225) 118 8 0 7 6.7 5.9

v, 3 (2226-2270) 44 3 0 2 7.0 4.5

v, 4 (2271-2281) 9 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

v, 5 ( 2282-2410) 110 4 1 2 3.6 1.8

Total 1,877 77 7 57 4.1 3.0

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 1.1-6.7 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 1.1-5.9 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary : (a) Total f.e., 0.0-6.4 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-5.3 per cent.

All scenes vary : (a) Total f.e., 0.0-9.6 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-9.6 per cent.

CHRISTOPHER MARLOWE

Edward II

Act,
Scene

Full

Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

i, 1 (1-207) 190 1 0 1 0.5 0.5

i, 2 (208-290) 78 1 0 0 1.3- 0.0

i, 3 (291-295) 5 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

i,4 (296-721) 446 15 0 14 3.3 3.1

ii, 1 (722-802) 78 4 0 4 5.1 5.1

ii, 2 (803-1068) 238 10 0 8 42 3.3

ii, 3 (1069-1097) 29 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

ii, 4 (1098-1167) 65 5 0 3 7.7- 4.6

ii, 5 (1168-1285) 100 11 2 8 11.0 8.0

ni, 1 (1287-1306) 18 3 1 2 16.7 11.1

in, 2 (1307-1493) 181 15 2 12 82 6.6

in, 3 (1494-1591) 91 4 0 2 4.4- 2.2-

iv, 1 (1592-1609) 15 1 0 1 6.7 6.7

iv, 2 (1610-1694) 81 10 4 4 12.3 4.9

iv, 3 (1695-1747) 38 2 1 1 52 2.6

iv, 4 (1748-1777) 29 3 0 2 10.4 6.9
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Edward II (Continued)

Act, Full All fern. Proper Fern, end., Total Strict

Scene Lines Endings Names Strict Ct. per cent per cent

rv, 5 (1778-1867) 88 7 5 2 7.9 2.2

iv, 6 (1868-1986) 108 6 1 1 5.5 0.9

v, 1 (1987-2142) 135 9 0 4 6.7 2.9

v, 2 (2143-2265) 111 9 2 7 8.1 6.3

v, 3 (2266-2332) 63 2 0 1 3.1 1.5

v, 4 (2333-2447) 107 7 2 4 6.5 3.7

v, 5 (2448-2568) 108 9 0 8 8.3 7.4

v, 6 (2568-2670) 97 5 0 4 5.1 4.1

Total 2,499 139 20 93 5.5 3.7

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary : (a) Total f.e.,, 0.5-11.0 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e.;, 0.5-8.0 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary : (a) Total f.e., 1.3-12.3 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-5.1 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e.,. 0.0-16.7 per cent.

CHRISTOPHER MARLOWE & THOMAS

The Tragedy

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-11.1 per cent.

of Dido

NASHE

Act, Full All fern. Proper Fern, end., Total Strict
Scene Lines Endings Names Strict Ct. per cent per cent

I, 1 244 5 0 0 2.0 0.0

i, 2 47 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

n, 1 331 2 1 0 0.6 0.0

in, 1 173 4 2 2 2.3 1.1

in, 2 100 1 0 0 1.0 0.0

in, 3 83 1 0 0 1.2 0.0

in, 4 62 1 0 0 1.6 0.0

IV, 1 35 2 0 0 5.7 0.0

iv, 2 56 4 0 0 7.1 0.0

iv, 3 55 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

iv, 4 163 3 2 1 12 0.6

iv, 5 35 4 0 3 11.4 8.5

v, 1 315 7 2 2 2.2 0.6

Total 1,699 34 7 8 2.0 0.4

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.6-2.3 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-1.1 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-7.1 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-11.4 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-8.5 per cent.
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CHRISTOPHER MARLOWE

The Massacre at Paris

Scene
Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

1 d-57) 54 3 1 2 5.5 3.7

2 (58-166) 94 1 0 1 1.0 1.0

3 (167-206) 30 1 0 1 3.3 3.3

4 (207-256) 46 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

5 (257-277) 21 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

6 (278-339) 47 1 0 1 2.1 2.1

7 (340-349) 8 1 0 1 12.5 12.5

8 (350-364) 7 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

9 (365-455) 72 3 1 2 4.1 2.7

10 (456-486) 29 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

11 (487-532) 29 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

12 (533-539) 5 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

13 (540-592) 50 3 0 2 6.0 4.0

14 (593-661) 61 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

15 (662-703) 35 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

16 (704-748) 43 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

17 (749-792) 38 3 0 3 7.8 7.8

18 (793-811) 19 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

19 (812-906) 79 1 0 1 12 12

20 (907-937) 27 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

21 (938-1102) 130 2 0 2 1.5 1.5

22 (1103-1118) 11 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

23 (1119-1151) 24 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

24 (1152-1263) 96 1 0 0 1.0 0.0

Total 1,055 20 2 16 1.9- 1.4

(Collier's Sc.) 17 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 1.5 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 1.5 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary : (a) Total f.e., 0.0-6.0 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-4.0 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-12.5 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-12.5 per cent.

CHRISTOPHER MARLOWE

Lucan's Pharsalia—Book I (Tr.)

Lines
Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

All 694 121 10 91 17.4 14.5
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it the acceptance of the feminine ending as a proper variant of the

line, and a recognition of its utility, if not yet of its positive beauty.

The low percentage of Dido is readily explained; it is almost

certainly an early piece, which was perhaps written at Cambridge and

revised, with or by Nashe, about 1591.2 The Massacre at Paris is

pretty certainly a late work, but the text is so hopelessly corrupt

that metrical figures dealing with it mean almost nothing. Certainly

we do not have the play as Marlowe wrote it.

The amazingly high percentage of Marlowe's translation of the

first book of Lucan's Pharsalia can perhaps best be understood by a

comparison with the Latin original. The title-page of the 1600 Quarto

reads: "Lucans First Book Translated Line for Line by Ch. Mar-

low." Now, a line for line translation implies a very close following

of the original ; and a comparison makes it very plain that Marlowe

attempted just that. Thus, for the opening :

Bella per Emathios plus quam civilia campos

iusque datum sceleri canimus, populumque potentem

in sua victrici conversum viscera dextra

cognatasque acies, et rupto foedere regni, etc. *

Marlowe has:

Wars worse then civill on Thessalian playnes

And outrage strangling law & people strong,

We sing, whose conquering swords their own breasts launched

Armies alied, the kingdoms league uprooted, etc.

The last word of the first two lines is the last word of the first two

in Latin, and each of the four lines corresponds in content with the

same Latin line. Indeed, the third line is so condensed as to be barely

intelligible. As Marlowe progressed, he seems to have found difficulty

in getting all of the Latin line into one line of English. Sometimes he

is forced to leave out or rearrange bits of the original. Thus :

qualiter undas

qui secat et geminum gracilis mare separat Isthmos,

nec patitur conferre fretum, si terra recedat,

Ionium Aegaeo frangat mare

is rendered:

' Brooke, pp. 387 ff.

* M. Annaei Lucani Pharsaliae Liber Primus. Heitland and Haskins, Cam

bridge, 1890.
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Even as the slender Isthmos,

Betwixt the Aegean and the Ionian sea,

Keeps each from other, but being worne away

They both burst out, and each incounter other.

(100-103)

We may observe three things of this passage. First, the periodic

structure, quite over-running the line endings, is uncharacteristic

of Marlowe's verse, and is clearly dictated by the original ; secondly,

the feminine ending Isthmos is also the last word in the Latin line ;4

thirdly, he has condensed the Latin. We may compare also :

(183) et concussa fides et multis utile bellum.

(184) Faith's breach, and hence came war to most men welcome.

(297-298) Tumultum

composuit vultu dextraque silentia iussit.

(298-299) His grave looks appeased

The wrastling tumult and right hand made silence.

(347) Tollite iampridem victricia tollite signa.

(347) Spread, spread these flags that ten years space have conquered.

(366) usque adeo miserum est civili vincere bello?

(367) Is conquest got by civill war so hainous?

(374) Audiero. Per signa decern felicia castris.

(375) I hold no Romaine. By these ten blest ensignes.

(424) Optimus excusso Leucus Remusque lacerto.

(425) And they of Rhene and Leuca, cunning darters.

(441) tu quoque laetatus converti proelia, Trevir.

(437) And Trevier, thou being glad that wars are past thee.

(503 ff.) Sic urbe relicta

in bellum fugitur. Nullum iam languidus aevo

evaluit revocare parens coniunxve maritum.

(501 ff.) Even so the Citty left,

All rise in armes ; nor could the bed-rid parents

Keep back their sons, or women's tears their husbands.

(529) Sideris et terris mutantem regna cometen.

(527) And Commets that presage the fal of kingdoms.

It is impossible to read these examples without feeling that where

the feminine ending is not actually forced by the Latin it is at least

•Cf. line 12:

Bella geri placuit nullos habitura triumphos?

Will ye wadge war, for which you shall not triumph?
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a conscious or unconscious imitation of the Latin cadence, which is

all feminine endings. Both reasons must have been operating in Mar

lowe's mind as he strove to keep his English verses close to the cor

responding Latin ones. As we have already seen in considering

Gascoigne's Jocasta, such an attempt forces the translator to assume

greater license than he ordinarily permits himself. With Marlowe this

manifests itself in slight condensations, a high percentage of run-on

lines, and a tremendous increase in feminine endings.5 It would

manifestly be unsound to cite this poem in connection with dramatic

blank verse.

In summary, therefore, it may be stated that for complete plays

Marlowe ranges between 0.4 and 3.7 per cent; and in single long

scenes he only once reaches 8.0 per cent.

e Noted by Brooke, "The Marlowe Canon, PMLA xxxvn, 1922, pp. 367-

417. Pp. 396 : "It may be that the frequency with which the eleventh syllable

appears in the Lucan is in part due simply to the translator's earnest effort

to pack into each English verse the whole content of a Latin hexameter."



CHAPTER VI

THOMAS KYD1

Since only two of the plays printed in Professor Boas' edition

of Kyd's works are beyond cavil the productions of that playwright ;

and since the dates of those plays which have been with good reason

assigned to him are with one exception shrouded in considerable

doubt, any conclusion regarding his use of feminine endings must

necessarily be open to some doubt. If, however, we take the evidence

at its face value, it shows that Kyd varied surprisingly in his practice.

A summary of the plays which have been plausibly associated with

his name illustrates this at a glance :

Play Per cent F.E. Variation in long scenes

The Spanish Tragedy 1.2 0.0- 3.3

Arden of Feversham 6.2 0.9-12.9

Cornelia 9.5 2.4-13.1

Soliman & Perseda 10.2 5.3-14.8

First Part of Ieron 18.9 no long scenes

The last-named, as Boas makes very clear,2 is quite plainly a later

work not by Kyd and may be left out of the reckoning; but we still

have to do with the surprising leap from the 1.2 per cent of his first

play to the comparatively high percentage of the others.

The Spanish Tragedy offers no difficulty. Whether or not it was

written before Tamburlaine,3 as is likely, its meter at any rate is more

archaic ; for while Marlowe's lines are also end-stopped and have the

same low percentage of feminine endings, Kyd's play is full of rime

and alliteration, and the vocabulary is old-fashioned. It is perhaps

worthy of note that, ignoring scenes of less than 100 lines, the two

scenes with the highest percentages (iv, 1, 3.3 per cent; iv, 3, 2.3

per cent) deal respectively with talk about the play within the play

(on the story of Soliman and Perseda), and with its actual presenta

tion by Hieronimo. The fifty-odd lines of this inner play contain three

certain feminine endings, omitting proper names. Though possibly

of no significance, this disproportionate percentage may have some

bearing on the perplexed question of Soliman and Perseda.

1 Edition : The Works of Thomas Kyd. Edited by Frederick S. Boas. Ox

ford. 1901.

" Pp. xxxix ff.

•T. W. Baldwin, Mod. Lang. Notes XL, 1925, pp. 343-349, dates it 1582

(p. 348.)
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Soliman and Perseda presents the double problem of date and

of authorship. An anonymous production, it is first heard of in the

Stationer's Register for November 22, 1592*. The earliest dated

copies, however, are two quartos published in 1599, one of which

bears on the title-page the words, "Newly corrected and amended."

As this can hardly refer to the insignificant variants from the other

quarto of 1599, it probably means that the text is a corrected edition

ANONYMOUS

The First Part of Ieronimo

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I. 1 74 21 , 3 17 28.3 22.9

i, 2 36 8 1 7 22.2 19.4

i, 3 51 13 0 . 11 25.5- 21.5

ii, 1 39 15 2 12 38.4 30.7

ii, 2 19 2 0 2 10.5 10.5

n, 3 25 6 1 5 24.0 20.0

H, 4 80 18 3 12 22.5 15.0

n, 5 36 8 1 7 22.2 19.4

ii, 6 Rime

in, 1 55 8 2 6 14.5 10.9

in, 2 74 17 1 15 22.9 20.2

in, 3 7 1 0 1 14.3- 14.3-

m, 4 10 1 0 1 10.0 10.0

Total 506 118 14 96 23.3 18.9

Summary

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 14.5-28.3 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 10.9-22.9 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 10.0-38.4 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 10.0-30.7 per cent.

of the undated quarto in the British Museum (C34 b.44). To quote

Boas : "This edition contains one important corruption of the text,

peculiar to itself. It transfers in. i. 34 from the top of fol. E3 to the

top of fol. E2, and thus inserts it between n. ii. 75-6. Two passages

are thereby rendered unintelligible ; and it may be to the correction

of this blunder that the words on the 1599 copy call attention. An

additional argument in favour of the undated Quarto being the

earliest of those extant is that, apart from this serious misprint, it

4 See Boas, liv ff . for a fuller account, which I summarize here.
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represents, in the main, the best text. It may possibly be a copy of

the edition licensed to Edward White in 1592, but its similarity in

the ornamental features of the title-page to the issues of 1599 sug-

THOMAS KYD

The Spanish Tragedy

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I, Pro. 81 1 0 0 1.2 0.0

I. 1 180 1 0 0 0.5 0.0

i, 2 84 2 0 2 2.3 2.3

i, 3 163 6 0 2 3.6 1.2

Chorus 5 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

li, 1 84 2 0 1 2.3 1.1

ii, 2 44 1 0 1 22 2.2

ii, 3 48 2 0 2 4.1 4.1

ii, 4 69 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

Chorus 6 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

Hi, 1 102 1 0 1 0.9 0.9

in, 2 104 2 1 1 1.9 0.9

in, 3 44 1 0 1 22 2.2

in, 4 70 3 2 1 42 1.4

in, 5 Prose

in, 6 52 2 0 0 3.8 0.0

in, 7 55 1 0 0 1.8 0.0

in, 8 19 1 0 0 5.2 0.0

HI, 9 13 1 0 0 7.6 0.0

in, 10 86 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 11 26 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 12 74 2 0 1 2.7 1.3

HI, 13 147 2 0 2 1.3 1.3

in, 14 132 2 1 0 1.5 0.0

Chorus 25 1 0 0 4.0 0.0

rv, 1 150 6 1 5 4.0 3.3

iv, 2 34 1 0 1 2.9 2.9

iv, 3 212 9 3 5 4.2 2.3

Chorus 28 1 0 0 3.5 0.0

Total 2,137 51 8 26 2.3 1.2

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.5-4.2 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-3.3 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-4.2 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-2.3 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-7.6 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-4.1 per cent.
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THOMAS KYD (?)

Soliman and Perseda

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I, 1 39 1 0 1 2.5 2.5

I, 2 91 3 0 3 3.3- 3.3-

i, 3 141 14 0 14 10.0- 10.0-

i, 4 81 8 0 8 8.0- 8.0-

i, 5 113 11 3 6 9.7 5.3

i, 6 33 8 1 6 24.2 18.1

ii, 1 274 30 2 23 10.9 8.3

ii, 2 54 3 0 3 5.5 5.5

ii, 3 17 2 0 1 11.7 5.9

in, 1 124 13 1 12 10.2 9.3

in, 2 29 6 2 4 20.6 14.4

in, 3 8 2 0 1 25.0 12.5

in, 4 12 2 0 2 16.7 16.7

in, 5 18 1 1 0 5.5 0.0

in, 6 17 3 0 1 17.6 5.9

iv, 1 242 42 2 36 17.3 14.8

iv, 2 46 10 1 9 21.7 19.5

rv, 3 16 2 0 2 12.5 12.5

v, 1 45 1 0 1 2.2 2.2

v, 2 135 16 0 15 11.9 11.1

v, 3 50 7 2 5 14.0 10.0

v, 4 148 21 3 17 14.1 11.4

v, 5 29 10 0 10 34.4 34.4*

Total 1,762 216 18 180 12.2 10.2

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 9.7-17.3 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 5.3-14.8 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 3.3-14.0 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 3.3-10.0 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 2.5-34.4 (or 24.2 per cent.).*

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-34.4 (or 19.5 per cent).*

* V, 5 is exceptional in having nine successive lines ending with "triumph."

gests that it appeared shortly before them." This seeming gap of

seven years between entry and publication will be returned to later.

The argument for Kyd's authorship, though wholly internal, is

strong. It rests mainly on (1) Kyd's use of the same story in The

Spanish Tragedy, (2) similar handling of the chorus in the two plays,

(3) similarity of situations in the two plays, (4) a similar use of
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irony, (5) the revenge motif, (6) parallels of thought and diction,5

If not conclusive, the evidence is at least strong enough to make it

very probable that Kyd is the author.

Boas conjectures that Soliman may have been written about 1588,

but Professor Baldwin believes that the favourable treatment of

Spaniards points to a date before the Armada, and advances evidence

which would place it late in 1585.9 On the other hand, Mr. Sykes

THOMAS KYD

Cornelia (From Gamier)

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I 101 10 0 9 10.0- 9.0-

n 209 18 1 13 8.5 62

in, 1 110 16 0 14 14.5 12.7

in, 2 63 10 1 8 15.8 12.7

in, 3 74 7 0 6 9.4 8.1

IV, 1 121 4 0 3 3.3 2.4

iv, 2 105 9 1 8 8.5 7.6

V 396 62 3 52 15.6 13.1

Total 1,179 136 6 113 11.5 9.5

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 3.3-15.6 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 2.4-13.1 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 9.4-15.8 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 8.1-12.7 per cent.

finds apparent borrowings in the play from Marlowe's Edward II

(ca. 1591), which would point to a date shortly before its entry in

1592.T It is quite possible that both are right. Baldwin's arguments

for 1585 are strong; but it is hard to believe that from the 1.2 per

cent of The Spanish Tragedy Kyd could jump to nearly ten times

that frequency of feminine endings in his next play, written at most

only three years later, But, granting the original composition of the

play at that time, the plausibility of a revision under the influence of

Marlowe in 1591 must be apparent. As Kyd's letter to Puckering

shows, in that year he and Marlowe were "wrytinge in one chamber."8

8 See Boas, loc. eit., and Sykes, Sidelights on Shakespeare, the essay

"Arden of Feversham."

" Baldwin, op. cit., p. 347.

' Sidelights, pp. 49-50.

8 Boas, facsimile, cviii-cx.
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And in frequency of feminine endings the existing text of Soliman is

certainly closer to Kyd's Cornelia (1594) and to Arden of Fever-

sham (1592), if that be his, than it is to the Tragedy.

Indeed, with its 10.2 per cent of feminine endings, the play goes

beyond anything else which can safely be ascribed to Kyd. The figure

is so incomparably beyond that of the Tragedy as almost to throw

doubt on its significance ; and it is, of course, not certain that Soliman

was not revised by another hand before it was finally published about

1599, if we may date the earliest existing quarto near that time.

The evidence of Kyd's other work, however, must not be over

looked in postulating such a possibility. His translation of Gamier's

Cornelia in 1593-94 has 9.5 per cent of feminine endings, which at

least approaches Soliman. But Cornelia, if not a particularly close

translation, still may attempt to reproduce the feminine couplets of

the French by feminine endings in the blank verse, and the number

of the latter may therefore be influenced by the original : as we have

already seen, translation is not a safe indication of a writer's practice

in original work. Nevertheless the fact remains that Cornelia abounds

in feminine endings.

A better answer might be found in Arden of Feversham, since it

was licensed in 1592, the same year as Soliman, and may have been

written at nearly the same time. First, however, it must be settled

that Kyd wrote Arden.

That he did so is made highly probable by the research of Mr.

Charles Crawford,9 elaborated by Mr. H. D. Sykes.10 The complete

argument may be found in the latter's essay, a summary of which he

makes thus :

The play echoes the phrasing, not only of Kyd's earlier dramas, but of

his later work as well. It uses his vocabulary and exhibits the characteristic

features of his diction even to the least conspicuous of his mannerisms. It was

written by a dramatist, who, like Kyd, had a technical knowledge of legal

documents and legal procedure. It deals with just such a crime as he has

chosen for the subject of a prose tract. Like Soliman and Perseda it borrows

from Marlowe's Edward II. Like The Spanish Tragedy and Soliman and Per

seda it shows the influence of Seneca and of Gamier. Like them it was pub

lished anonymously by Edward White. It is with some confidence that I sub

mit that there is here conclusive proof that it is Kyd's play."

'Collectanea, 1st Series, pp. 101-130.

'"'Sidelights on Shakespeare, pp. 48-76.

' » Idem, pp. 75-76.
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Arden of Feversham has 6.2 per cent of feminine endings with a

range in long scenes of 0.9-12.9 per cent. Soliman has 10.2 per cent,

and a range of 5.3-14.8 per cent. The difference is still a difficulty, but

not so great a one as before. Moreover, 26 of the feminine endings in

ANONYMOUS

Arden of Feversham

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I. 1 607 35 5 25 5.7 4.1

n, 1 55 5 0 5 9.1- 9.1-

n, 2 138 11 0 11 7.9 7.9

in, 1 103 3 0 1 2.9 0.9

in, 2 59 5 1 2 8.4 3.3

in, 3 46 2 0 2 4.3 4.3

in, 4 28 3 0 3 10.7 10.7

in, 5 157 15 2 9 9.5 5.7

in, 6 131 25 4 17 19.0 12.9

IV, 1 65 3 0 3 4.6 4.6

iv, 2 Prose

iv, 3 31 2 0 2 6.4 6.4

iv, 4 142 9 0 8 5.6 4.6

v, 1 332 22 1 19 6.6 5.7

v, 2 11 1 0 1 9.9 9.9

v, 3 21 5 1 3 23.8 14.2

v, 4 14 4 0 4 28.5 28.5

v, 5 34 9 2 7 26.4 20.5

v, 6 16 2 0 2 12.5 12.5

Total 1,990 161 16 124 8.0 6.2

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary : (a) Total f.e., 2.9-19.0 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.9-12.9 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 4.6-9.1 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 3.3-9.1 per cent.

All scenes vary : (a) Total f.e., 2.9-28.5 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.9-28.5 per cent.

Soliman occur in the speeches of Basilisco, which are clearly blank

verse but intentionally rough and irregular. They can not be disre

garded in the metrical count, but they partly distort its significance.

For example, I, 3, 70 ff. :

I, and so are all blades with me: behold my instance;

Perdie, each female is the weaker vessell,
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And the vigour of this arme infringeth

The temper of any blade, quoth my assertion;

And thereby gather that this blade,

Being approoved weaker than this lim,

May very well beare a feminine Epitheton.

The scenes thus affected to any extent are i, 3 ; n, 2 ; in, 2 ; iv, 2 ;

and v, 3. Again, v, 5 has ten feminine endings, nine of which con

sist of the word triumph repeated at the end of consecutive lines,

which again distorts the average. Omitting these six scenes entirely,

we get an average for the play of 9.5 per cent. The gap is lessened,

though not wiped out.

To sum up, while Soliman and Perseda looks suspiciously high,

and, if Kyd's, may have undergone a later revision, there is no evi

dence that such revision occurred, and we may conclude, somewhat

doubtfully it is true, that in the early nineties Kyd was customarily

using feminine endings with a frequency surpassing that of any

dramatist whom we have considered. Accepting as his the plays

treated above, we find for his whole career a range of 1.2-10.2 per

cent.

If not a certainty, this is nevertheless not entirely surprising.

Kyd was a gifted playwright with a keen perception of dramatic

values, and his metrical development may find its explanation in

that fact. If we grant that The Spanish Tragedy was written before

Tamburlaine appeared, which is highly probable, we must also believe

that Kyd recognized the superiority of Marlowe's blank verse to the

mixture of rime and blank verse in his own play. Certainly he copies

Marlowe's verses in Soliman and in Arden (always granting that

these are Kyd's), and learns to mix less rime with his blank verse.

Kyd was not, of course, following Marlowe in his use of feminine

endings, because Marlowe in his plays never learned to use them

freely—compare the 10.2 per cent of Soliman with the 3.7 per cent

of Edward II—from which Soliman borrows whole expressions. The

logical conclusion would seem to be that Kyd was following nobody,

and that he freely admitted feminine endings because he saw their

fitness for dramatic speech.



CHAPTER VII

CERTAIN ANONYMOUS PLAYS

In the following paragraphs are grouped a number of plays the

authorship of which is unknown or disputed. They are given here as

illustrations of the use of feminine endings in the late eighties and

early nineties ; and the main consideration is, therefore, one of dat

ing rather than of authorship. Except in particular plays, it will

be considered beyond the scope of this work to go into the latter

question further than to point out how far the metrical evidence

obtained agrees with ascriptions which have been made.

Locrine and Selimus1

Locrine was published in 1595 as "Newly set foorth, overseene

and corrected by W. S." It was entered the previous year in the Sta

tioner's Register. Brooke thinks that "the choice of subject, the dumb

shows, and the presence of lyrical speeches arranged in stanzas, all

mark Locrine" as belonging to the pre-Marlovian species of drama

represented by Gorboduc and The Misfortunes of Arthur,2 and that

it is a play "of the type of about 1585," with clear marks that the

revision announced on the title-page was actually made, without

greatly altering the play. The 0.5 per cent of feminine endings, with

a range in long scenes from 0.0 to 0.9 per cent, quite bears out this

view.

Selimus, published in 1594, is almost certainly by the same au

thor,3 and judging by its considerable borrowings from Marlowe, is

a later work. This is confirmed by the increased number of feminine

endings, 2.2 per cent, with a range in long scenes from 0.8 to 3.7

per cent. It is to be noted that six of the 36 feminine endings con

sist of the word Janizaries, which should perhaps be considered a

proper name and omitted from the strict count. This would reduce

the average of the play to 1.8 per cent. Peele and Greene have been

variously suggested as the author, and the percentage of feminine

endings would certainly be possible for either.

1 The Shakespeare Apocrypha. C. E. T. Brooke, editor, for Locrine. Malone

Society Reprints for Selimus.

' Op. eit., p. xix.

'Brooke, op. cit., p. xviii; Collins, Greene, I, 64-67.
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ANONYMOUS

Locrime

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I, Prologue 20 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

I, 1 258 2 0 1 0.7 0.3

i, 2 Prose

i, 3 14 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

n, Prologue 14 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

ii, 1 109 3 0 1 2.7 0.9

ii, 2 4 1 0 1 25.0 25.0

ii, 3 56 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

n, 4 24 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

n, 5 82 1 0 1 12 1.2

ii, 6 27 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

m, Prologue 15 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 1 88 1 0 1 1.1 1.1

m, 2 65 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 3 Prose

in, 4 51 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, S 12 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 6 52 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

rv, Prologue 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

rv, 1 122 3 1 1 2.4 0.8

iv, 2 54 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

rv, 3 32 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

rv, 4 40 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

v, Prologue 14 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

v, 1 105 2 0 0 1.9 0.0

v, 2 56 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

v, 3 16 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

v, 4 248 4 0 2 1.6 0.8

Epilogue 8 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
•

Total 1,596 17 1 8 1.0 0.5

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total i.e., 0.7-2.4 per cent.

(b) Strict i.e., 0.0-0.9 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary : (a) Total f.e., 0.0-1.2 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-1.2 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-25.0 (or 2.7 per cent).

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-25.0 (or 1.2 per cent).
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ANONYMOUS

Selimus

Scene
Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

1 73 2 0 2 2.7 2.7

2 31 2 0 1 6.4 32

3 Rime, with the exception of single scattered lines.

4 30 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

5 75 4 0 3 5.3 4.0

6 11 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

7 16 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

8 23 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

9 20 2 0 1 10.0 5.0

10 189 7 0 7 3.7 3.7

11 40 2 0 2 5.0 5.0

12 25 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

13 56 1 0 1 1.8- 1.8-

14 89 3 0 0 3.3 0.0

15 100 3 0 2 3.0 2.0

16 63 2 0 1 3.1 1.6-

17 30 1 0 1 3.3 3.3

18 137 7 0 5 5.1 3.6

19 87 2 0 2 2.3- 2.3-

20 28 0 0 0 6.0 0.0

21 31 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

22 30 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

23 122 1 0 1 0.8 0.8

24 13 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

25 75 2 0 2 2.6 2.6

26 28 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

27 24 2 0 2 8.3 8.3

28 36 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

29 28 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

30 13 1 0 1 7.7- 7.7-

31 68 2 0 2 2.5 2.5

Conclusion 5 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

Total 1,596 46 0 36 2.8 2.2

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.8-5.1 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.8-3.7 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 1.8-5.3 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-4.0 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-10.0 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-7.7 per cent.
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George a Greene* The Pinner of Wakefield

This play was first published in 1599, "as it was sundry times

acted by the servants of the . . . Earle of Sussex." It was entered

April 1, 1595, as the Pynder of Wakefeilde. Henslowe records it as

"gorge a gren" on December 29, 1593, but not as a new play. There

is no further evidence as to date except at line 42 :

ANONYMOUS

George A. Greene

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per ceni

i, i 42 1 0 1 2.3 2.3

i, 2 46 s 0 4 10.8 8.7-

i, 3 19 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

i, 4 61 9 0 8 14.7 13.1

ii, 1 72 9 1 7 12.5 9.7

ii, 2 7 1 0 1 14.3- 14.3-

n,3* 38 3 1 2 7.8 52

in, 1 42 3 0 2 7.1 4.7

in, 2 95 13 2 11 13.6 11.5

IV, 1 82 17 4 12 20.7 14.6

rv, 2 27 5 3 1 18.5 3.7

iv, 3 Seemingly prose.

rv, 4 27 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

v, 1 116 12 3 9 10.3 7.7

Total 674 78 14 58 11.5 8.6

* Reconstructing a number of lines printed as prose, but undoubtedly

written as blank verse.

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary : (a) Total f.e., 10.3 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 7.7 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 12.5-20.7 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 9.7-14.6 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-20.7 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-14.6 per cent.

Lest I, like martial Tamburlaine, lay waste,

Their bordering countries.

This sets 1587 as the earliest limit.

Too great weight cannot be attached to metrical figures on this

play because the text is very corrupt. Collins says of it :

* Edition : Collins, Greene.
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The play has been not only very badly printed, the printer being uncertain

what should be printed as prose and what as verse, but it has evidently been

printed from a confused and mutilated copy. After the scene between King

James and Jane a Barley, a scene has evidently dropt out or been cut down

to two lines. The omission of any reward to Robin Hood at the end of the

play is a very strong presumption that the close has been mutilated. In the

third scene of the fourth act there is hopeless confusion, Wakefield having

been put for Bradford. Passages are constantly occurring, both in the prose

portions as well as in the verse, which have evidently been curtailed."

Including a partial reconstruction of ii, 3, printed as prose, into

38 full lines of blank verse, the figures for 674 lines of blank verse

are 8.6 per cent, the one scene of more than 100 lines having 10.3

per cent.

George a Greene has long been associated with the name of Robert

Greene; yet in his known works this writer varies from 0.1 to 1.6

per cent for whole plays, and never reaches 4.0 per cent in a single

long scene. Hence, if the figures for this play mean anything, it is

incredible that Greene could have been the author. The figures, of

course, are not based on a good text, and there is besides the strong

possibility that not only curtailment and mutilation but revision as

well may have occurred before the play was printed. On the other

hand, as Jordan points out,6 though Dyce, Grosart, Collins, and

Dickinson have all included George a Greene in their editions of the

poet, "no one of these men is satisfied with the grounds on which

he included the play, but no one is quite content to leave the play

out." The high percentage of feminine endings must at least in

crease the doubt as to Greene's authorship.

The Troublesome Reign of King John, I & IF

The two parts of this drama were first published in 1591. As the

date of composition is bound up with the question of authorship, it

may be well at this point to consider the evidence offered by H. D.

Sykes to prove that Peele wrote the work.8 His arguments, which

are practically conclusive, are based upon (1) the general style, (2)

similarity in subject to Peek's Edward I, (3), admixture of rimed

' Op. cit., ii, 163.

'Robert Greene. By John Clark Jordan. Columbia Dissertation, 1915,

p. 187.

* Shakespeare's Library, W. C. Hazlitt, editor.

8 Sidelights on Shakespeare, pp. 99-125.
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fourteeners and short riming lines as in Peek's Arraignment of Paris

and Edward I respectively, (4) a strong anti-papal feeling, notable

in almost all of Peek's signed work, (5) parallels in thought and ex

pression to Peek's known work.

ANONYMOUS

Troublesome Reign of King John (I)

Full All fern. Proper Fern. end.. Total Strict
Scene Lines Endings Names Strict Ct. per cent per cent

To the Readers 7 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

1 (1-427) 318 6 2 3 1.8 0.9

2 (428-666) 164 10 1 8 6.1- 4.8

3 (667-680) 14 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

4 (681-693) Prose

5 (694-916) 210 5 1 2 2.3 0.9

6 (917-1066) 84 1 0 1 1.2- 1.2-

7 (1067-1079) 13 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

8 (1080-1111) 32 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

9 (1112-1157) 46 1 1 0 2.1 0.0

10 (1158-1203) 42 1 0 1 2.3 2.3

11 (1204-1305) Doggerel

12 (1306-1334) Doggerel & prose

13 (1335-1475) 82 2 0 1 2.4 1.2

14 (1476-1760) 274 13 0 9 4.7 3.2

Total 1,286 39 5 25 3.0 1.9

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 1.8-6.1 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.9-4.8 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 1.2-2.4 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 1.2 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-6.1 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-4.8 per cent.

Assuming on this basis that Peek was the author, Mr. Sykes

offers the following evidence as to date :

When Pembroke discovers Arthur's dead body outside the castle walls, he

exclaims :

Lo, lords, the witherd flower,

Who in his life shin'd like the morning blush,

Cast out o'door, denied his burial rite, &c.

i. 33-35.

In The Tale of Troy Peele applies the same expression "wither'd flower"

to Helen of Troy:
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Lo, now at last the Greeks have home again,

With loss of many a Greek and Troyan's life,

Their wither'd flower, King Menelaus' wife.

This is the reading of the second (1604) edition of the poem; in the edi

tion of 1589 the last line runs:

Unhappy Helen, Menelaus' wife.

The alteration gives a valuable hint as to the date of composition of this

play. Though it is probable that Peele wrote the earlier version of The Tale

of Troy some years before 1589 (for he describes it as "an old poem of mine")

he at any rate saw it through the press in or about April of that year, when

ANONYMOUS

Troublesome Reign of King John (II)

Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

To the readers 13 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

1 (1-109) 100 4 2 0 4.0 0.0

2 (110-349) 223 7 2 3 3.1 1.3

3 (350-635) 263 12 1 3 4.5 1.1

4 (636-724) 89 3 0 1 3.3 1.1

5 (725-789) 63 3 0 0 4.7 0.0

6 (790-935) 132 5 0 3 3.7 22

7 (936-989) 47 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

8 (990-1157) 123 7 0 4 5.6 32

9 (1158 to end) 54 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

Total 1,107 41 5 14 3.7 1.2

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 3.1-5.6 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-3.2 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary : (a) Total f.e., 0.0-4.7 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-1.1 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-5.6 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-3.2 per cent.

the fleet of Norris and Drake set sail for Portugal. It does not contain the

"wither'd flower" image, nor does it contain line 190 of the revised version:

As blithe as bird of morning's light in May.

where the words "as blithe as bird of morning's light" are repeated from

line 127 of Polyhymnia, written after November, 1590. The inference is that

in both these embellishments of the revised text we have echoes of phrases

that had pleased Peele in works written by him after the appearance of the

original version of the poem. This would fix the date of The Troublesome

Reign between April 1589, and 1591, the latter being the year of publication."

• Op. cit, p. 120.
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ANONYMOUS

The True Chronicle History of King Leir

Scene
Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

1 56 7 2 4 12.4 7.1

2 85 10 1 8 11.7 9.4

3 105 12 1 10 11.4 9.5

4 42 5 . 0 5 11.9 11.9

S 52 8 1 6 15.3 11.5

6 103 21 4 16 20.3 15.5

7 119 26 0 20 21.9 16.8

8 17 1 0 1 5.8 5.8

9 33 6 0 6 18.1 18.1

10 75 6 1 5 8.0 6.6

11 8 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

12 69 9 0 9 13.0 13.0

13 24 1 0 1 4.1 4.1

14 43 3 0 3 6.9 6.9

1S 57 6 0 6 10.5 10.5

16 48 6 1 4 12.5 8.3

17 52 7 1 6 13.4 11.5

18 60 5 0 4 8.3 6.6

19 269 43 5 31 15.9 11.5

20 17 1 0 1 5.8 5.8

21 51 13 0 13 25.4 25.4

22 91 15 1 10 16.4 10.9

23 67 9 0 9 13.4 13.4

24 180 17 0 17 9.4 9.4

25 23 2 0 2 8.7- 8.7-

26 36 1 0 1 2.7 2.7

27 5 1 0 1 20.0 20.0

28 11 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

29 16 1 0 1 6.2 6.2

30 81 10 1 8 12.3 9.8

31 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

32 13 1 0 0 7.6 0.0

Total 1,918 253 19 208 13.2 10.8

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total i.e., 9.4-21.9 per cent.

(b) Strict i.e., 9.4-16.8 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 8.0-25.4 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 6.6-25.4 per cent.

All scenes vary : (a) Total f.e., 0.0-25.4 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-25.4 per cent.
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The metrical evidence agrees completely with this argument, as

far as feminine endings are concerned. Part I has 1.9 per cent, with

a range of 0.9-4.8 per cent; Part II has 1.2 per cent, with a range

of 0.0-3.2 per cent. The Battle of Alacazar and Edward I, both

written in this same period, show respectively 1.5 per cent and 1.8

per cent, with individual long scenes ranging 0.0-2.4 per cent. In

the Old Wives Tale Peele reaches over 5 per cent.

King Leir10

The True Chronicle History of King Leir and his three daugh

ters, printed in 1605, was licensed under nearly the same title on

May 14, 1594, in which year Henslowe records performances of a

King Leare. No earlier edition than that of 1605 is extant, and it is

important to note that the text as we have it was unprinted for at

least eleven years after the play was written.

The play has 10.8 per cent of feminine endings, the long scenes

ranging between 9.4 and 16.8 per cent.

Because of the resemblance between this play and The Trouble

some Reign, Mr. Sykes has ascribed King Leir to Peele.11 But

since Peele's known work never even approaches the frequency

of feminine endings found here, it seems hardly possible that the

present text can be wholly his. It is, however, possible that the play

as we have it is a later revision of an original Peele drama. Whether

or not the statement on the title-page, "As it hath been divers and

sundry times lately acted," indicates that the old play was revived

as a counter-attraction to Shakespeare's drama, it at least shows

that the old version had held the stage for some time after 1594;

and the chances would be all in favor of its being renovated, particu

larly if it was revived after the lapse of some time, just as The Span

ish Tragedy was. The feminine endings are thus easily accounted for.

Jack Straw™

Jack Straw was first printed in 1593. The play contains but four

acts, and has in all only 548 lines of blank verse, the rest being

in rough doggerel, mixed with prose, which would seem to indicate

an earlier date of composition. The whole play averages 2.3 per cent

10 Edition : Shakespeare's Library.

" Op. eit., pp. 126-142.

12 Editions : Hazlitt's Dodsley ; Tudor Facsimile Texts.
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in feminine endings. It is interesting to note that all of the feminine

endings occur in the last two acts, there being none at all in the 244

lines of the first two. The latter half, therefore, has an average of

4.2 per cent, and Act in, 165 lines, 5.4 per cent. It is not unlikely

that this indicates divided authorship.

Mr. J. M. Robertson has ascribed the play to Peele,13 and the

feminine endings, while rather high, are still within the range of his

known works, though surpassed only by the Old Wives Tale.

ANONYMOUS

Jack Straw

Act
Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I 200 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

n 44 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in 165 9 0 9 5.4 5.4

IV 139 7 1 4 5.0 2.8

Total 548 16 1 13 2.9 2.3

Fair Emu

This play must have been written before 1591, since Greene's

Farewell to Folly of that year quotes two lines from it and attacks

the author. This evidence is supported by the title-page of the un

dated quarto, which refers to the play as having been acted by Lord

Strange's Men. This name was borne by a theatrical company only

from 1589-1593, and the play is therefore dated within a few years.

Besides an undated quarto, the earliest print of the play is the

quarto of 1631. Brooke conjectures that the undated quarto is the

earlier by "a generation or more,"15 presumably meaning that it was

issued about 1600; at any rate the play had evidently existed for

several years before it was printed.

In 922 lines of blank verse the feminine endings average 6.5

per cent, with a variation in long scenes from 5.5 to 9.3 per cent.

The blank verse is so thoroughly end-stopped and monotonous

in many scenes that the comparatively high percentage is surprising ;

one is hardly prepared to find a play of such undistinguished verse

13 Did Shakespeare Write Titus Andronicus? p. 121.

M Brooke, The Shakespeare Apocrypha.

15 The Shakespeare Apocrypha, p. xxxviii.
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exceeding in use of feminine endings the practice of such leading

dramatists as Marlowe and Greene, for example. As I hope to show,

however, there is strong internal evidence that the existing text is a

revision of an earlier form partly written in the older ballad measure.

ANONYMOUS

Fair Em

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I, 1 76 4 i 3 5.2 3.9

i, 2 66 1 0 0 1.5 0.0

i, 3 80 9 0 9 11.2 11.2

i, 4 66 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

1 91 4 1 3 4.4- 3.3-

ii, 2 3 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

H, 3 24 3 0 3 12.5 12.5

in, 1 109 10 3 6 9.1 5.5

in, 2 39 3 0 2 7.7- 5.1

in, 3 14 3 0 1 21.4 7.1

in, 4 Prose

in, 5 44 10 3 7 22.7 15.9

in, 6 47 4 0 4 8.5 8.5

IV, 1 Prose

iv, 2 28 1 0 0 3.5 0.0

iv, 3 Prose

v, 1 235 25 2 22 10.6 9.3

Total 922 77 10 60 8.3 6.5

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 9.1-10.6 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 5.5-9.3 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-11.2 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-11.2 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-22.7 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-15.9 per cent.

With this view the scanty external evidence is in accord : the lateness

of the dated quarto, and the statement on the title-page of the un

dated one, "As it was sundrie times publiquely acted in the honour

able citie of London, by the right honourable the Lord Strange his

servaunts," both indicate that the play was printed after a lapse of

some time.
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There are numerous slight relics of non-pentameter verse

throughout the play. Thus, n, 2 has about twenty lines of Skeltonic

rime, beginning at line 32:

Fresh as the floure

That hath poure, etc.

More significant is the large number of six-foot lines, occurring for

the most part close together in certain scenes, with which also occur

two certain seven-foot lines and a third more doubtful one. To take

the most striking scenes, ii, 1, 105-150 contains six-foot lines at 105,

114, 119, 120; 111 is in regular fourteener measure:

If sight do move offence, it is the better not to see.

and 150 is beyond much question another:

But that unites in honourable bands of holy rites.

Again, in, 1 has three six-foot lines from 122-142. Act v has an

even greater number. Line 105 is ballad measure :

I did devise, to ease the griefe your daughter did sustain.

Line 185 is six-foot, and then at 205-206 we come to what is prob

ably another fourteener :

I do forgive thee, with my heart,

And will forget thee too / if case I can.

Line 212 is six-foot, and then at 238-239 we come to another four

teener :

And I say this : and thereof will I lay

An hundred pound.

An hundred pound, standing in the text as a short line, is, according

to my theory, simply the superfluous two feet remaining after the

reviser has made a blank verse line out of the first five, while in

the former passage he has left the first line incomplete and made

blank verse out of the next by adding if case I can. There are two

more six-foot lines in the scene, 255 and 277.

This would indicate, then, that certain scenes of the play were

originally composed in Poulter's measure (or possibly in straight

fourteeners) which has been altered to make the play blank verse

throughout. The nature of the blank verse supports this view.
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There are two styles of blank verse in the play, one extremely

end-stopped and monotonous, the other containing a considerable

number of run-on lines. Act i, 1 has 3.9 per cent of feminine end

ings in 76 lines of distinctly end-stopped verse, as for example :

Yf this be all, renowned Conqueror,

Advance your drooping spirites and revive

The wonted courage of your conquering minde ;

For this faire picture painted on my shield

Is the true counterfeit of lovelie Blaunch.

(48-52)

The same style continues in i, 2, which has no feminine endings at

all ; but i, 3 has nine feminine endings in 80 lines, and the lines are

less end-stopped:

Mariana, I have this day received letters

From Swethia, that lets me understand

Your raunsome is collecting there with speed,

And shortly shalbe hither sent to us.

(31-34)

Lines 48 and 75 of this scene have six feet. Act n, 3 is mainly prose,

but 24 lines of blank verse with three feminine endings are intro

duced, with a notable proportion of run-ons. This later style con

tinues in Act in, but iv, 2 is both end-stopped and lacking in fem

inine endings, while Act v has run-on lines and 9.3 per cent of

feminine endings.

If the theory of revision is correct, the scenes which have traces

of non-pentameter verse should also be in the later style;16 this is

actually true, as shown for example by Acts in and v. Moreover, it

may be observed that the lack of feminine endings and the normally

end-stopped lines of the first style form exactly the sort of blank

verse which is commonly found in plays written about 1590, whereas

the second style is far less typical of that date. Joining these con

siderations with the circumstance that the play was probably not

printed for some years after it was first acted, I should conclude

that the blank verse of Fair Em represents not the meter of 1590,

but such meter after it has been revised at some later date.

" Since it would be the reviser who put them into blank verse.
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The True Tragedy of Richard the Third17

This play, printed in 1594, is certainly the rewritten form of a

play not originally blank verse. Much of the meter is so irregular

that figures regarding it are of little worth. (I find about 2 per cent

of feminine endings.) There is considerable rime, and occasionally

the older meter survives. Thus :

For our unthankfulnesse the heavens hath throwne thee downe.

I feare for our ingratitude, our angry God doth frowne. (Sc. 2, 5-6)

and later:

If it be thus what wilt thou do in this extremitie. (Hazlitt, p. 101)

ANONYMOUS

The True Tragedy of Richard III

Scene or Full All fern. Proper Fern, end., Total Strict
Passage* Lines Endings Names Strict Ct. per cent per cent

Prologue (to 1. 69) 53 5 3 2 9.4 3.7

1 (to 183) Not pentameter; one instance of Poulter's measure.

2 (to 265) The only blank verse is on p. 101, as follows :

P. 101* 20 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

P. 109* 92 1 1 0 1.0 0.0

P. 113 (Enter the Page) 16 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

P. 117 (The hell of life) 66 1 0 1 1.5 1.5

P. 121 (Report & Page) 23 1 0 1 4.3 4.3

P. 122 ff (printed as prose) 165 4 2 2 2.4 1.2

P. 82 (as prose) 48 5 0 4 10.4 8.3

Total (approx.) 483 17 6 10 3.5 2.0

* Pages are those of Shakespeare's Library, W. C. Hazlitt, editor.

The figures have almost no value, as the printed text is very bad.

For the most part the play is vaguely rhythmical, but there are only

some 483 lines of scannable blank verse. The only present significance

of the play is that it shows the sort of revision to be suspected in

Fair Em.

The Wars of Cyrus™

As little importance may be attached to this play, printed in 1594,

and written at some date after Tamburlaine, which it patently imi-

" Shakespeare's Library, W. C. Hazlitt, editor.

™ Shakespeare Jahrbuch, xxxvn, 1901, Wolfgang Keller, editor.
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ANONYMOUS

The Wars of Cyrus

Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

1 351 9 2 4 2.5 1.1

2 123 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

3 113 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

To the audience 22 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

4 65 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

5 94 2 0 2 2.1 2.1

6 124 1 0 0 0.8 0.0

7 68 1 0 0 1.4 0.0

8 35 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

9 154 3 0 3 1.8 1.8

10 58 2 0 0 3.4 0.0

11 145 4 1 3 2.7 2.0

12 46 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

13 125 3 0 1 2.4 12

14 20 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

15 105 1 0 1 0.9 0.9

Total 1,648 26 3 14 1.5 0.8

No summary is required.

tates. It has only 0.8 per cent of feminine endings, which is quite

in keeping with the general practice of that period.19

Alarm for London20

This drama, "as it hath been playde by the right Honorable the

Lord Charberlaine his Servaunts," was printed in 1602. There is no

trace of it, however, in Henslowe, with whom the company was from

time to time associated until the summer of 1594, and it was probably

written after that date. The relatively high percentage of feminine

endings (8.9 per cent, ranging to 17.4 per cent in one long scene)

makes this the more probable. The wide variation of feminine end

ings in different scenes points to more than one hand. It is also

noteworthy that most of the rime occurs in scenes which are low in

feminine endings.

" I have omitted The Wisdom of Dr. Dodypol, as it was not entered

until 1600, and according to Koeppel (Jahrbuch, xliii, p. 210, 1907) followed

by Chambers, was probably written not long before that date.

20 Malone Society Reprints.
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ANONYMOUS

Alarum for London

Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

Prologus 20 1 0 1 5.0 5.0

1 161 20 4 15 12.4 9.3

2 126 30 6 22 23.8 17.4

3 148 7 0 4 4.7 2.7

4 129 10 0 10 7.7 7.7

5 78 7 1 5 8.9 6.5

6 47 12 2 9 25.5 19.1

7 130 14 1 10 10.7 7.6

8 115 6 0 5 5.2 4.4

9 22 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

10 51 9 0 9 17.9 17.9

11 85 4 0 4 4.7 4.7

12 41 5 0 5 12.0 12.0

13 50 7 2 5 14.0 10.0

14 85 9 0 9 10.7 10.7

I5 46 9 0 7 19.5 15.2

Epilogus 10 1 0 0 10.0 0.0

Total 1,344 151 16 120 11.2 8.9

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary : (a) Total f.e., 4.7-23.8 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 2.7-17.7 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary : (a) Total f.e., 4.7-17.9 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 4.7-17.9 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-25.5 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-19.1 per cent.

Scenes low in feminine endings have considerable rime also.

Alphonsus, Emperor of Germany21

This is one of two plays seemingly dating from the early nineties,

in each of which the percentage of feminine endings is so astound-

ingly high as to call for explanation. But as it happens, both with

Alphonsus and with the anonymous Richard II, external evidence

serves satisfactorily to clear up the difficulty.

It is generally agreed that Alphonsus dates originally not far

"Edition: The Tragedies of George Chapman (T. M. Parrott, ed.).
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from 1590.22 On internal evidence Mr. J. M. Robertson assigns it to

Peele, and there are clear traces of Peek's manner and diction in the

drama ; but Peele never attained 6 per cent of feminine endings in his

known works, and the present play reaches 11.5 per cent, and in

one long scene, 16.8 per cent. The discrepancy is obvious.

Alphonsus was not entered until 1653, nor published until the

following year, "as it hath been very often Acted (with great ap

plause) at the Privat house in Black-Friers by his late Maiesties

Servaunts. By George Chapman." According to this, Alphonsus had

maintained great popularity at Court during the reign of Charles I.

ANONYMOUS

Alphonsus, Emperor of Germany

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I, 1 189 17 1 15 8.9 7.8

i, 2 264 49 11 36 18.5 13.6

n, 1 50 4 2 2 8.0 4.0

ii, 2 308 41 4 35 13.3 11.3

ii, 3 83 18 5 13 21.6 18.0

in, 1 423 67 7 58 15.8 13.7

IV, 1 208 41 3 35 19.7 16.8

iv, 2 140 20 1 17 14.2 12.1

iv, 3 148 22 3 18 14.8 12.1

v, 1 500 50 5 39 10.0 7.8

Total 2,313 329 42 268 14.2 11.5

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 8.9-19.7 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 7.8-16.8 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 8.0-21.6 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 4.0-18.0 per cent.

All scenes vary : (a) Total f.e., 8.0-21.6 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 4.0-18.0 per cent.

But was the play printed in its original 1590 form? Evidence to

the contrary is strong. This play probably was the Alphonso acted

before the Queen and the Elector Palatine on May 5, 1636,2S and it

is at least dubious whether an old chronicle drama would be accept-

82 Robertson, Did Shakespeare Write Titus Andronicusf, p. 123; Parrott,

op. at, p. 688.

" Cunningham, Extracts from Accounts of the Revels at Court, Sh. So

ciety, Vol. vn, p. xxiv. (Cited by Parrott.)
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able to the Court without extensive alterations. We can hardly imag

ine Peek's Edward I being received "with great applause" in 1636.

Indeed, the play shows clear marks of revision. In i, 1 eleven

of the 15 sure feminine endings are found within the last 100 lines,

while the first part of the scene is notably more archaic in meter.

The older meter may be found again in Act v, and in fact throughout

the play, though except in these two scenes it is obscured by a later

style. In these two long scenes, it will be noted, there is a far lower

frequency of feminine endings than in the play as a whole.

The use of German in the play, as Professor Parrott has noted,24

is exact, not to say pedantic, High German being spoken by the

nobles and Low German by the peasants. Some of the German is in

good blank verse, which argues a thorough knowledge of the tongue

quite improbable for Peele; and in fact suggests that when Al-

phonsus was presented in 1636, it was thoroughly revised by some

one intimately familiar with the German language—possibly by

Rudolph Weckerlin.25 The percentage of feminine endings can not,

therefore, be taken as at all representative of work done near 1590.

1 Richard II26

The anonymous Richard II, which has been designated the First

Part of Richard II to distinguish it from Shakespeare's drama, is

bound with other plays in Egerton MS. 1994. Its indebtedness to

Edward II would seem to date it after 1591, but it is not at all clear

that it preceded Shakespeare's Richard II: it may, indeed, have been

called forth by that work as a rival attraction. Even in that case,

however, the anonymous play is not likely to have been written later

than about 1594-95, at about the time of Shakespeare's production.

The play averages 21 per cent in feminine endings, and in long

scenes varies between 12.9 and 33.8 per cent. But again we are deal

ing with a text of doubtful date, for the play was not printed until

the nineteenth century, and may have been considerably revised

before it reached the form in which it has survived.

* Op. dt, p. 690 f.

* See Parrott, op. eit., p. 691. More doubtful evidence of revision may

be seen in rv, iii, 161, which may be an oath modified by the law against

profanity on the stage; cf. Othello, where the original reading of v, 2, 217, as

"O God ! O heavenly God !" is preserved in the quarto ; and v, 236 and 354

are possible echoes of Julius Caesar. Neither point can be stressed.

"Printed in Sh. lahrbuch xxxv, 1-58 (1901), W. Keller, editor.
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ANONYMOUS

Richard II

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper
Names

Fern. end.,
Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I, 1 184 48 7 38 26.0 20.6

i, 2 67 15 3 12 22.3 17.9

i, 3 200 47 4 42 23.5 21.0

ii, 1 124 20 2 16 16.1 12.9

n, 2 183 36 1 35 19.6 19.1

ii, 3 93 24 1 23 25.8 24.7

m, 1 97 21 1 20 21.6 20.6

in, 2 115 24 1 23 20.8 20.0

in, 3 Prose

IV, 1 102 21 1 20 20.5 19.8

iv, 2 133 47 2 45 35.3 33.8

iv, 3 108 21 4 17 19.4 15.7

v, 1 183 59 5 52 32.2 28.4

v, 2 151 32 4 25 21.1 16.5

v, 3 28 5 1 4 17.8 14.2

Total 1,768 420 37 372 23.7 21.0

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total i.e., 16.1-35.3 per cent.

(b) Strict i.e., 12.9-33.8 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 22.3-25.8 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 17.9-24.7 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 16.1-35.3 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 12.9-33.8 per cent.

On this point the testimony of the handwriting is not conclusive.

According to Chambers, "the handwriting is of the late sixteenth or

early seventeenth century."27 Professor Boas28 believes, however,

that the MS. belongs to a seventeenth century revival, and was col

lected by the younger William Cartwright about 1630 with other

plays in Egerton 1994, in which case revision would be more than

probable. While this view is necessarily to some extent hypothetical,

it would nevertheless be manifestly unsafe to take such a doubtful

play as representative of dramatic meter in 1590-1595.

" Elie. Stage, rv, 43.

"A Seventeenth Century Theatrical Repertoire. Library, July, 1917. (3d

Series, Vol. vm, pp. 225-239.)
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The Taming of a Shrew™

On more than one ground the evidence regarding this play is

doubtful. It was probably first written about 1589, was entered on

May 2, 1594, "as it was sundry times acted by the right honorable

the Earle of Pembrook his servaunts," and on June 11, 1594, was

revived by the Admiral's and Chamberlain's. It was printed the same

year.

ANONYMOUS

The Taming of a Shrew

Full All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per centScene Lines

1 71 5 0 3 7.0 4.2

2 23 3 0 3 13.0 13.0

3 81 21 0 17 25.9 20.9

4 63 2 0 2 3.1 3.1

5 ' 20 1 0 1 5.0 5.0

6 29 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

7 21 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

8 61 2 0 2 32 32

9 21 1 0 1 4.9 4.9

10 71 3 0 1 4.2 1.4

11 44 S 1 4 11.3 9.0

12 117 2 0 2 1.7 1.7

13 6 1 0 1 16.6 16.6

14 132 13 0 11 9.8 8.3

1S 11 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

Total 771 59 1 48 7.6 6.2

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a)

Summary

Total f. e, 1.7-9.8 per cent.

(b) Strict f. e, 1.7-8.3 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary : (a) Total fj2., 3.1-25.!i per cent.

(b) Strict f. e., 1.4-20.9 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f. e., 0.0-25.9 per cent.

(b) Strict f. e., 0.0-20.9 per cent.

The meter is extremely rough, and the figures can mean little.

Not much can be made of the metrical figures, as some parts of

the verse are too rough to be scanned with accuracy. The regularity

M Editions : Sh. Library, W. C. Hazlitt, editor ; Tudor Facsimile Texts.
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of other passages and the fact that the play passed from one com

pany to another in 1594 make it likely that it was patched up for the

revival. As far as the count is valid, it may be noted that of the two

long scenes, one has 1.7 per cent, the other 8.3 per cent of feminine

endings. The doubtful figure for the whole play is 6.2 per cent.



CHAPTER VIII

LYLY AND NASHE

Lyly's one drama in blank verse, The W>oman in the Moon,1 which

was probably written between 1591-93, is extremely sparing of

feminine endings. In 1,345 lines of blank verse, only four of the

twenty-four possible feminine endings are undoubted, giving an

average of only 0.2 per cent.

If Bond's ascription is correct,2 Lyly also composed some

speeches in blank verse in connection with the entertainment of the

Queen at Elvetham in 1591. Four of the speeches contain no un

doubted feminine endings, and a fifth has only one ; but the remain

ing one, "The Poets speech to her Maiestie," raises an interesting

point. Though originally delivered in Latin, this speech when pub

lished in the same year was accompanied with a translation into

English blank verse; and the translation has nine sure feminine end

ings in 64 lines, or more than 14 per cent. The discrepancy would

be startling if Marlowe's translation of Lucan, previously discussed,

did not furnish the explanation. The conditions are almost exactly

JOHN LYLY

The Woman in the Moon

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

Prologus 19 1 0 0 5.2 0.0

I, 1 231 2 0 0 0.8 0.0

n, 1 224 9 0 3 4.0 1.3

m, 1 109 1 0 0 0.9 0.0

in, 2 230 3 0 1 1.3 0.4

IV, 1 255 3 0 0 1.1 0.0

v, 1 277 5 0 0 1.8 0.0

Total 1,345 24 0 4 1.8 0.2

No summary is necessary.

THOMAS NASHE

Summer's Last Will and Testament

Whole play 913 10 0 2 1.0 0.2

Edition: The Works of Lyly. Edited by R. Warwick Bond (1902).

'John Lyly: Works, i, 404 ff.
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parallel. In each instance we have a poet whose use of feminine

endings falls into a definite range, Marlowe as high as 7 per cent,

Lyly rather under 1 per cent; yet each, in a piece of translation,

rises to over 14 per cent of feminine endings. One is driven to the

conclusion that Lyly, like Marlowe, was forced by his close rendering

of the original to an abnormally large number of feminine endings.

Indeed, the contrast between this speech and the five others which

were composed at nearly the same time goes far toward establishing

the conclusion previously drawn as to Marlowe's Lucan.

Nashe's Summer's Last Will and Testament3 has 0.2 per cent

in 913 unrimed lines. Whatever part Nashe may have had in Mar

lowe's Dido, the 0.4 per cent of that play could only confirm the

conclusion that he made little use of the device.

'Edition: The Works of Thomas Nashe (McKerrow).



CHAPTER IX

SHAKESPEARE AND SOME PLAYS ASCRIBED TO HIM

Here are included, besides the generally accepted plays of Shake

speare, two dramas in which his hand is strongly suspected, Edward

III and Sir Thomas More, and the Contention plays which are so

closely connected with the Henry VI plays. As before, no attempt

will be made to argue authorship beyond an indication of the evi

dence offered by the use of feminine endings.

ANONYMOUS

Edward III

Act, Full All fern. Proper Fern. end.. Total Strict
Scene Lines Endings Names Strict Ct. per cent per cent

I, 1 159 4 0 4 2.5 2.5

i, 2 116 13 1 10 9.4 8.6

n, 1 414 52 2 44 12.5 10.6

ii, 2 196 24 3 20 12.2 10.0

in, 1 180 4 0 2 2.2 1.1

in, 2 69 3 0 3 4.3 4.3

in, 3 221 5 0 3 2.2 1.3

in, 4 11 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, S 111 2 0 2 1.8 1.8

IV, 1 42 4 1 2 9.4 4.7

iv, 2 81 4 2 2 4.9 2.5-

iv, 3 75 4 0 3 5.3 4.0

iv, 4 154 17 0 14 11.0 9.1-

iv, 5 116 12 0 8 10.3 6.9-

iv, 6 15 1 0 1 6.6 6.6

iv, 7 34 6 2 4 17.6 11.7

rv, 8 8 1 1 0 12.5 0.0

iv, 9 52 3 0 3 5.7 5.7

v, 1 237 5 2 2 2.1 0.8

Total 2,291 164 14 127 7.1 5.5

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 1.8-12.5 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.8-10.6 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary : (a) Total f.e., 4.3-5.7 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 2.5-5.7 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-17.6 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-11.7 per cent.
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Edward IIP

The date of Edward III can be established only as being before

1595, when the play was entered in the Stationer's Register. It was

printed in 1596.

The whole play averages 5.5 per cent of feminine endings, but

more significant is the variation in long scenes from 0.8 to 10.6

per cent. An examination shows that the second scene of Act i and

the two scenes of Act n have respectively 8.6, 10.6, and 10 per cent.

These scenes constitute the celebrated Countess of Salisbury episode.

Again, in Act iv, 4-8, the percentage rises notably. (Though scenes

6, 7, and 8 are divided by modern editors, they are to all intents one

scene dealing with the battle of Poitiers.) If we separate these two

groups of scenes from the rest, the following figures appear :

Lines F.B. (Strict) Per cent

i, 2; ii, 1, 2; iv, 4-9 1,053 101 9.5

Rest of the play 1,238 26 2.1

If we add that these are the scenes in which, for other reasons

Shakespeare's hand has been suspected by an impressive list of

critics, including Tennyson, it must be at least certain that two men

were concerned in the play.

An examination of the general style of the play quite bears out

this conclusion. Thus, i, 1 begins:

Robert of Artoys, banisht though thou be

From France, thy native Country, yet with us

Thou shalt retain as great a Seignorie :

For we create thee Earle of Richmond heere.

And now goe forwards with our pedigree,

and later (line 56 ff ) :

The most renowned prince, King John of France,

Doth greete thee, Edward, and by me commandes,

That for so much as by his liberall gift

The Guyen Dukedome is entailed to thee,

Thou do him lowly homage for the same,

which is certainly the stiff blank verse of the older school. Contrast

i, 2, 25 ff:

She is growne more fairer far since I came hither,

Her voice more silver every word then other,

1 Brooke, The Shakespeare Apocrypha.
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Her wit more fluent. What a strange discourse

Unfolded she of David and the Scots !

"Even thus," quoth she, "he spake," and then spoke broad,

With epithetes and accents of the Scot

But somewhat better than the Scot could speake,

or immediately after, the lines :

Breathes from the wall an Angels note from Heaven

Of sweet defiance to her barbarous foes.

Here are feminine endings, mid-line sentence ending, variation of

caesura. Granted that one is a pedestrian passage and the other a

lyric utterance, nevertheless the whole structure of the verse is of

a different order.

In the scenes of high percentage in Act iv both styles appear,

though the earlier is to be found only in spots, as in iv, 4, 100 ff :

Edward of Wales, Phillip the second sonne

To the most mightie christian king of France,

Seeing thy bodies living date expird,

All full of charity and christian love,

Commends this booke, full fraught with prayers,

To thy faire hand and for thy houre of life

Intreats thee that thou meditate therein.

Contrast iv, 4, 17 ff:

The aspiring hill

Shewes like a silver quarrie or an orbe,

Aloft the which the Banners, bannerets,

And new replenisht pendants cuff the aire

And beate the windes, that for their gaudinesse

Struggles to kisse them : on our left hand lies

Phillip, the younger issue of the king.

The more poetic example of the earlier style at the beginning of iv,

5, shows the same fundamental difference from the passage just

cited :

A sodaine darknes hath defast the skie,

The windes are crept into their caves for feare,

The leaves move not, the world is hushed and still,

The birds cease singing, and the wandring brookes

Murmur no wonted greeting to their shores.

From metrical and esthetic considerations alike, it seems fairly

clear that two hands are to be found in the play ; and it is probable
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that the second hand was that of a reviser, who completely inserted

the love episode of Act ii, and also thoroughly revised the battle

scenes of Act iv, which represent the famous battle of Poitiers and

therefore mark the high spot of the action. On the basis of feminine

endings the original author might well be Peele;2 and on the same

basis Shakespeare might well be the reviser.

Sir Thomas More3

The dating of this play is a doubtful matter, though the weight

of evidence seems to be slightly in favour of 15% or the years im

mediately following.4

The play has 20.7 per cent of feminine endings, and never drops

below 18.3 per cent in long scenes, while ii, 4 has 26.6 per cent. This

is the scene to which Shakespeare is supposed to have contributed,

but there is too little variation in feminine endings to throw any

light on this question. It may be noted that the 84 verse lines which

are thought to be his are slightly lower (23.8 per cent) than the

scene as a whole, though higher than any other scene of equal length

in the play.

The uniformly high percentage of feminine endings is additional

argument for dating the play after rather than before 1596, for as

we have seen, no play certainly written as we now have it before

that date, whether by Shakespeare or by others, reaches the figure

of Sir Thomas More. This fact, moreover, indicates a development in

blank verse which will be discussed more fully in the following

play, John a Kent and John a Cumber, which hardly belongs under

the present chapter-heading but may be admitted for the purpose

mentioned.

John a Kent and John a Cumber5

The MS. of Anthony Munday's John a Kent was for a long time

preserved with that of Sir Thomas More, in whose composition

Munday also had a hand. The play is probably the "West Chester"

2 As suggested by Brooke, who, however, gives him the whole play. From

other bits of internal evidence, Peele seems more likely than Greene, named

by Liebau and Robertson, or Marlowe, suggested by Fleay.

' Brooke, The Shakespeare Apocrypha.

'Chambers, rv, 32; for discussion, see Shakespeare's Handwriting in Sir

Thomas More, by Greg and others.

* Malone Society Reprints.
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ANONYMOUS

Sir Thomas More

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end..
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Stria
per cent

I, 1 Prose

i, 2 169 31 0 31 18.3 18.3

i, 3 80 20 3 14 25.0 17.5

n, 1 Prose

n, 2 20 7 2 5 35.0 25.0

ii, 3 34 10 2 8 26.4 20.6-

*n, 4 (to 172) 84 24 3 20 28.5 23.8

tn, 4 (all) 139 43 5 37 30.9 26.6

in, 1 131 33 6 25 23.6 19.1-

in, 2 120 37 7 29 30.8 24.1

in, 3 18 2 1 0 11.1 0.0

IV, 1 99 26 4 21 26.0 21.0

iv, 2 72 17 3 14 23.6 19.4

iv, 3 57 11 0 11 19.2 19.2

iv, 4 15 2 0 2 13.3 13.3

iv, 5 102 27 2 22 26.4 21.5

v, 1 55 9 0 8 16.3 14.5

v, 2 24 9 0 9 37.5 37.5

v, 3 98 23 0 21 23.4 21.4

v, 4 67 15 1 12 22.3 17.9

Additional fragments:

in, 2, 23 ff.

first draft 18 5 0 5 27.7 27.7

in, 2, 91 ff.

first draft 43 14 3 11 32.5 25.5

rv, 1, 330 ff.

first draft 12 2 0 2 16.6 16.6

rv, S, 68 ff.

later draft 50 4 0 1 8.0 2.0

These are not counted in the total.

Total 1,300 322 36 269 24.7 20.7-

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 18.3-30.9 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 18.3-26.6 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 16.3-26.0 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 14.5-21.4 per cent.

All scenes vary : (a) Total f.e., 8.0-37.5 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-37.5 per cent.

* The "Shakespearean" part.

t Includes the preceding.
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play acted in 1594. The MS. bears the date of 1596, but this is in

another hand and may be a later addition.

In feminine endings the play averages 13.7 per cent, with a

variation in long scenes of 8.4-16.2 per cent. This, it will be noted,

is beyond anything written up to 1594 except certain works of

Shakespeare and Kyd.a For example, the lowest long scene of John

a Kent, v, 1, has 8.4 per cent, which is beyond the highest of Marlowe,

Greene, or Peele, to mention three leading examples, who were,

ANTHONY MUNDAY

John a Kent and John a Cumber

Act, Full All fern. Proper Fern. end.. Total Strict

Scene Lines Endings Names Strict Ct. per cent per cent

I. 1 119 17 7 10 14.2 8.4

2 170 24 5 18 14.1 10.5

3 7 1 0 1 14.2 14.2

4 95 14 1 12 14.7 12.6

5 91 22 4 18 24.1 19.7

6 179 39 10 29 21.7 16.2

7 30 5 0 5 16.6 16.6

8 (iv, 1) 38 6 3 3 15.7 7.8

9 272 52 15 37 19.1 13.2

10 (v, 1) 25 6 0 6 24.0 24.0

11 32 10 3 7 31.2 21.8

12 24 5 1 3 20.8 12.5

Total 1,082 201 49 149 18.5 13.7

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 14.1-21.7 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 8.4-16.2 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 14.7-24.1 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 12.6-19.7 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 14.1-31.2 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 7.8-24.0 per cent.

moreover, greater dramatists than Munday. Indeed, as we shall see,

the only plays written by 1594 which use feminine endings with

greater frequency than John a Kent are certain of Shakespeare's.

This of itself would make the play of interest, but its significance

is increased by its connection with Sir Thomas More. Now, Munday,

* No earlier dramatic blank verse of Munday has survived to show his

previous practice. His Mirrour of Mutabilitie (1579) has no feminine endings.
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is also part author of the latter play, which must have been written

after John a Kent, as Sir Edward Maunde Thompson has demon

strated by a study of Munday's handwriting;7 and as we have just

seen, there is again a decided increase in feminine endings over

their already free employment in John a Kent. Further, this increase

is found not only in the scenes in Munday's hand, but in the scenes

written by all the other hands with the exception of the later draft

of iv, 5, 68 ff, which has only one feminine ending in fifty unrimed

lines. This, it may be added, is the only passage in Hand A.s In other

words, nearly the whole group of writers concerned in this play of

circa 1596 use feminine endings to a degree with which the practice

of Marlowe and the whole earlier school can not compare at all,

but with which later dramatic practice is entirely in accord. It is ap

parent, therefore, that beginning about 1594, the feminine ending

must have come rapidly into its own as a normal feature of dramatic

blank verse. The question naturally arises, what led to this quick

development ? I hope to show later that it came out of Shakespeare's

own development at about the time the theaters reopened after the

plague year, when the older dramatic group had well-nigh vanished

from the stage9 and he was winning ever-increasing influence as the

acknowledged leader in dramatic composition.

It will be necessary, therefore, to turn next to the York-Lancaster

plays and then to the plays in the accepted Shakespeare canon.

The Henry VI Plays

1 Henry VP"

This is Probably the Henry VI play recorded as new in Henslowe's

Diary for March 3, 1592. The diary further shows that its earnings

from that date until June 19, the last performance in that year, were

unusually large, indicating a popularity which is also reflected in

Nashe's reference to it in Piers Pennilesse?1 The play was first

' The Autograph Manuscripts of Anthony Munday, in the Bibliographical

Society's Transactions, xrv, 325 (1919).

8 Shakespeare's Hand in Sir Thomas More, p. 42.

° Marlowe and Greene were dead, Kyd died in 1594, and no play of Peele

can be dated with probability after 1592.

"Editions: Student's Cambridge Shakespeare, W. A. Neilson, editor;

The Yale Shakespeare, 1 Henry VI, C. E. T. Brooke, editor.

u Entered August 8, 1592, in the Stationer's Reg.
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entered for publication as "the thirde parte of Henry ye Sixt" by

Blount and Jaggard in 1623.

The most likely theory of the authorship of the existing play is

that set forth by Professor Brooke,12 that (1) the original play

of 1592, probably by Peele, which dealt mainly with the brave Talbot

and the subjugation of the French, (2) was altered by Shakespeare

at some later date, when he expanded the York-Lancaster elements

in order to connect the drama with 2 and 3 Henry VI, with which

the present play had originally no connection. The date of this re

vision can not be definitely settled. Professor Brooke is inclined to

place it in 1599, the strongest evidence for that year being the eulogy

pronounced over the dead Talbot in iv, 7, 63-71, which seems to be

taken directly from Richard Crompton's Mansion of Magnanimitie,

published in 1599. On the other hand, this eulogy could easily have

been inserted for the sake of its high-sounding titles in the already

revised play, and Prof. J. Q. Adams believes that Shakespeare re

vised the older version about 1594, at the same time that he rewrote

the second and third parts in the form in which we now have them.13

As far as the matter of feminine endings goes, there is nothing in

1 Henry VI which is not at least equalled by scenes in plays which

Shakespeare almost certainly wrote about that time.

The play averages 6.3 per cent of feminine endings; but the

variation in long scenes is of more significance in a question of re

vision ; and the wide range, from 0.9 to 18.5 per cent, is in fact good

evidence that two hands were concerned in the existing text. It

would, however, be extremely hazardous on that count to attempt

a separation of the older text from the revision, since almost cer

tainly some scenes are, in the main, original matter touched up by

Shakespeare ; but it may be worth while to consider metrically the

scenes which on other grounds have been more or less generally

assigned to Shakespeare.

The Temple Garden scene, n, 4, has 18.5 per cent of feminine

endings, which agrees well with the ascription to Shakespeare. In

deed, the scene has too high a percentage to be the work of anyone

else if the earlier date of revision is accepted ; while the Two Gentle

men of Verona, of about 1593-94, probably, has one scene which

exceeds this figure, and a number of others which closely approach

n Op. cit, pp. 133 ff.

13 Adams, A Life of William Shakespeare, p. 214.
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WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

1 Henry VI

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I, 1 166 11 1 9 6.6 5.4

1.2 135 11 0 9 8.1 6.6

1,3 76 11 2 8 14.4 10.5

i, 4 109 14 2 10 12.8 9.1

i, 5 39 6 0 6 15.3 15.3

i,6 28 4 1 3 14.2 10.7

n, 1 79 4 0 3 5.0 3.7

n,2 58 2 0 2 3.4 3.4

ii, 3 76 6 0 6 7.8 7.8

n,4 124 31 7 23 25.0 18.5

n, 5 121 4 0 4 3.3 3.3

in, 1 193 8 0 7 4.1 3.6

in, 2 130 10 4 5 7.6 3.8

m, 3 91 3 0 3 3.2 32

in, 4 45 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

IV, 1 190 13 2 9 6.8 4.7

iv, 2 52 10 2 5 19.2 9.6

iv, 3 35 10 3 5 28.5 14.2

iv, 4 40 11 4 7 27.5 17.5

iv, 5 17 2 0 2 11.7 11.7

iv, 6 Rime

iv, 7 51 6 3 3 11.7 5.8

v, 1 58 7 0 6 12.0 10.3

v, 2 20 1 0 1 5.0 5.0

v, 3 186 8 2 5 42 2.6

v, 4 174 13 1 11 7.4 6.3

v, 5 106 2 0 1 1.8 0.9

Total 2,399 208 34 153 8.6 6.3

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total i.e., 1.8-25.0 per cent.

(b) Strict i.e., 0.9-18.5 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 3.2-19.2 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 3.2-10.5 per cent.

All scenes vary : (a) Total f.e., 0.0-28.5 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-18.5 per cent.

it. But ii, 5, the following scene, which according to Professor

Brooke is full of Shakespearean phrases, has only 3.3 per cent ; and

even omitting the 32 lines of pedigree, which contain no feminine
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endings, it has only 4.4 per cent. It must be noted, however, that ( 1 )

the resemblance to Shakespeare is mainly in single examples of

felicitous phrasing within the line, as

These grey locks, the pursuivants of death. (5)

feet whose strengthless stay is numb. (13)

sweet enlargement. (30) etc.,

(2) the verse has none of the varied movement of Shakespeare's,

even in 1593-94, but is monotonously regular and largely end-

stopped, and (3) the happy phrases could conceivably be the work

of another or could represent merely Shakespearean touches added

to an earlier scene without much change in the movement of the

verse.

Act iv, 2-7 (Talbot's last battle and death), ranges between 9.6

and 17.5 per cent, except iv, 7, which has 5.8 per cent. This figure

agrees fairly well with the ascription to Shakespeare. Act v, 3, has

only 2.6 per cent, and is therefore more doubtful; it is likely that

the supposed Shakespearean phrasing which it contains represents

at most only revision.

The last scene, v, 5, has been generally taken to be Shakespeare's

new ending, written to link the play to the following part of the

trilogy. Professor Brooke says: "The last scene in the play, con

stituting the entire Actus Quintus of the Folio, clearly belongs al

together to the later recension. The writing of so purely utilitarian

a scene was small game for Shakespeare, but the execution is by no

means un-Shakespearean."14

On the other hand, in 106 lines there is only one feminine end

ing, spirit, or 0.9 per cent, the lowest for any long scene in the play ;

the lines are very largely end-stopped ; and the cadence hardly varies.

It is hard to admit that the lines are Shakespeare's unless these

characteristics are due to the fact that he did indeed consider the

scene small game and dashed it off in haste.

In addition to these scenes, it is likely that Shakespeare's revising

hand is responsible for the relatively high percentage of i, 2-6, and

ii, 3, though the scenes are not mainly his.

The True Contention—2 Henry VI

In the case of 2 Henry VI the evidence that is missing for the

preceding play—that is, the original drama—has survived substan-

14 Op. eit., p. 147.
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ANONYMOUS

First Part of the Contention . . . of Yorke and Lancaster

Scene Lines
Full All fern.

Endings
Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

1 To Enter D. Humphrey 140 11 2 6 7.1 4.4

2 To Enter 2 Petitioners 68 3 2 1 4.4 1.4

3 To Enter El. with Sir J. 119 8 2 6 6.7 5.0

4 To Enter the King 46 1 1 0 2.1 0.0

5 To Enter the D. of York 80 3 1 2 3.7 2.5

6 To Enter King Henry 30 1 0 1 3.3 3.3

7 To Enter D. Humphrey 28 2 0 2 7.1 7.1

8 To Enter to the Parlia. 73 3 1 2 4.1 2.7

9 To Then the Curtains 174 15 3 11 8.6 6.3

10 To Enter King & Sals. 191 18 3 15 9.4 7.8

11 To Alarmes Within 12 1 0 1 8.3 8.3

12 To Enter 2 of the Reb. 60 6 2 4 10.0 6.7

13 To Alarums to the Bat. 2 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

14 To Enter the King Prose

15 To Enter the L. Skayles 18 1 0 1 5.5 5.5

16 To Enter Jack Cade 9 2 0 0 22.2 0.0

17 To Alarmes Probably prose

18 To Enter King Henry 28 1 0 1 3.5 3.5

19 To Enter Jack Cade 22 1 0 0 4.5 0.0

20 To Enter the D. of York 19 2 0 2 10.5 10.5

21 To Alarmes 113 6 0 2 5.3 1.7

22 To Alarmes again 56 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

23 To end 28 1 1 0 3.5 0.0

Total 1,316 86 18 57 6.5 4.3

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 5.3-9.4 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 1.7-7.8 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-10.0 per cent.

(b) Strict fe., 0.0-6.7 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-10.5 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-10.5 per cent.

tially in the First Part of the Contention of . . . Yorke and Lancaster,

entered and published in 1594. Professor Brooke has shown15 that

the Contention is a mutilated and curtailed version of an original

play by Marlowe, which was revised by Shakespeare into the exist-

M The Authorship of the Second and Third Parts of King Henry VI.

Conn. Acad, of Arts and Sciences, xvii, 141-211. 1913.
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ing 2 Henry VI; and also that the latter contains original Marlovian

passages lacking in the Contention and apparently supplied from a

more perfect MS. than that from which the Contention was printed

in 1594. Two important reservations to the general acceptance of this

assignment should be mentioned : ( 1 ) the belief that Peek's hand

may be traced to some extent in the verse scenes and that he wrote

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

2 Henry VI

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Stricf
per cent

I, 1 235 23 8 15 9.7 6.3

i,2 103 15 4 9 14.5 &7

i, 3 164 17 3 14 10.0 8.5

i. 4 50 6 4 1 12.0 2.0

n, 1 137 15 2 10 10.9 7.3

n,2 79 12 6 6 15.1 7.5

ii, 3 55 8 0 8 14.5 14.5

ii, 4 106 13 0 12 12.2 11.3

in, 1 371 54 8 45 14.5 12.1

in, 2 400 53 6 46 13.2 11.5

in, 3 33 7 0 6 21.2 18.1

IV, 1 144 14 1 13 9.7 9.0

iv, 2 50 1 0 1 2.0 2.0

iv, 3 Prose

iv, 4 53 3 0 3 5.6 5.6

iv, 5 7 1 0 0 14.2 0.0

iv, 6 Prose

iv, 7 38 10 0 8 26.3 21.0

iv, 8 34 7 0 7 20.5 20.5

rv, 9 46 13 1 10 28.4 21.7

rv, 10 40 10 0 10 25.0 25.0

v, 1 208 26 1 22 12.5 10.5

v, 2 76 9 0 8 11.8 10.5

v, 3 31 6 2 4 19.3 12.9

Total 2,460 323 46 258 13.1 10.4

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary : (a) Total f.e., 9.7-14.5 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 6.3-12.1 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary : (a) Total f.e., 2.0-15.1 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 2.0-14.5 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 2.0-28.4 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-25.0 per cent.
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the Cade scenes,16 and (2) the belief that the Contention and True

Tragedy already contain some slight revision by Shakespeare.17

The count of feminine endings seems to support the latter belief.

The Contention has 4.3 per cent of feminine endings, 2 Henry

VI, 10.4 per cent. The former figure is, of course, based on a very

bad text, and can not be taken as entirely trustworthy. Though Mar

lowe's highest play, Edward II, has only 3.7 per cent, in individual

scenes it reaches as high as 8 per cent, which is slightly more than

that of the highest long scene of the Contention. The figures are

therefore in fair accord with Marlowe's known practice, though con

sidered in conjunction with the much higher average of The True

Tragedy, the 4.3 per cent of this play is possibly not without signifi

cance.

Professor Brooke, after quoting Shakespeare's revision of the

line

Even as I have of fertill England (Contention, 1002)"

to

As firmly as I hope for fertile England, (2 Henry VI, m, 1, 88.)

remarks :

"There are many other instances in which lines with the peculiar

Marlovian rhythm in Contention and True Tragedy have been recast

in 2 and 3 Henry VI merely in order to avoid the pyrrhic final foot

or in order to admit the eleventh-syllable mannerism of the re

viser."19 It is needless to reprint Professor Brooke's examples, which

occupy a full page without being exhaustive. The present compara

tive figures for the two plays (Contention and 2 Henry VI) fully

bear out his conclusion "that the normal tendencies of the two writers

were distinctly opposed as regards the use of these two metrical

forms ... I have been unable to find even a single instance . . .

where an eleven-syllable line in the original version has been recast

as ten syllables."20

" Sykes, Sidelights on Shakespeare, pp. 108 ft., finds trace of Peele in

the verse; Prof. T. M. Parrott has suggested the similarity of the Cade

scenes to Peele's manner.

" Adams, p. 137 : "The plays show unmistakable signs of Shakespeare's

workmanship."

" The numbering of the Bankside edition, vol. xix, is followed throughout

for the Contention.

* Conn. Acad., p. 181.

"Ibid.
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ANONYMOUS

The True Tragedy of Richard, Duke of York

Full
Lines

All fern. Proper Fern. end..
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per centScene Endings

1 To Enter Edward 220 14 3 10 6.3 4.5

2 To Alarmes 45 6 1 4 13.3 8.8

3 To Alarmes. Enter the

Duke of York 45 3 0 2 6.7 4.4

4 To Enter Edward 160 16 3 12 10.0 7.5

5 To Enter the King & Q. 167 15 1 10 8.9 5.9

6 To Alarmes 156 8 1 7 5.1 4.4

7 To Alarmes & then

enter Richard 45 1 0 0 2.2 0.0

8 To Alarmes still 11 2 1 1 18.1 9.0

9 To Enter Clifford 55 3 0 3 5.4 5.4

10 To Enter 2 Keepers 98 9 4 5 9.1 5.1

11 To Enter King Edward 39 4 4 0 10.2 0.0

12 To Enter King Lewis 116 13 0 11 112 9.4

13 To Enter King Edward 152 21 3 17 13.1 11.1

14 To Enter Warwike 48 15 4 11 31.2 22.9

15 To Enter Gloster 50 8 2 6 16.0 12.0

16 To Enter the Queen 9 1 1 0 11.1 0.0

17 To Enter Edward 20 1 1 0 5.0 0.0

18 To Enter Warwike 47 3 0 3 6.3 6.3

19 To Enter Edward 39 2 1 1 5.1 2.5

20 To Enter Warwike 4 1 0 0 25.0 0.0

21 To Alarmes 71 12 1 9 16.9 12.6

22 To Enter Edward 42 4 1 2 9.5 4.7

23 To Enter the Queen 18 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

24 To Alarmes 42 6 0 4 14.2 9.5

25 To Enter Gloster 65 11 2 8 16.9 12.3

26 To Enter King Edward 74 10 0 10 13.5 13.5

27 To end 44 3 0 3 6.8 6.8

Total 1,882 192 34 139 10.1 7.3

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 5.1-13.1 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 4.4-11.1 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 5.4-16.9 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 5.1-13.5 per cent.

All scenes vary : (a) Total f.e., 0.0-31.2 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-22.9 per cent.
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It is evident, therefore, that at least as early as his revision of the

York-Lancaster plays, Shakespeare had adopted the feminine end

ing as a part of his blank verse, using the device with a frequency

much beyond that of his greatest contemporary. The full significance

of this point will be returned to at a later point.

The True Tragedy—3 Henry VI

The relationship between these two plays is exactly that of the

preceding two; that is, we have an original drama at least mainly

by Marlowe, and the same drama reworked by Shakespeare.

The metrical figures are, respectively, 7.3 per cent and 10.7 per

cent. It is worth noting that while the case for Marlowe's author

ship of The True Tragedy is on exactly the same strong grounds

as his authorship of the Contention, the discrepancy in feminine

endings between The True Tragedy and Edward II is too great to

be ignored. The Tragedy has nearly double the percentage of the

latter, 7.3 per cent to 3.7 per cent. It is true that in two long scenes

Edward II reaches 7.4 per cent and 8 per cent, which is slightly

higher than the average for the whole of the Tragedy, but on the

other hand, the twelfth scene of the Tragedy (lines 1,210-1,352) has

9.4 per cent, and the next scene (1,356-1,528) 11.1 per cent, the long

scenes ranging between 4.4 and 11.1 per cent, whereas in Edward

II, Marlowe's highest canonical play, the long scenes range between

0.5 and 8 per cent. Moreover, Professor Brooke shows rather clearly21

that Edward II is probably the later of the two plays, so that the

higher percentage of The True Tragedy cannot be explained as a

subsequent development of Marlowe's style.

These figures must at least lend weight to the theory that the

Contention and The True Tragedy themselves contain Shakespearean

touches. Greene's famous line, "O tigers heart wrapped in a players

hide"22 is plainly directed at Shakespeare, but the line parodied is

in The True Tragedy as well as in 3 Henry VI, and therefore proves

nothing to the contrary. Moreover, the close connection between

3 Henry VI and Richard III argues that Shakespeare's final re

working of the old plays took place not long before the composi

tion of Richard III, that is, as Professor Adams states,23 during the

aOp. cit.

22 In his Groatsworth of Wit, 1592

"Life, p. 214.
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WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

3 Henry VI

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper
Names

Fern. end.,
Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

h 1 267 20 1 18 7A 6.7

1.2 71 10 2 7 14.0 9.8

i,3 48 3 0 3 6.2 62

i, 4 180 21 3 13 11.6 72

ii,1 202 20 2 16 9.9 7.9

ir,2 163 9 2 6 5.5 3.6

ii, 3 54 3 1 2 5.5 3.7

n,4 12 2 1 1 16.6 8.3

ii, s 131 12 0 12 9.1 9.1

ii, 6 108 11 4 7 10.1 6.4

in, 1 100 15 5 10 15.0 10.0

in, 2 186 31 3 25 16.6 13.4

in, 3 252 49 9 39 19.4 15.4

iv, 1 140 38 7 31 27.1 22.1

iv, 2 28 9 1 8 32.1 28.5

iv, 3 57 9 0 9 15.7 15.7

iv, 4 25 6 3 3 24.0 12.0

iv, 5 26 5 2 3 19.2 11.5

iv, 6 85 18 5 12 21.1 14.1

iv, 7 78 20 2 18 23.6 23.0

iv, 8 60 5 3 2 8.3 3.3

v, 1 112 19 3 15 16.9 13.3

v,2 45 6 2 2 13.3 4.4

v, 3 24 1 0 1 4.1 4.1

v, 4 82 8 0 8 9.7 9.7

v, 5 85 14 2 11 16.3 12.9

v, 6 88 11 0 11 12.5 12.5

v, 7 44 3 0 3 6.8 6.8

Total 2,753 378 63 296 13.7 10.7

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 5.5-27.1 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 3.6-22.1 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 5.5-25.6 percent.

(b) Strict f.e., 3.3-23.0 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 5.5-32.1 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 3.3-28.5 per cent.
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activities following the reopening of the theaters.24 This is further

borne out by the publication of the Contention in 1594 and The True

Tragedy in 1595, when presumably they were supplanted by the re

vised forms. The difficulty of supposing that in 1592 Shakespeare

could have had a hand in plays belonging to the Pembroke Company

is not overwhelming, even if one does not accept the belief of Pro

fessor Adams that Shakespeare was a member of that company in

1592. Mr. A. W. Pollard, after working over the York-Lancaster

plays, came to the conclusion that "the special conditions of the

years 1592-93 were peculiarly favorable to the free handling of old

plays independently of their original authorship or the companies

for which they were originally written."25 At least, if Shakespeare's

hand can not be proved in the Contention and True Tragedy, neither

can one safely ignore the difference in feminine endings that exists

between these plays and the plays of the Marlowe canon.

In ii, 5 of 3 Henry VI occurs a clear example of feminine end

ings deliberately massed to produce an effect of pathos. They come

in the speech delivered by the king as he gazes at the son who has

killed his father and the father who has killed his son. In The True

Tragedy the passage reads:

The red rose and the white are on his face,

The fatall colours of our striving houses,

Wither one rose, and let the other flourish,

For if you strive, ten thousand lives must perish,

(lines 1,020-1,023)

the last two lines being probably a loosely riming couplet. The re

vision makes some very striking changes :

O ! pity, pity ; gentle heaven, pity.

The red rose and the white are on his face,

The fatal colours of our striving houses :

The one his purple blood right well resembles;

The other his pale cheeks, methinks, presenteth :

Wither one rose, and let the other flourish !

If you contend, a thousand lives must wither.

ii, 5, 96-102.

In the first place, a line is added at the beginning with the feminine

ending pity. Then, immediately following the third person singular

24 When the Chamberlain's Men had obtained the Contention plays from

the bankrupt Pembroke Co.

25 The York and Lancaster Plays in the Shakespeare Folio.—Times Lit

erary Supplement, Sept. 19 and 26, 1918, pp. 438 and 452.
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in s, resembles, comes the line with the older form of the third per

son singular, presenteth, where the s-form, presents, would fail to

make a feminine ending ; and finally, the word perish is changed to

wither, removing all trace of rime and leaving six feminine endings

in seven lines of blank verse. There is a conscious art in this use of

the device which may be sought in vain through the non-Shake

spearean plays written up to this time ; and its occurrence in this early

play points to Shakespeare as the first who realized the lyric possi

bilities of the feminine ending. In his hands it has here become not

merely an accepted metrical variation, but an artistic fitting of ca

dence to dramatic effect.



CHAPTER X

PLAYS IN THE SHAKESPEARE CANON

The Comedy of Errors1

The Comedy of Errors was not published until 1623, but it was ap

parently acted at Gray's Inn in 1594,2 and is generally agreed to be

one of the earliest of Shakespeare's dramas, dating possibly from

1591 or even earlier. It is therefore surprising to find that the play

has 15.3 per cent of feminine endings, a much higher figure than

Love's Labour's Lost and several of Shakespeare's historical dramas.3

This is the more surprising to one scanning the play when he has

completed i, 1, which has only three feminine endings in 147 lines,

about 2 per cent, and proceeds to i, 2, which has 21 in 102 lines, or

20.5 per cent. There is only one other scene of few feminine endings

in the play, the short in, 2, all others ranging well above 10 per cent

and as high as 23 per cent.

The first scene of the play has often been cited as an example of

Shakespeare's earliest style, and it does have the end-stopped lines

and regularity of cadence which are to be looked for in the novice ;

but these characteristics are not apparent in the main part of the

play. Contrast I, 1, 63 ff. :

A league from Epidamnum had we sailed

Before the always wind-obeying deep

Gave any tragic instance of our harm;

But longer did we not retain much hope ;

For what obscured light the heavens did grant

Did but convey unto our fearful minds

A doubtful warrant of immediate death,

whose movement is practically that of Surrey's Aeneid, with the

following :

I am invited, sir, to certain merchants,

Of whom I hope to make much benefit;

I crave your pardon. Soon, at five o'clock,

Please you, I'll meet with you upon the mart

And afterward consort you till bed-time, (i, 2, 24 ff.)

1 Student's Cambridge Shakespeare, W. A. Neilson, editor.

" Gesta Grayorum, 1594, in the Malone Society Reprints, W. W. Greg,

editor. 1914. "A Comedy of Errors (like to Plautus his Meneckmus)."

' Henry VI, Richard II, King lohn, 1 Henry IV.
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How comes it now, my husband, O, how comes it,

That thou are then estranged from thyself?

Thyself I call it, being strange to me,

That undividable, incorporate,

Am better than thy dear self's better part. (n, 2, 121 ff.)

Hath he not lost much wealth by wreck of sea?

Buried some dear friend? Hath not else his eye

Stray'd his affection in unlawful love?

A sin prevailing much in youthful men,

Who give their eyes the liberty of gazing. (v, 1, 49 ff.)

The freer and more varied movement of these lines is easily ap

parent.

There are only 27 lines of blank verse in in, 2, and that resembles

the less archaic form just cited, except in its relative lack of feminine

endings, which is not particularly significant in so short a passage.

But though the blank verse of the play as a whole shows greater

mastery than the lines of I, 1, there are unmistakable signs of the

early origin of the piece scattered throughout, as in the doggerel of

the Dromios, the plays upon words, and the frequent rime, which

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

A Comedy of Errors

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I. 1 147 3 0 3 2.0 2.0

i,2 102 23 2 21 22.S 20.5

ii, 1 39 9 0 9 23.0 23.0

ii, 2 103 13 0 12 12.6 11.6

in, 1 40 10 0 9 25.0 22.5

in, 2 27 1 0 1 3.7 3.7

IV, 1 108 22 1 21 20.3 19.4

iv, 2 6 1 0 1 16.6 16.6

iv, 3 48 11 0 11 22.9 22.9

iv, 4 121 20 0 19 16.S 15.7

v, 1 3% 77 s 67 19.4 16.9

Total 1,137 190 8 174 16.7 15.3

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 2.0-22.5 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 2.0-20.5 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 2.0-25.0 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 2.0-23.0 per cent
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includes a sormet-like stanza form, as at the beginning of in, 2. The

necessity, therefore, arises of explaining the two sorts of blank

verse in the play.

Mr. J. M. Robertson, arguing that it is a mark "either (a) of

collaboration or (b) of adaptation of another man's work by Shake

speare," accepts the latter hypothesis and ascribes the original play

to Chapman.4 There is, however, no evidence to show that Chapman

was writing for the stage at so early a date,5 nor can it be shown

that Chapman had any connection with Shakespeare's company be

fore Shakespeare's death;6 though as we have seen in connection

with Henry VI, the latter difficulty is not insuperable. Mr. Robert

son's view, however, has not won wide acceptance, nor is it neces

sary to postulate a second author.

Though i, 1, is extremely low in feminine endings, it is not im

possibly or improbably low for a beginner, even Shakespeare; nor

is it improbable that, as with Romeo and Juliet and Love's Labour's

Lost, Shakespeare revised his own early work for presentation some

years later. And not only is this probable: according to Professor

Adams, the very date of revision can be surmised with some proba

bility.7

On December 20, 1594, at the enthronement of the Lord of Mis

rule at Gray's Inn—as the printed account shows, an unusually

elaborate celebration8—"a Comedy of Errors (like to Plautus his

Menechmus)" was presented by the Chamberlain's Men. Professor

Adams says : "As befitting the reign of a Lord of Misrule Shake

speare selected for presentation before the Prince and his guests

The Comedy of Errors. But for so important an occasion he would

naturally revise the play. . . . The text of the comedy as it has

come down to us distinctly shows the marks of this hurried revision.

Much of the original doggerel verse and rhyme, the wooden balanc

ing of speeches, and the absurd plays on words, remain ; yet in the

more pivotal scenes the revising hand of the maturer artist is plainly

discernible."9 With this statement the metrical evidence is fully in

* Shakespeare and Chapman, pp. 357 ff.

e T. M. Parrott : The Authorship of Two Italian Gentlemen. Modern

Philology, xm, No. 5, p. 71, 1915.

' Chambers, m, 260.

'Life, pp. 210 ff.

* Gesta Grayorum, cited above.

"Life, p. 219.
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accord. The figures for Richard III and Two Gentlemen of Verona,

both probably written circa 1594, show to all practical intents the

same free use of feminine endings that is found in the present play.

Love's Labour's Lost

The date 1592 may be accepted for this play with a fair degree of

certainty.10 It is possible that the 6 per cent of feminine endings

which it contains, more truly represents Shakespeare's early prac

tice than does the verse of the Comedy of Errors; for although

Love's Labour's Lost was revised about 1597-98, the changes seem

to have been largely in Acts iv-v, particularly in the speeches of

Biron and Rosaline. But there is so much rime throughout the play

that except in n, 1 and v, 2, no long scenes in blank verse appear.

Still, it is to be noted that Acts iv-v show an increase in fem

inine endings over the earlier acts ; whereas n, 1 in 149 lines of blank

verse has 4 per cent, v, 2 has 8.3 per cent in 228 lines ; and the aver-

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Love's Labour's Lost

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I, 1 41 2 0 2 4.8 4.8

1,2 Prose & rime

n,l 149 7 0 6 4.6 4.0

m, 1 36 2 1 1 5.5 2.7

IV, 1 17 1 0 1 5.8 5.8

iv, 2 Prose & rime

iv, 3 92 7 0 5 7.6 5.4

v, 1 Prose

v, 2 228 20 0 19 8.7 8.3

Total 563 39 1 34 6.9 6.0

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 4.6-8.7 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 4.0-8.3 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 7.6 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 5.4 per cent.

All scenes vary : (a) Total f.e., 4.6-8.7 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 2.7-8.3 per cent.

"See the article on this subject by H. B. Charlton, Modem Language

Review, July, 1918.
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age for 226 lines of blank verse in the first three acts is $9 per cent,

but the last two acts average 7.3 per cent in 337 unrimed lines. This

increase must be at least partly due to the revision.

Even if we accept the 3.9 per cent as more typical of Shake

speare's style in 1592—and it is by no means certain that we should

—it is noteworthy that the 3.9 per cent slightly tops Marlowe's high

est play, and of the plays whose present form was probably reached

by that date, is exceeded only by the Contention dramas, Arden of

Feversham, Soliman, and Peele's Old Wives Tale. Too much im

portance can not be attached to these figures, since the blank verse

is so intermingled with rime; but they indicate at least that by 1592

Shakespeare's use of feminine endings exceeded all but the highest

of his contemporaries'. Such a conclusion can be tested only by

examination of his other early plays.

The two comedies just treated and at least some revision of the

Henry VI plays pretty certainly constitute Shakespeare's dramatic

ventures before the great plague of 1593 closed the theaters for

the greater part of that year and the beginning of the next. It is

these, therefore, which must be examined together; and at best only

somewhat doubtful conclusions can be drawn, since the present text

of the comedies is in part the result of revision, and the others are

largely by a second hand.

Judging, however, by the evidently unrevised i, 1 of the Comedy

of Errors and the early acts of Love's Labour's Lost, one is tempted

to believe that the Contention with its 4.3 per cent, and The True

Tragedy, with its 7.3 per cent, represent the revision which Shake

speare had made in Marlowe's dramas by 1592, rather than the

more thorough rewriting found in the second and third parts of

Henry VI. The range of feminine endings in the latter plays (in long

scenes 3.6-22.1 per cent) bears less relation to the figures of the

two early comedies than it does to the Two Gentlemen of Verona

(with a range of 8.4-22.1 per cent), whose Italian subject seems

to have been the fruit of his reading during the enforced idleness

of the plague year. The fact that the Two Gentlemen averages 15.7

per cent and the 2 and 3 Henry VI plays only a little over 10 per

cent is not a difficulty when we remember the large amount of

Marlowe matter retained in the latter. Moreover a date 1593-94 for

2 and 3 Henry VI agrees with the probability that the Chamberlain's

Company got the Contention MSS. after the disruption of Pern
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broke's Men, and with the publication of the older versions in 1594

and 1595, which suggests that they had been supplanted.11

Another point which is suggested by consideration of these early

plays is that until Shakespeare came into contact with the work of

Marlowe, rime was quite as prominent in his plays as blank verse.

With his reworking of the Contention dramas Shakespeare for the

first time dealt with dramatic speech in which practically no part of

the effect depended upon rime. The significance of this fact will be

discussed after a consideration of the plays that followed these first

labors.

Two Gentlemen of Verona

Though it was not published before 1623, Professor Adams finds

that "the play, with its Italian setting, gives unmistakable evidence

of that wide reading in the Renaissance literature of the Continent

which occupied much of his time from 1592 to 1594," and adds,

"scholars are generally agreed that the date 1593-94 cannot be far

astray."12

The play has 15.7 per cent of feminine endings, and ranges in

long scenes between 8.4 and 22.1 per cent, a notable increase over

Love's Labour's Lost and the unrevised part of the Comedy of

Errors.

The abundant use of feminine endings in light, conversational

scenes is noteworthy as a deliberate device throughout the play—

something which up to this time we can find in no other dramatist.

The less tense opening acts are full of such speeches as these :

Sill. A pretty period ! Well, I guess the sequel ;

And yet I will not name it ; and yet I care not ;

And yet take this again; and yet I thank you,

Meaning henceforth to trouble you no more.

Speed. (aside) And yet you will ; and yet another "yet."

Vol. What means your ladyship? Do you not like it?

Sil. Yes, yes, the lines are very quaintly writ. (n, 1, 122 ff.)

We recall the lines in 3 Henry VI, quoted above, which were perhaps

written about this time, where the feminine endings were heaped

up for quite a different effect, that of pathos. Here they serve an

other end. Neither use can be found in Marlowe or Kyd or Greene

11 Adams, Life, p. 214.

"Life, p. 207 f.
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WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Two Gentlemen of Verona

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

i, i 75 4 2 2 5.3 2.6

1.2 106 10 1 9 9.4 8.4

i, 3 82 12 1 11 14.6 13.4

1 32 11 1 10 34.3 31.1

n,2 14 2 0 2 14.2 14.2

ii, 3 Prose

n,4 158 40 2 35 25.3 22.1

ii, 5 Prose

n,6 41 9 1 8 21.9 19.5

n, 7 89 15 2 13 16.8 14.6

in, 1 209 43 2 38 20.5 18.1

in, 2 94 19 2 17 20.2 18.0

iv, 1 55 10 0 9 18.1 16.3

iv, 2 80 12 0 12 15.0 15.0

iv, 3 43 5 0 5 11.6 11.6

iv, 4 155 28 1 27 17.4 16.7

v, 1 12 4 0 2 33.3 16.6

v, 2 38 5 0 5 13.1 13.1

v, 3 13 1 0 1 7.6 7.6

v, 4 138 20 0 20 14.4 14.4

Total 1,434 250 15 226 17.4 15.7

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total i.e., 9.4-25.3 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 8.4-22.1 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 5.3-20.2 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 2.6-18.0 per cent.

All scenes vary : (a) Total f.e., 5.3-34.3 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 2.6-31.1 per cent.

or Peele, nor is it apparent in any of Shakespeare's work which

certainly precedes the plague year. There is, therefore, considerable

development in Shakespeare's style between 1592 and 1594.

Richard III

The same free use of feminine endings continues in Richard III,

which, from its style and subject matter, must have followed closely

upon the revision of Marlowe's Contention plays. It has 16.8 per

cent of feminine endings, and a range in long scenes from 11.7 to

21.9 per cent.
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There is strong reason to suspect that Richard III is the revision

of an old play, as Mr. A. W. Pollard has demonstrated.13 Grounds of

diction and taste quite accord with this view. The feminine ending

test, however, would indicate that, if such is the case, the present

text must represent a thorough reworking by Shakespeare. The

whole play is very close in percentage to Two Gentlemen, and the

range in long scenes is likewise fairly near that of the other play. As

we have already seen, no other dramatist up to this time is likely

to have reached 16.8 per cent.

In summarizing his discussion of the problem, Mr. J. M. Robert

son says : "Marlowe is more or less in from the first Act to the last :

Kyd seems to enter so markedly in certain scenes that one surmises

primary collaboration on his part ; and Heywood, I think, did a good

deal of later eking out and expanding; but Shakespeare, however,

much he may have revised, contributes only some six or seven

speeches, some of them very short."14 The percentage of feminine

endings, however, would seem to indicate a much greater part for

Shakespeare.

Mr. Robertson, it must be noted, holds that the Two Gentlemen

of Verona and The Comedy of Errors are largely by Greene and

Chapman,15 respectively, and that Shakespeare's early use of femi

nine endings fell quite below theirs ; but Chapman's dramatic labors

can not be traced so early, and, as we have seen, Greene hardly

uses feminine endings at all, as compared with the plays with which

we are dealing. Of him and Marlowe alike, we can hardly assume

that in anonymous plays these writers felt an inclination to use sev

eral times as many feminine endings as they were accustomed to

employ in their canonical plays. Shakespeare's lowest percentage

(4.3 per cent in 1 Henry IV) is beyond the practice of any writer

before 1594 except Kyd in his late work, and Robert Wilson in the

isolated and possibly revised Cobbler's Prophecy; and Shakespeare's

general practice, at least from 1592, is approached only by Kyd, who

falls below him.16 It must therefore follow that the close correspond

ence between 3 Henry VI, Two Gentlemen of Verona, The Comedy

13 The York and Lancaster Plays in the Shakespeare Folio. Times Lit

erary Supplement, Sept. 19 and 26, 1918, pp. 438, 452.

14 The Shakespeare Canon, pp. 191-192.

15 Did Shakespeare Write Titus Andronicus?

** Marlowe's Lucan is, of course, non-dramatic. See discussion under

Marlowe.
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WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Richard III

Act, Full All fern. Proper Fern, end., Total Strict

Scene Lines Endings Names Strict Ct. per cent per cent

I, 1 . 143 39 3 30 27.2 20.9

I. 2 246 41 3 38 16.6 15.4

i, 3 348 78 8 66 22.1 18.9

i, 4 200 38 6 28 19.0 14.0

n,l 136 23 3 16 16.9 11.7

n,2 148 29 5 23 19.5 15.5

n, 3 47 6 1 5 12.7 10.6

n,4 67 13 2 11 19.4 16.4

m, 1 184 42 4 34 22.8 18.4

in, 2 114 28 4 21 24.5 18.4

in, 3 24 3 0 2 12.5 8.3

in, 4 102 24 1 22 23.5 21.5

in, 5 101 27 5 22 26.9 21.9

HI, 6 12 5 1 4 41.6 33.3

in, 7 243 37 6 31 15.2 12.7

IV, 1 100 26 3 20 26.0 20.0

iv, 2 104 22 4 17 21.1 16.3

iv, 3 52 16 3 13 30.7 25.0

iv, 4 498 102 16 84 20.4 16.9

iv, 5 19 5 1 3 26.3 15.7

v, 1 26 8 2 5 30.7 19.2

v, 2 22 1 1 0 4.5 0.0

v, 3 312 71 9 55 22.7 17.6

v, 4 13 2 0 2 15.2 15.2

v,5 37 5 1 4 13.5 12.3

Total 3,298 691 92 556 20.9 16.8

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 15.2-27.2 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 11.7-21.9 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 19.4-30.7 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 16.4-25.0 per cent.

All scenes vary : (a) Total f.e., 4.5-41.6 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-33.3 per cent.

of Errors, and Richard III in range of feminine endings indicates

that Shakespeare had a very large part in the last-named play.

Recapitulation

From the metrical point of view, two different modes are evident

in the Shakespearean plays so far discussed. In what is pretty cer
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tainly his earlier manner, rime is very largely used along with

blank verse, as in Love's Labour's Lost and The Comedy of Errors;

in other plays, such as Henry VI and Richard HI, rime, while still

present, is reduced in quantity and no longer holds a basic position

in the metrical scheme.17

In this connection several points are to be noted. To begin with,

the later, blank-verse manner appears first in the York-Lancaster

plays, and thereafter becomes increasingly predominant; but, on

the other hand, the riming style continues for a time alongside the

other, as in Richard II, A Midsummer Night's Dream, and Romeo

and Juliet. Furthermore, the plays of this type are all lower in

feminine endings than the plays of the more completely blank verse

manner, with the exception of King John and 1 Henry IV, which,

however explained, are markedly the lowest of all in feminine end

ings. What we find, then, is a marked rise in the frequency of fem

inine endings as soon as Shakespeare begins writing plays pre

dominantly in blank verse, after the fashion of Marlowe.

The explanation is probably to be found in Shakespeare's re

vision of Marlowe's York-Lancaster dramas. In a play like Love's

Labour's Lost the regularity of cadence is relieved and the danger

of monotony avoided by the ever-recurring rime ; but in such a work

as The True Tragedy Shakespeare found a play of a different genre,

essentially all blank verse, in which variety must be secured by less

obvious means. That he was impressed by Marlowe's manner is cer

tain from his gradual adoption of it in his own works ; and that he

found the means of varying the rhythm of blank verse is shown, in

one respect at least, by the greatly increased frequency of feminine

endings which appears in his rewriting of the Henry VI plays. The

same development is apparent in his handling of Richard III, in the

revised Comedy of Errors, and in Two Gentlemen of Verona, the

latter two of which show that the new manner could be used in

dramas quite un-Marlovian in character.

Later Rimed Plays

This view is quite borne out by two plays written between 1593-

1596, Romeo and Juliet and A Midsummer Night's Dream. Both are

" Prof. A. W. Verity finds extreme Fleay's statement that Shakespeare

"joined the advocates of rime at first," and says : "I should have thought

rather that the poet . . . was halting between the two schools, that in fact

he had not yet 'found himself.' " Marlowe's Influence on Shakespeare's Earlier

Style, p. 86.
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in the earlier Shakespearean manner of mingled rime and blank

verse; and both are rather low in feminine endings. Whenever

Shakespeare began Romeo, it was almost certainly not completed be

fore the reopening of the theaters, and probably belongs to about

the same time as Two Gentlemen. Rime is notably frequent; in

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Romeo and Juliet

(First Quarto Text)

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

Prologue Rime

1, 1 49 3 0 2 6.1 4.0

1.2 20 3 i 2 15.0 10.0

1,3 48 5 0 3 10.4 6.2

1,4 76 2 0 2 2.6 2.6

I, s 52 3 0 3 5.7 5.7

n, 1 33 2 0 2 6.0 6.0

n,2 147 5 1 2 3.4 1.3

n, 3 Rime

ii,4 13 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

n, 5 24 1 0 1 4.1 4.1

ii, 6 13 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 1 56 3 0 2 5.3 3.5

in, 2 50 4 0 4 8.0 8.0

in, 3 128 6 1 5 4.6 3.9

ni, 4 23 8 0 8 34.7 34.7

ni, 5 141 12 0 11 8.5 7.8

rv, 1 82 11 2 6 13.4 7.3

iv, 2 28 5 0 5 17.8 17.8

rv, 3 25 2 0 2 8.0 8.0

iv, 4 55 2 1 1 3.6 1.8

v, 1 53 6 0 6 11.3 11.3

v, 2 13 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

v, 3 188 22 3 17 11.7 8.9

Total 1,317 105 9 84 7.9 6.3

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 3.4-11.7 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 1.3-8.9 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary : (a) Total f.e., 2.6-13.4 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 1.8-11.3 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-34.7 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-34.7 per cent.
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the Quarto of 1597 there are only 1,317 full lines of blank verse.

The play averages 6.3 per cent of feminine endings,18 with a varia

tion in long scenes from 1 .3 per cent to 8.9 per cent, though the 34

lines of III, 4 have eight feminine endings, or 34.7 per cent, which

is at least worth noting. The Quarto is, of course, corrupt, but not

so completely as to vitiate the metrical figures, which must be ap

proximately correct.18

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

A Midsummer Night's Dream

Act, Full All fern. Proper Fern. end.. Total Strict

Scene Lines Endings Names Strict Ct. per cent per cent

i, i 177 5 3 0 2.8 0.0

1,2 Prose

n, 1 179 8 0 6 4.4 3.3

n,2 8 1 0 1 12.5 12.5

in, 1 9 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 2 148 18 3 13 12.1 8.7

IV, 1 127 11 2 6 8.6 4.7

iv, 2 Prose

v, 1 107 21 1 17 19.6 15.8

Total 755 64 9 43 8.4 5.6

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 2.8-19.6 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-15.8 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 2.8-19.6 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-15.8 per cent.

A Midsummer Night's Dream, dating about 1595, has even more

rime. I find only 755 full lines of blank verse, with feminine endings

averaging 5.6 per cent ; yet it is significant that v, 1, 107 lines, reaches

15.8 per cent. There is little rime in the speeches of this scene.

Later Historical Plays

The case of Richard II is not quite so plain but is probably to be

explained in the same way. Though generally agreed to be later than

Richard III, Richard II has only 8.2 per cent of feminine endings,

to 16.8 per cent, twice as high, for the other. But Richard III has

" All figures are based on the First Quarto.

" R. M. Alden, A Shakespeare Handbook, p. 210, gives 8.2 per cent pre

sumably for the revised text.
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only 170 ten-syllable rimed lines, while Richard II has 537.20 More

over, the play is markedly different in its sentimental treatment of

the hero from the Marlowesque historical dramas that preceded it,

and may well have been Shakespeare's first independent essay in

the field where he had previously worked only as a reviser and re-

writer: an experimental attempt at a historical drama in his earlier

style. If so, he did not repeat the experiment.

There remain King John and 1 Henry IV, not much rimed, but

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Richard II

Act,

Scene
Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I, 1 138 25 3 18 18.1 13.0

i,2 57 7 2 4 12.2 7.0

i,3 230 31 9 16 13.4 6.9

i, 4 59 7 1 5 11.8 8.4

n, 1 252 24 9 13 9.5 5.1

n, 2 127 21 4 15 16.5 11.8

n,3 159 29 5 23 18.2 14.4

n,4 18 4 1 2 22.2 11.1

in, 1 43 5 0 4 11.6 9.2

in, 2 174 14 2 8 8.0 4.5

in, 3 183 17 0 14 9.2 7.6

in, 4 83 12 0 11 14.4 13.2

iv, 1 287 32 3 21 11.1 7.3

v, 1 80 2 0 0 2.5 0.0

v, 2 98 14 1 13 14.2 13.2

v, 3 64 6 1 4 9.3 6.2

v,4 8 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

v, 5 97 7 1 6 7.0 6.0

v, 6 15 6 3 3 40.0 20.0

Total 2,172 263 45 180 12.1 8.2

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 8.0-18.2 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 4.5-14.4 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary : (a) Total f.e., 2.5-14.4 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-13.2 per cent.

All scenes vary : (a) Total f.e., 0.0-40.0 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-20.0 per cent.

" Alden, op. eit., p. 210.
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the lowest of all Shakespeare's plays in feminine endings. Either

they are an abnormal variation from Shakespeare's usual practice,

which has been generally held, or, in the view of Mr. J. M. Robert

son, cited above, they represent Shakespeare's normal practice and

the high percentages which have just been discussed are due to the

presence of other hands in supposedly Shakespearean plays. To this

view it must be objected that not only does it involve an extent of

collaboration which is not generally granted, but, a much more serious

difficulty, it presupposes that the collaborators were accustomed to

use feminine endings with considerable freedom, which is quite con

trary to the detailed findings of this study. Moreover, the sudden rise

from the low percentage of 1 Henry IV to the high percentage of

2 Henry IV would still present an unexplained discrepancy. Of the

two explanations, therefore, the latter, requiring that writers who

in their known works used few feminine endings should double or

treble their practice in plays with which Shakespeare's name is con

nected, must be regarded as contrary to the evidence; and we are

forced to conclude that King John and 1 Henry IV are for some

reason below Shakespeare's usual average. If no completely satis

factory answer can be found, certain possibly significant points are

at least evident.

King John

Though there is no positive evidence to date this play between

1591, when The Troublesome Reign was published, and the men

tion in Meres' list of 1598, it is generally supposed to belong between

1593-96 because of its relation to the other historical dramas written

at that time. But, judging metrically, we should expect King John

to be one of Shakespeare's earliest productions. In feminine endings

it averages only 4.9 per cent, with a variation, however, in long

scenes between 1.3 and 15.2 per cent. No fully convincing explana

tion of the low average is possible ; though two or three hypotheses

are perhaps worth advancing: (1) That of Mr. J. M. Robertson,

which has just been discussed.21 The present metrical count of the

known works of Greene, Peele, Marlowe, Kyd, and the lesser writers

entirely opposes the view that the higher percentages of feminine

endings in earlier Shakespearean plays could be due to collaboration

11 See Did Shakespeare Write Titus Andronicusf, Chap, ix, pp. 185-200,

for Mr. Robertson's discussion of the origin of feminine endings and their

use by Greene, Peele, Marlowe, Kyd, and others.
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WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

King John

Act,

Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

I, 1 230 38 3 35 16.5 15.2

U, 1 573 32 3 22 5.5 3.8

m, 1 328 14 1 8 4.2 2.4

m, 2 9 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

in, 3 72 6 1 5 8.3 6.9

in, 4 181 I5 2 9 8.2 4.9

IV, 1 128 15 5 7 11.7 5.4

iv, 2 261 19 2 15 7.2 5.7

iv, 3 152 4 1 2 2.6 1.3

v, 1 77 6 0 3 7.7 3.8

v, 2 178 10 0 7 5.6 3.8

v, 3 17 1 1 0 5.9 0.0

v, 4 57 1 1 0 1.7 0.0

v,5 22 2 0 1 9.0 4.5

v,6 43 5 1 2 11.6 4.6

v, 7 114 8 1 4 7.0 3.5

Total 2,442 176 22 120 7.2 4.9

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total i.e., 2.6-16.5 per cent.

(b) Strict i.e., 1.3-15.2 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 1.7-8.3 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-6.9 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 0.0-16.5 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-15.2 per cent.

by these men. (2) That Shakespeare used few feminine endings

because he was influenced by the meter of the old play which he

was rewriting. This, however, is entirely contradicted by the in

creased feminine endings in 2 and 3 Henry VI over the number in

the older versions. (3) That as he experimented in Richard II with

a historical play in his own earlier manner, in King John he re

stricted himself entirely to Marlowe's manner. Such a cumulation of

hypotheses is, of course, prima facie doubtful, and can obviously not

be proved. (4) That the play was revised from The Troublesome

Reign about 1591-92 and partially retouched by Shakespeare two or

three years later. This is a large assumption, incapable of proof ; yet

it would explain at least one metrical peculiarity of the play, the
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discrepancy between the 15.2 per cent of i, 1 and the rest of the play,

which in no other scene reaches 7 per cent. It is Faulconbridge who

dominates the play, and he is first fully presented in this scene.

The other scenes above the general average, in, 3, iv, 1, 2, are

also character scenes, involving Hubert, Arthur, John, and again

Faulconbridge, and might conceivably have been retouched to a less

degree, if there was any revision; for it is just this heightening of

character which one would expect Shakespeare to insert in a later

handling.

The excessive number of mid-line speech endings (12.7 to 2.9 per

cent for Richard III22) could be the result of revision; though it

could equally well indicate that the Folio text is a shortened acting

version.

Such hypotheses are naturally unconvincing; and the only sure

conclusion to be drawn is the very flat one that for unknown reasons

King John is below Shakespeare's other plays of the same period.

Perhaps the most reasonable theory is that of three plays produced

about this time, Richard II, Richard III, and John, the verse differs

in each from that of the other two because the period was one of

experimentation on the part of Shakespeare.

1 Henry IV

Though the first part of Henry IV falls beyond the latter limit

of this study, it is included because like King John it is strikingly

lower in feminine endings than the plays immediately preceding and

following it, while agreeing with them in other metrical tests.

The play has 4.3 per cent of feminine endings, ranging in long

scenes between 2.6 and 7.8 per cent. The discrepancy between the

first and second parts of the play is particularly striking. As opposed

to the low figure just cited, 2 Henry IV has 16.3 per cent23 of fem

inine endings, yet the two parts are nearly equal in run-on lines.

This is an even more puzzling problem than that of King John be

cause of the later date of 1 Henry IV. How could Shakespeare, in

1597, write the play which is the lowest of all his works in feminine

endings? If a complete explanation can not be made, the question can,

I believe, be reduced to the same status as that of King John; for

" Alden, op. cit, p. 210.

"According to Koenig, Der Vers in Shakespeares Dramen; I have not

counted this play.
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WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

1 Henry IV

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern, end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

h 1 108 7 2 3 6.4 2.7

21 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

r, 3 284 16 1 13 5.6 4.5

Prose

ii,2 7 1 0 1 14.2 14.2

n,3 68 5 1 3 7.3 4.4

ii, 4 17 1 0 1 5.9 5.9

ni, 1 217 24 2 17 11.0 7.8

in, 2 177 9 1 6 5.0 3.3

m, 3 3 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

IV, 1 124 8 0 6 6.4 4.8

iv, 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

iv, 3 112 3 0 3 2.6 2.6

iv, 4 37 6 3 2 16.2 5.4

v, 1 118 4 0 4 3.3 3.3

v, 2 97 5 1 3 5.1 3.0

v, 3 28 2 2 0 7.1 0.0

v, 4 111 9 3 5 8.1 4.5

v,5 34 2 0 1 5.8 2.9

Total 1,564 102 16 68 6.5 4.3

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 2.6-11.0 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 2.6-7.8 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 5.1-7.3 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 3.0-4.4 per cent.

All scenes vary : (a) Total f.e., 0.0-16.2 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 0.0-14.2 per cent.

there is very good evidence to indicate that the earlier version of

1 and 2 Henry IV, in which Falstaff was named Oldcastle, was

written not far from the date of King John. If the exponent of this

theory, Prof. A. E. Morgan,24 is right in stating that Henry IV was

originally written by Shakespeare about 1594, the low First Part has

King John at least to bear it company, and we have but one unsolved

riddle instead of two.

24 Some Problems of Shakespeare's Henry the Fourth. Shakespeare Asso

ciation. London, 1924. (No. 11.)
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Professor Morgan thus states his thesis :

The intention of this paper is (1) to suggest that the Oldcastle version of

Henry IV was radically different from the form in which we have it, and

that it was probably almost wholly a verse play, and (2) to develop and modify

the suggestion of Messrs. Pollard and Dover Wilson*5 that it was not de

rived from The Famous Victories, but from a still older play on which The

Famous Victories also was based.26

His argument may be thus summarized :

(a) The Famous Victories is a cut-down version of an original

verse drama. Fragmentary verse lines occur imbedded in various

parts of the play; the Thief is twice addressed as Gads or Gads

Hill (cf. Gadshill in Henry IV). The Prince's companions are three

times called knights, though they are far from knightly in the exist

ing version. (Cf. 2 Henry IV, n, 2, where the stage direction gives

Sir John Russel instead of Bardolph; 1 Henry IV, i, 2, 181-182,

"Rossil," and n, 4, 192 ff., where the Quarto assigns three speeches

to Ross.) The Famous Victories, moreover, has inconsistencies and

fragmentary episodes that point to curtailment of an original.

Since Tarlton's Jests" mentions Tarlton as an actor in "a play of

Henry the fift," but in a manner incompatible with the plot of The

Famous Victories, Morgan conjectures that the original play was

written for the Queen's Men before 1588, when Tarlton died ; that

it passed to the Admiral's Men when the Queen's Company broke

up in 1594, and was revised; that the Famous Victories version is

either that revision or a poor reconstruction of the original made by

the Queen's players after they had sold the original ; and finally, that

the Admiral's version reached Shakespeare, perhaps while the Ad

miral's and Chamberlain's were playing together at Newington Butts

in 1594. Such a bare summary as this lacks, of course, the weight

of evidence adduced by Professor Morgan.

(b) The present version of Henry IV shows in both parts many

signs of rehandling. The verse speeches are notably curtailed, as is

shown by metrical irregularities and "obvious gaps and inconsist

encies in the dialogue," which Professor Morgan cites in full. He

draws from this the conclusion that the verse was cut in order to

make room for an expansion of the comic scenes.

25 The Times Literary Supplement. Jan. 9, 1919.

** Morgan, p. 3.

v W. C. Hazlitt, Shakespeare Jest Books, n, 218.
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(c) The comic scenes were originally in verse, and still have

many metrical lines imbedded in them; but obvious prose is added

to it, the conclusion being that a later revision by Shakespeare at the

time Oldcastle was renamed Falstaff curtailed the serious verse

scenes without much change and made over the comic scenes into

prose, with considerable additions.

The acceptance of this theory would mean that the verse of 1 and

2 Henry IV is that of about 1594-95. This is not at all impossible.

As we have seen, King John is quite comparable with the First Part,

and the feminine endings of the Second Part have close to the

average of The Comedy of Errors™ Two Gentlemen of Verona,

and Richard III, all being between 15 and 17 per cent, and all dating

around 1593-94.

A reasonable, if hypothetical, explanation may also be made of

the divergence between the two parts of Henry IV. We have already

seen that Shakespeare's style at this time varied from play to play.

Along with the plays high in feminine endings (Comedy of Errors,

Two Gentlemen, Richard III) we have two {Richard II, Midsum

mer Night's Dream) in which the earlier device of rime takes the

place of this device ; and we have King John, which has neither much

rime nor many feminine endings, and which, as has been suggested,

may be a further metrical experiment. It is not hard to imagine

Shakespeare continuing in the vein of King John when he wrote

1 Henry IV, and then, shaking off the restrictions of that meter in

Part Two, returning to the freer and less monotonous verse which

he had already used with good effect in previous plays. It is signi

ficant that the plays which according to Professor Morgan's theory

would closely follow Henry IV, The Merchant of Venice and The

Taming of the Shrew, are slightly higher than 2 Henry IV, which

would support this conclusion. King John and 1 Henry IV would

then be left as the sole examples of a temporary deviation from

Shakespeare's normal practice and a return to the old-style, strictly

decasyllabic blank verse of the Marlovian school.

Titus Andronicus

Perhaps no other play of the Shakespeare canon has been the

occasion of such sharp disagreement as has made Titus the "still-

vex'd Bermoothes" of the First Folio. Critical opinion has strongly

a That is, the revised version.
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argued that (1) Shakespeare wrote the whole play, (2) that, Shake

speare had nothing to do with it, (3) that Shakespeare wrote an

early piece, of which the existing text is a revision by others, and

(4) that Shakespeare revised an early play of the Greene-Peele

school. It would ill become a novice to rush in where tried scholars

tread each other's toes, yet the present study would not be com

plete without at least giving the testimony which its metrical figures

offer on the problem.

Of the theories just named the first may safely be discarded,

and the third has won little support from others than its propon

ent, Prof. H. D. Gray.29 It will, however, be considered along with

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Titus Andronicus

Act,
Scene

Full
Lines

All fern.
Endings

Proper Fern. end.,
Names Strict Ct.

Total
per cent

Strict
per cent

i, i 470 13 4 9 2.7 1.9

n, i 124 3 0 3 2.4 2.4

n,2 24 1 0 1 4.1 4.1

ir, 3 295 33 2 28 11.1 9.4

n,4 53 3 0 3 5.6 5.6

in, 1 291 23 3 15 7.9 5.1

in, 2 79 10 0 8 12.6 10.0

iv, 1 123 3 0 2 2.4 1.5

iv, 2 169 20 0 20 11.8 11.8

iv, 3 84 11 2 9 13.0 10.7

iv, 4 104 9 0 8 8.6 7.6

v, 1 153 31 3 28 20.2 18.J

v, 2 201 13 1 11 6.4 5.4

v,3 172 25 3 20 14.5 11.5

Total 2,342 198 18 165 8.4 7.0

Summary

Scenes of 100 lines or more vary: (a) Total f.e., 2.4-20.2 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 1.9-18.3 per cent.

Scenes of 50-100 lines vary: (a) Total f.e., 5.6-13.0 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 5.6-10.7 per cent.

All scenes vary: (a) Total f.e., 2.4-20.2 per cent.

(b) Strict f.e., 1.9-18.3 per cent.

28 Fliigel Memorial Volume, Leland Stanford Junior University Publica

tions, 1916, pp. 114-126.
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the more probable hypothesis that if Shakespeare touched the work

at all he did so as the reviser of other men's work.

The present intention is to compare with the metrical figures

gathered in this study the claims made for Shakespeare and other

playwrights by several recent workers in the field, namely J. M.

Robertson,30 H. D. Gray,81 and T. M. Parrott,32 noting also the

purely impressionistic assignments of the poets Coleridge and Swin

burne. The pertinence of such a comparison lies in the fact that each

of these scholars depends at least in part on the frequency of fem

inine endings as a basis for his conclusions ; but the metrical figures

for different dramatists which they use are the compilation of more

than one person, and a large personal equation is thereby involved,

since the different counts are not made with the same understanding

as to what should be counted as a feminine ending. The particular

system chosen is not, for purposes of comparison, so important as

the necessity that some one system should be used; and since the

figures of the present study meet that requirement, and moreover

cover all the known works of the dramatists involved, they should

be of greater significance for the present purpose.

Whatever may have been the source of the existing text, whether

two old plays33 or one, there is substantial agreement that as we have

it, Titus must be dated 1593,34 unless Mr. W. W. Greg is right in

believing the 1594 Quarto to be the old play unrevised by Shakes-

speare,35 in which case it would of course be of earlier date. But for

the present discussion this possibility is unimportant: if Shake

speare's hand is present, it must be of that year; if not, the play

should agree in its use of feminine endings with the work of men

writing before that year.

In a play which is so certainly not by one hand, the percentage

of feminine endings for the whole is not significant, and we must

consider the variation of individual scenes. The accompanying table

may serve as the basis ; it gives in parallel columns the percentage

of each scene and the ascription of that scene by each of the scholars.

"Did Shakespeare Write Titus Andronicus? London, 1905.

" Op. cit., 1916.

"Shakespeare's Revision of Titus Andronicus. Mod. Lang. Review, xrv,

1919, pp. 16-37.

** Fuller, Pub. Mod. Lang. Assoc., 1901 ; Baker, idern.

84 Robertson, p. 19 ff. ; Parrott, p. 20.

"Mod. Lang. Review, p. 322. (xrv, 1919.)
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As a further means of comparison, at the bottom is given the range

of feminine endings found in whole plays of the poets suggested,

and also the variation to be found in individual scenes of more

than 100 lines written by these dramatists. It should be expected that

Titus Andronicus

Act, Sc.
Fern. end

Robertson Coleridge Swinburne Gray Parrott

I. 1 1.9 Peele, Greene 275-390

not Sh.

Peele

II, 1 2.4 Peele, Greene ( ?) Shakes. Peele,

Greene,

Sh. ( ?)

n, 2 4.1 Peele, Greene Shakes. Peele

n,3 9.4 Peele & Greene

(or Kyd)

not Sh. Shakes.

revising

ii,4 5.6 Not given not Sh. Shakes.

in, 1 5.1 Peele (& Greene?) Greene

ending

Partly

Shakes.

ni, 2 10.0 Peele or Greene

or Kyd

Shakes. Shakes.

rv, l 1.5 Peele or Greene

or Kyd

Greene not Sh.

(?)

iv, 2 11.8 Peele, Greene Shakes. Greene Shakes.

revising

iv, 3 10.7 Peele, Greene

& Marlowe (?)

Shakes. Shakes. Shakes.

from

70 on

w, 4 7.6 Marlowe, Greene Shakes. Shakes.

revising

v, 1 18.3 Peele, Marlowe Shakes. Shakes.

revising

v, 2 5.4 Peele (Kyd?) Shakes. Peele,

Greene

Part

Shakes.(20-60)

v, 3 11.5 Not stated ; V is a

reworking by more

than one hand.

Part

Shakes.,

Peele,

Greene?

Part

Shakes.

i

Average of feminine endings for the play 7.0 per cent.
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Percent in

Whole Plays

Percent in

Long Scenes

Greene's range

Peek's range

Shakespeare's range

0.1- 1.6

0.5- 5.4

4.3-16.8

0.0- 3.6

0.0- 2.4

0.0-22.1

(to 1595, with 1 H. IV)

Marlowe's range

Kyd's range (?)

0.4- 3.7

1.2-10.2

0.0- 8.0

0.0-14.8

the work of these same men in Titus ought not to vary greatly from

these figures.

i, 1. Assigned by no one to Shakespeare alone. The 1.9 per cent

of feminine endings is within the range of either Peele or Greene.

ii, 1. Possible for any of the men suggested; rather below Shake

speare's usual practice in 1593.

ii, 2. In such a short scene no safe conclusion can be drawn from

metrical figures.

ii, 3. The 9.4 per cent is quite beyond Greene's highest known

scene ; it far exceeds Peek's highest in the Old Wives Tale; it agrees

with Kyd's practice in Cornelia, and in Arden and Soliman, if the

latter are his ; it is well within Shakespeare's range.

ii, 4. A short scene.

hi, 1. Peele at his highest reaches 5.4 per cent, though never

in 100 consecutive lines. It is quite possible for Shakespeare. As in

several other scenes, there is the possibility of two hands producing

an average typical of neither when writing alone.

in, 2. Rather short, but notably too high for any writer suggested

except Kyd or Shakespeare.

iv, 1. Lower than Shakespeare usually goes, but possible for any

of the men suggested.

iv, 2. Far beyond any but Shakespeare or Kyd.

iv, 3. (Short) Too high for Peele, Greene, or Marlowe.

iv, 4. Too high for Greene; within Marlowe's highest range;

quite possible for Shakespeare.

v, 1. Far beyond anyone but Shakespeare.

v, 2. Barely possible for Peele ; possible for Kyd or Shakespeare.

v, 3. Beyond anyone but Kyd or Shakespeare.

Certain observations must be made regarding this showing. If

Kyd is concerned in Titus, it must be the Kyd of The Spanish

Tragedy. Quoting Jonson's reference to the earlier Titus in the In

troduction to Bartholomew Fair, as being twenty-five or thirty years
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old, Mr. Robertson remarks : "We can now be sure that he is talk

ing of a play about as old as the Spanish Tragedy, which probably

appeared about 1585 or 1586."36 That is, it must be old work of

Kyd's. But The Spanish Tragedy has only 1.2 per cent of feminine

endings, and the highest long scene only 3.3 per cent. The high per

centages in Titus can not, therefore, be taken as a clue to Kyd.

Again, such scenes as the short n, 4, and in, 1, iv, 4, v, 2, which

average between 5.1 per cent and 7.6 per cent, may very well be the

work of two hands, one being that of a writer who uses few feminine

endings and the other that of a reviser or collaborator whose practice

is much freer in that regard, so that the percentage for the scene

represents merely the mean of their styles.

With these considerations in mind, we must conclude that while

the percentages of feminine endings quite agree with other tests

in showing that Greene and Peele may have been concerned in Titus,

they show further that a considerable part of the existing text was

written by someone whose employment of feminine endings was far

beyond that of Peele, Greene, Lodge, Nashe, or Marlowe, and in

one scene beyond that of Kyd's latest work. It is, in fact, beyond

the work of any writer except Shakespeare, whose plays of that

period, e.g., Two Gentlemen of Verona, the revised Comedy of Er

rors, amply verify his practice.

The results indicated by the foregoing comparison are, there

fore, that Titus is not entirely the work of Shakespeare ; that it does

contain considerable Shakespearean matter; and that the appear

ance of this matter in widely separated parts marks a thorough re

vision by him of all but the first act.

" Robertson, op. cit., p. 20.



CHAPTER XI

CONCLUSION

Some general conclusions can now be drawn from the data gath

ered in the preceding chapters.

Despite the normal occurrence of an unstressed eleventh syllable

in the Italian blank verse which seems to have suggested the use of

unrimed pentameter to Surrey, early English blank verse is almost

wholly decasyllabic. This is no more than natural ; for while Italian

words for the most part end with an unstressed syllable, English,

as the early writers on rhetoric insisted, is basically monosyllabic,1

and a line of verse tends to have a stressed ending. But further,

as Schipper points out,2 in the beginning English blank verse based

its rhythm on that of heroic verse rather than on an Italian model, so

that its whole structure took over the end-stopped line and the pre

vailingly masculine close of English rimed pentameter.

A remark in Puttenham's Arte of English Poesie, probably writ

ten 1584-1588, is illuminating. He says:

The meter of seven sillables is not usual, no more is that of nine and eleven,

yet if they be well composed, that is, their Cesure well appointed, and their

last accent which makes the concord, they are commendable inough, as in

this ditty, where one verse is of eight an other is of seven, and in the one

the accent upon the last, in the other upon the last save one.

The smoakie sighes, the bitter teares

That I in vaine have wasted.

And all the reason why these meeters in all sillable are alowable is, for

that the sharpe accent falles upon the penultima or last save one sillable of

the verse, which doth so drowne the last, as he seemeth to pass away in

maner unpronounced, and so make the verse seeme even.'

As late as the date of this work the odd syllable is acceptable

only because it is drowned out by the stress preceding it and

"seemeth to passe away in maner unpronounced." It must be evident

1 Cf. Gascoigne, Certayne Notes of Instruction, Sec. 5 (Cunliffe, I, p. 468) :

"Here by the way I thinke it not amisse to forewarne you that you thrust

as few wordes of many sillables into your verse as may be: and hereunto I

might alledge many reasons : first the most auncient English wordes are of

one sillable, so that the more monasyllables that you use, the truer English

man you shall seeme, and the lesse you shall smell of the Inkehorne."

* Englische Metrik, Band n, 1, B. Kapitel 1, p. 261 f.

"Book il, Chap. in (misnumbered for iv). Arber, Reprints, Vol. 21, p. 85.
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from this and from the practice of the early writers of blank verse

that the rare feminine endings to be found are present by accident

or necessity, and not because they were thought an added beauty.

The most that can be said of these early writers ( Surrey, Gascoigne,

the authors of Gorboduc, Grimald) is that some of them show a

tendency to admit feminine endings with increased frequency as they

become more practiced in the meter, but never to an extent which

can be considered significant. A summary of their practice makes this

plain at a glance :

Writer Lines Strict F.E. Per cent

Surrey 1,996 10 0.5

Grimald 204 1 0.4

Gorboduc 1,695 2 0.1

Gascoigne & Kinwelmershe 3,436 48 1.1

It is to the public dramatists, then, that we must turn for the

development of the feminine ending into an important element of

blank verse. This is but natural, for we should expect the language

of the stage to develop a greater freedom of utterance than the more

strictly literary forms of poetry : the blank verse of Milton and

Tennyson is enough to show that the feminine ending has never been

adopted for epic use, though the feminine line was not far from be

coming the norm of seventeenth century dramatists like Fletcher

and Massinger.

The development of the feminine ending in the works of the

dramatists can perhaps best be discussed in connection with the ac

companying table. In it are grouped according their use of feminine

endings the blank verse plays written from about 1580 to about

1595, with anonymous plays and those of Shakespeare in parallel

columns with the known works of other dramatists.

The earlier plays of the period show no development in feminine

endings beyond such an early writer as Gascoigne. The Arraign

ment of Paris and Locrine have only 0.5 per cent, The Spanish

Tragedy 1.2 per cent, and the two parts of Tamburlaine only 1.3

and 1.2 per cent; plays which manifestly imitate that epoch-making

work fall beneath its low average : Alphonsus, King of Arragon has

only 0.1 per cent, The Wounds of Civil War 0.8 per cent. It is safe

to say that the feminine ending as an important feature of blank

verse certainly does not appear before Marlowe has made that meter

predominant in the drama.
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PLAYS FROM 1580 TO ABOUT 1595

Known Writers Anonymous Plays Shakespeare

Plays with 0-2 per cent of feminine endings

Locrine (0.5)

Tr. Reign (1.9; 1.2)

Richard III (2.0)

Wars of Cyrus (0.8)

Kyd, Spanish Tragedy (1.2)

Peele, Arraign. of Paris (0.5)

David and Bethsabe (0.8)

Edward I (1.8)

Alcazar (1.5)

Wilson, 3 Lords of London (1.4)

Greene, Alph. of Arragon (0.1)

James IV (1.6)

Looking Glass (1.3)

Orlando Furioso (0.8)

Friar Bacon (0.7)

Marlowe, Tamburlaine (1.3; 1.2)

Dr. Faustus (1.7)

Dido (0.4)

Massacre of Paris (1.4)

Lodge, Wounds of Civil War (1.0)

Nashe, Summer's Last Will (0.2)

Hughes, Misfortunes of A. (0.0)

Lyly, Woman in the Moon (0.2)

Wilmot, Tancred & Gismund (0.1)

Plays with 7-12 per cent of feminine endings

Contention (4.3)

Marlowe, Edward II (3.7) Selimus (2.2) King John (4.9)

Jew of Malta (3.0) Knack to Know (2.4) 1 Henry IV (4.3)

Jack Straw (2.3)

Plays with 5-7 per cent of feminine endings

Edward III (5.3) 1 Henry VI (6.3)

Peele, Old Wives Tale (5.4) Fair Em (6.5) L. L. Lost (6.0)

Taming a Shrew (6.2) M. N. Dream (5.6)

Arden of F. (6.2) Romeo (6.3)

Plays with 7-12 per cent of feminine endings

Soliman&P. (10.2)

George a G. (8.5)

King Leir (10.8)

True Tragedy (7.3)

Alar. for London (9.6)

Alp. Emp. of Ger. (11.5)

Plays with 12-20 per cent of feminine endings

Marlowe, Lucan (14.5) C. of Errors (15.3)

Munday, John a Kent 1 Pt. Ieronimo (18.9) Two Gent. (15.7)

(13.7) Richard III (16.8)

Plays with over 20 per cent of feminine endings

Sir T. More (20.7)

1 Richard II (21.0)

Wilson, Cobbler's Prophecy

(7.4)

Kyd, Cornelia (9.5)

2 Henry VI (10.4)

3 Henry VI (10.7)

Richard II (8.2)

Titus A. (7.0)
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When we turn to the University Wits and their fellows, we find

that while with practice there was some slight tendency to increase

the use of the feminine ending, none of them, not even Marlowe,

made it a significant part of his verse. This is clearly shown by the

limited range of percentages to be found in the canonical plays of

each. Thus :

Author Range in Whole Plays Range in Single Long Scenes

(over 100 lines)
Per cent Per cent

Greene 0.1-1.6 0.0-3.6

Peele 0.5-5.4 0.0-2.4

Nashe 0.2 none

Lyly 0.2 0.0-1.3

Lodge 1.0 0.0-1.3

Marlowe 0.4-3.7 0.0-8.0

Despite some slight tendency, notably in Marlowe, to use the

feminine ending with increasing frequency, there is no trace in the

plays of any of these men of the great increase with which the

device soon begins to appear. We must therefore look further for

the writer who first, consciously or instinctively, recognized the

poetic value of the feminine line and made it an essential part of

dramatic verse.

The claim of Thomas Kyd deserves attention. If he wrote Soli-

man and Perseda and Arden of Feversham, his range is :

In whole plays In single long scenes

Per cent Per cent

1.2-10.2 0.0-14.8

With the exception of the early Spanish Tragedy, all of the plays

ascribed to him considerably exceed the percentages of the writers

previously considered; and it is quite possible that he was in fact

the first who made frequent use of feminine endings and thus led

the way to the freer blank verse which was to come. But we can

not be sure of this : of the later plays, only Cornelia is certainly his,

and Cornelia is a translation, which may have been influenced by the

meter of the original Cornelie; and even if he was the original au

thor of Soliman, the present text, which was probably printed sev

eral years after the play was entered for publication in 1592, may be

a revised version. Kyd's claim, therefore, while strong, is not con

clusive. Moreover, whatever his own practice may have been, the

almost universal adoption of the feminine ending which soon took

place was certainly due not to him but to a greater writer.
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Love's Labour's Lost and the unrevised first scene of The Com

edy of Errors indicate that in the beginning Shakespeare used fem

inine endings with very little more frequency than his contempo

raries and the former play shows that he was at that time greatly

under the influence of the older riming school. As we have already

seen, rime is itself a means of avoiding the monotony which is

likely to weigh down blank verse, and when rime is used there is no

need to seek other variation of the line. Until Marlowe, rime was so

used by all dramatists, and it continued for some time after Mar

lowe, though to a less and less degree.

With Marlowe, however, appeared the drama written essentially

altogether in blank verse ; and this form, by the force of his genius,

became the model for the playwrights who followed him. Marlowe

himself was poet enough to dispense with rime and yet secure metri

cal variety by shifting cadences and ringing phrases within the line ;

but his imitators, when thus deprived of rime, achieved mainly

the monotony of The Wars of Cyrus or the bombast of The Battle

of Alcazar.

At almost the date of Love's Labour's Lost (1592) Shakespeare

first came into close contact with the Marlovian drama in his con

nection with the Contention plays. The effect dramatically can be seen

in the series of historical plays which he shortly produced ; but the

effect on his meter is no less pronounced, for he began almost im

mediately to write dramas in which rime was reduced to a purely

incidental function.

It is highly significant that the feminine ending appears at once.

The final revision (2 & 3 Henry VI) of the Contention plays rises

to over 10 per cent, despite the retention of much of Marlowe's

verse; The Two Gentlemen has 15.7 per cent, the revised Comedy of

Errors, 15.3 per cent, and Richard III 16.8 per cent. Faced with the

necessity of obtaining variety without rime, Shakespeare succeeds

not merely by shifts within the line but by varying the ending also.

Moreover, his variation is to some extent carried over into the later

plays written in the older rimed style, Romeo and Juliet, Richard II,

A Midsummer Night's Dream; though it is significant that the plays

which contain much rime are all relatively low in feminine endings.

Shakespeare further comes to use the falling cadence of the

feminine ending to produce definite dramatic effects. In 3 Henry VI

he masses six such endings in seven lines to express the pathos of the
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king's lament4; and Two Gentlemen of Verona is full of speeches

in which the swift give and take of light conversation is brought out

by the unstressed ending of the line.

No dramatist before Shakespeare had found such possibilities in

the feminine ending; nor had any other dramatist up to this time

closely approached the percentages to be found in the Comedy of

Errors, Two Gentlemen, and Richard III. Further, as a glance at

the table will show, no play of Shakespeare falls as low in feminine

endings as at least one play (and in most cases all the plays) of

every earlier dramatist.

The conclusion to be drawn is that Shakespeare developed the

use of the feminine ending largely as the result of his contact with

the works of Marlowe, which led him to abandon the use of rime,

except as an incidental feature, and turn more and more to blank

verse. The feminine ending was the natural consequence, arising

at first from the necessity of varying the cadence of the ten-syllable

line, but developing very soon into an instrument of positive beauty

and dramatic effect.5

Shakespeare's plays written up to about 1595, with the addi

tion of 1 Henry IV, have the following range of feminine endings :

These figures are decidedly higher than those of any other dramatist

considered.

If Shakespeare shows a vast increase in feminine endings after

his rehandling of Marlowe's Contention plays, we should expect

his example to be imitated by other dramatists with the reopening

of the theaters in 1594; for with the older group of playwrights prac

tically gone from the scene, Shakespeare, with his brilliant new pro

ductions, must have made himself almost at once the leader of

the stage.

Such imitation did in fact occur. Munday's John a Kent, prob

ably of 1594, has 13.7 per cent of feminine endings; the anonymous

Alarum for London, which is not earlier, has 8.9 per cent; Sir

4 ii, 5, 96-102.

5 One must not say, of course, that Shakespeare consciously decided to

increase the number of eleven-syllable lines, nor on the other hand that it

was purely instinctive. Whether conscious or not, the development was cer

tainly no accident.

Whole Plays
Per cent

Single Long Scenes
Per cent

4.3-16.8 0.0-22.1
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Thomas More (ca. 1596) averages 20.7 per cent, and what is more

significant, though the manuscript of the play is in six hands, only

one scene (the sole example of Hand A) fails to employ feminine

endings with the greatest freedom. One of these hands is that of

Munday, and Shakespeare is possibly to be found in one scene; a

third hand has been identified as that of Thomas Dekker,6 which is

significant as showing that the newer writers were adopting the

feminine ending as a matter of course.

To go further would be to step beyond the limits of the present

study; but it is not necessary to go further, for we have reached

the point at which the feminine ending has come into general though

still increasing use. Henceforth it is a constant element of dra

matic meter.

The rapidity with which it developed is noteworthy. With the

somewhat doubtful exception of Kyd, the leading dramatists of

1590 used the feminine ending with a sparing hand—even Marlowe,

who practically created dramatic blank verse ; yet hardly more than

five years later, the hack-writer Munday, the novice Dekker, and

men whose names are now unknown have all accepted it as a nor

mal feature of their verse.

This rapidity must be ascribed in the main to the influence which

Shakespeare already had on his fellow dramatists. The earlier imi

tators of Marlowe, men like Greene and Peele, never got completely

away from a certain monotony in the structure of their verse; and

one reason for this is their failure to vary the ending of the line.

Shakespeare adopts and develops this variation from his first contact

with Marlowe ; and the richer, freer verse which results is example

enough for his contemporaries, who learn the trick from him.

Most can raise the flower now,

For all have got the seed.

6 Shakespeare's Hand in Sir Thomas More, p. 53 f .
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